
AK Joti

(L-R) Theja Therieh, Alemtemshi Jamir, Neiphiu Rio, Salikyu Sangtam and Imkong Walling during the panel discussion on NSDZ at the 
NITex business summit on Tuesday.

Panellists and moderator at the business summit of Nagaland international trade expo (NITex) on Nov. 28
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Mirror Takes

~ Arien
Eshh don't worry do you 
think anybody will blame 

us if we fail? Everyone will 
blame the government... 
That's the IN thing now.

 No man is an island, 
entire of itself; every man 
is a piece of the continent. 

~John Donne
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Min.Max. Max.Min.
Aizawl 24° 11°
Agartala 27° 14°
Gangtok 19° 06°
Guwahati 27° 14°
Imphal 24° 12°

Itanagar 24° 10°
Shillong 19° 06°
Delhi 26° 10°
Kolkata 28° 13°
Chennai 29° 25°

 Max:  Min:
KOHIMA 18.8° 10°
DIMAPUR 25.4° 16°
 RF:  RH:
KOHIMA NIL 73%
DIMAPUR NIL 84%
* Rainfall (RF) * Relative humidity (RH)
Temperature in State Capitals
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2018 state assembly elections 
will definitely be held — CEC

‘Concept of NSDZ is to protect landowners’

Dimapur police issue traffic regulations

'Nagaland can trade with neighbouring countries'Governor summons 
assembly

NTC not to attend 
Dec. 4 consultation

    

NATION ENTERTAINMENT SPORTS

Prince Harry uses Princess 
Diana’s legacy for engagement 

with Meghan Markle | P10

GES reflects US-India 
economic,security partnership 

— Ivanka Trump | P8

Arsenal will not sell Ozil 
and Sanchez in January 
– Wenger  |  P11

Kohima Bureau
Kohima, Nov. 28 (EMN): 
Amid wide speculations and 
hope for a settlement to the 
protracted Naga political issue 
before the 2018 state assembly 
election and the latter would 
be called off, Chief Elec-
tion Commissioner of India 
(CEC) AK Joti on November 
28 categorically stated that 
Nagaland assembly election 
will take place as scheduled.

Replying to a query dur-
ing a press conference in Ko-
hima on Tuesday, Joti said 
the 2018 election will be held 
‘definitely’ and that was the 
reason why the team of Elec-
tion Commission of India 
(ECI) including himself was 
in the state, to make an as-
sessment. The CEC and four 
other officials of the ECI were 
in Kohima on a two-day pre-
liminary visit to review poll-
preparedness for the forth-
coming assembly election. 

Joti informed that his 
team had met representatives 
of various political parties to 
understand their issues and 
concerns, and also reviewed 
the work of state administra-
tion and discussed issues with 
the chief secretary, DGP as 
well as other senior state of-
ficials.

“Commission has noted 
all the feedback and informa-
tion that were given. We will 
take all these into account 
and then the election schedule 
will be announced,” the CEC 
said.

There are 60 assembly 
constituencies which will be 
going to polls in Nagaland 
and according to the informa-
tion received from state CEO, 
there are 11.63 lac. voters as 
per the draft electoral rolls 
published on Oct. 3, 2017, Joti 
stated. He also remarked that 

Eastern Mirror Desk 
Dimapur, Nov. 28: The very pur-
pose of introducing the widely-
debated Nagaland Special Devel-
opment Zone (NSDZ) way back 
in 2014 was to seek suggestions to 
help strike balance between protect-
ing the rights of landowners while 
dragging an utterly dependent Na-
galand economy to the doorsteps of  
self-sustenance, according to two of  
the prime figures behind the idea of  
NSDZ. 

The current Lok Sabha MP, 
Neiphiu Rio was the chief minister 
when the NSDZ was introduced 
inside the Assembly in 2014. The 
Chief Secretary, back then, was 
Alemtemshi Jamir – and both of  
them were part of a panel team to 
discuss on NSDZ at the ongoing 
trade expo at Agri Expo Dimapur 
on Tuesday. 

According to Rio, the state gov-
ernment has never sought to an-
nounce its adoption of the NSDZ 
at the Assembly as the final word. It 
had specifically motioned consulta-
tion with the stakeholders prior to 
the state government arriving at any 
final decision, he pointed out. 

“Because we thought we will 
give an opportunity to the landown-
ers to decide,” he said while stress-
ing the point that an unused plot 
of land will ‘remain nothing but 
as soil.’ but the same plot of land 
could be leased to investors, even 
non-Naga persons, after ensuring 
protection of the indigenous per-
sons’ ownership of land.

“If you think it (NSDZ) is good, 
then you can go ahead (and pur-
sue it). But if  not, you can reject it 
outright,” Rio told an audience of  
Naga entrepreneurs. Any relaxation 
of laws in order to accommodate 
the NSDZ would only be affected 
‘in those areas with economic po-
tentials’ along Nagaland’s foothills 
stretch. 

He insisted that those opposed 
to the NSDZ proposal need only to 
go through the Assembly resolution 
concerning NSDZ to understand 
that there was enough room to dis-
cuss the loopholes and come to a 
concrete policy.  

Former Chief Secretary, Ale-
mtemshi Jamir, who had written 
the concept note of the NSDZ, also 
shared that the sole “concept of  
NSDZ was meant to safeguard the 
rights of the people over their land 
but at the same time make Naga-
land compatible with the rest of the 
world.”

Urbanisation, he reminded, 

was taking place regardless of the 
people of Nagaland liking it or not. 
“Capital investment is not avail-
able for starting of any industries. 
On the other hand, our children 
are growing in numbers so much 
so that there is extreme pressure on 
environment. 

“Almost 13 thousand young 
people are coming into the job mar-
ket every year adding to the 75 thou-
sand plus which are there (in the 
state). On the other hand when we 
look at the development models that 
people have conceived, we haven’t 
really moved forward since state-
hood. Our development concept, 
development model is still govern-
ment oriented,” he pointed out.

The people of Nagaland, he 
reasoned, must admit that they 
‘have to industrialise’ one day or 
the other. “Then when we look at 
the urban conglomerations, we look 
at the mountain cities: Kohima, 
Mokokchung, Tuensang, it’s al-
ready reached carrying capacity. It 
cannot carry more than what it has 
today. 

“And therefore we have to think 
of another dynamic by which this 
urbanisation, industrialisation can 
be put and set up. And it should be 
set up in a place which will not be 
in contravention or in contradiction 
to the existing land laws,” he shared 
while casting light on the motives 
behind NSDZ.

He reminded that the concept 
of NSDZ was not totally alien.  “It 
is already happening here in Dim-
napur for the last 54 years...why 
should we prevent second, third, 
fourth Dimapur to come up along 
the foothills?”

But for any kind of investment, 
the Naga people would have to pay 
some collateral. “For investment, 
the collateral can only be land. And 
there is no country in the world 
who is going to give us free money 
for the start of industrialisation,” he 
said. 

The lone opposing view among 
the panel was the Nagaland Tribes 
Council’s representative, Theja 
Therieh. According to him, devel-
opmental proposals should not be 
detrimental to the basic fundamen-
tals of the state and is citizens.

“Article 371 (A) or the existing 
land and revenue laws can ever be 
considered impediment to develop-
ment and if  anyone has such mis-
conception can land our people in 
danger,” he said. 

The concept of the NSDZ, in 
its current, form was ‘haphazard, 

shallow and self-defeating’, accord-
ing to Therieh. “The NSDZ is sup-
posed to be a prosperity programme 
for the state which can fetch maxi-
mum dividend without disturbing 
the protective laws, but some of the 
clauses are highly questionable. 

“One clause says that the land 
will be acquired for allotment to 
people from outside the state. This 
is not permissible in the Land Regu-
lation Act of the state where land 
cannot be sold to any outsiders,” he 
said.

He was of the view that the 
state government has failed to ‘cre-
ate new laws to protect the ethnic 
rights of the indigenous people of  
the state or improvise existing laws 
that protect the same’. Therieh as-
serted that the NSDZ should not be 
in conflict with existing laws while 
suggesting that those same laws 
could be amended or modified. 

Salikyu Sangtam, a professor at 
St Jospeh University, Sovima, also 
supported the view that the benefits 
of NSDZ far outweigh the negative 
points. 

The Morung Express’ princi-
pal correspondent, Imkong Wall-
ing represented the objective voice 
among the panellists, and also man-
aged to deliver the most sobering ob-
servation. “...neither will I dwell on 
the government’s declared intention 
nor will I speak on why and how it 
has attracted so much resistance… 
I’d rather choose to point out a cou-
ple things that have struck me as es-
sential, and maybe, pose a couple of  
questions for everyone to take home 
and ponder over,” he began.

The most basic question, he 
pointed out, was whether Nagaland 
was truly capable of supporting 
an infrastructure in the magnitude 
of the proposed NSDZ. Nagaland 
today cannot even provide proper 
road connectivity and power sup-
ply, he pointed out, while question-
ing whether it could sustain such a 
project that cannot be materialised 
without those two major require-
ments. 

“We do require industry and 
industrial growth. But to set that 
into motion we ought to have the 
basics in place. To have the basics in 
place, we need to build an environ-
ment conducive to a healthy rap-
port between the populace and the 
various arms of the government. To 
have that healthy rapport we need 
a populace that is supportive and 
proactive while ensuring that there 
are checks and balances at every 
level.”  

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN):  
The Nagaland Tribes Coun-
cil has on Tuesday informed 
that the council will not be 
attending the consultative 
meeting on the Naga po-
litical issue initiated by the 
Speaker  on behalf of the 
house. 

"It is to inform that the 
Nagaland Tribes Council 
(NTC) would not be in a 
position to attend the pro-
posed consultative meet-
ing on Naga political issue 
on  December 4, 2017 to 
be held at RECMPA, Jot-
soma, Kohima Nagaland," 
stated  Nribemo Ngullie the 
General Secretary of the                                                                  
Nagaland Tribes Council.

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN) 
: The Governor P B Ach-
arya has on Nov. 28 sum-
moned the Nineteenth 
Session of  the Twelfth 
Nagaland Legislative As-
sembly on Dec. 14. 

" The Governor of  Na-
galand has summoned the 
Nineteenth Session of  the 
Twelfth Nagaland Legis-
lative Assembly to meet 
at 9:30 A.M on Thursday 
the 14th December, 2017 
onwards in the Nagaland 
Legislative Assembly 
Hall, Kohima," stated the 
note from DIPR. 

Eastern Mirror Desk
Dimapur, Nov. 28: The 
panel discussion on the 
prospect of   trade with 
neighbouring countries at 
the business summit in the 
ongoing Nagaland Interna-
tional Trade expo (NITex) 
on Tuesday ended on the 
note that it is possible and 
viable for Nagaland and 
the people of  the state to 
trade with the neighbour-
ing countries and it need to 
be encouraged. 

To this effect the gener-
al understanding of  all the 
panellist at the discussion 
was that the stakeholder 
states of  the region need to 
work more closely, collabo-
rate and leverage on each 
other's best practices. 

The discussion of  the 
session was focussed on 
trade with the neighbouring 
countries that are part of  
the Bangladesh, Bhutan, In-
dia and Nepal (BBIN)  sub 
region quadrangle on the 
backdrop that the North-
east borders 98% of India’s 
international boundaries 
and given its strategic loca-
tion, the region is said to 
develop as a base of  one of  
India’s growing economic 
links not only with the 
ASEAN countries but also 
with these countries .

Panellist for the ses-
sion Bhanu Pratap Singh, 
CEO, North East Founda-
tion (NEF) and OSD to the 

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN):  The Dimapur 
police on Tuesday issued fresh traffic 
regulations and advisory on Tuesday ac-
count of the President's visit to the state 
to attend the Hornbill Festival at Kohima 
and also the incoming festive season.

" In view of  the Hon’ble President of  
India, Shri Ram Nath Kovind’s  visit  to 
Nagaland from 30th November to 1st De-
cember, 2107  an advisory is issued to the 
public that no stationary or broken down 
vehicles will be allowed to be parked 
along the route from Airport Junction till 
Chapru (Bamboo Haat Piphema). Any 
vehicles found along the route causing 
traffic inconveniences and security risk 
will be towed away," stated the press note 

from the PRO of Dimapur police.
It also added that the Dimapur police 

will be conducting motorcade rehearsal 
along the VVIP proposed route of  travel 
from Dimapur starting from Airport 
junction to Chapru in Piphema  on Nov. 
29 from  at 3:00 pm onwards. 

Public are requested to bear with the 
inconveniences during the period of  mo-
torcade rehearsal, added the PRO.

In another release the PRO of Di-
mapur police announced a list of  regu-
lations to be observed during the festive 
season from Dec.1 to 21st between the 
times of  6 am to 7 pm daily. 

It stated that the playground of  
Christian Hrigher Secondary School  

has been allotted as parking area where 
all vehicles are directed to park only in 
the allotted area.  The Parking and secu-
rity of  the vehicles will be looked after 
by the Eden Charity Club for a nominal 
fee of  INR 20 upto 6 hours and INR 40 
for above 6 hours. 

It further stated that only single park-
ing will be allowed along the road and 
that the Vehicle owner  shall be respon-
sible for the safety of  the vehicles  and 
advised to' keep it under attendance at 
all times'. 

"Vehicles parked in 'NO PARKING 
ZONES' will be towed away and the 
owner of  such vehicles shall be ticketed 
as per law,"  the press note stated. 

special summary revision of  
electoral rolls with reference to 
Jan. 1, 2018 as the qualifying 
date was in progress and the 
final publication of electoral 
rolls will be done on Jan. 5, 
2018.

It was learnt that all the 
registered political parties, in-
cluding the two factions of the 
Naga People’s Front (NPF) at-
tended the meeting, except for 
the newly registered Nation-
alist Democratic Progressive 
Party.

The CEC highlighted that 
the representatives of politi-
cal parties have requested that 
the ECI election observers 
should be more proactive and 
take suitable action on the 
complaints lodged with them. 
They also stated to have point-
ed out that electorate should 
be made aware of the steps 
required to be taken by them 
in case of filing of false affida-
vits by candidates. On law and 
order, political parties were 
said to have raised concern 
that movement of armed cad-
res should be curbed to avoid 
taking sides and attempt to 
intimidate voters or supporters 
of rival candidates.

“The commission took 
note of the concerns and sug-
gestions of the political parties 
and assured them that all steps 
would be taken,” the CEC 
said.

Strict implementation of 
ceasefire ground rules

“The ECI has directed 
for strict implementation 
of ceasefire ground rules so 
that the movement of armed 
cadres is curbed in the inter-
est of free and fair election,” 
CEC Joti said. The visiting 
ECI team also asked the state 
administration to tone up the 
security and law and order en-
vironment, and take preven-
tive steps. 

The CEC said central 
armed police forces (CAPF) 
will be deployed during elec-
tion for ‘confidence building 
measures’ while strict vigil on 
the international border with 
Myanmar will be maintained 
by the Assam Rifles to curb 
movement of armed cadres 
across the borders. Also, all 
the police check posts across 
the state will be under web-
casting/video surveillance  
24x7 for the entire election 
period, he added.

When asked about in-
stances of highhandedness of  
security forces, Joti said the 
mandate of the Assam Ri-
fles was clear that they guard 
the international borders and 
other places where there are 
serious law and order issues. 
He stressed that the state ma-
chinery was efficient and they 
would be supplemented by 
the CAPF.

The commission will be 
designating general and police 
observers after the announce-
ment of election to monitor 
all activities and advise the 
administration to take suitable 
action, the official said. 

180 flying squads, 94 static 
teams for expenditure 
monitoring

While informing that the 
team reviewed with enforce-

ment agencies to curb misuse 
of money, drugs, liquor, and 
gifts distribution the CEC said 
the commission will ensure an 
effective expenditure monitor-
ing during election period. 

“180 flying squads, three 
per assembly constituency, and 
94 static surveillance teams 
will be operationalised[sic] to 
check movement of cash, liq-
uor, drugs and other freebies 
in the state,” Joti said, adding 
that the vehicles used by fly-
ing squads will be fitted with 
GPS to track their movement 
and prompt action. He also 
informed that movement of  
money through banking chan-
nels will be monitored and 
foolproof arrangements will 
be made to check suspicious 
transactions.

Stating that income tax of-
ficials will be deployed for ex-
penditure monitoring, he said 
air intelligence units of the 
Income Tax authorities are to 
be set up at Dimapur airport. 
“The IT authorities have also 
agreed that they will be setting 
up financial intelligence unit 
which will be monitoring the 
high cash transactions in all 
the banks on a daily basis,” 
Joti informed.

ECI will decide NPF case 
after hearing both sides

On being asked when the 
ECI was likely to give a ver-
dict on the current split within 
the NPF party, the CEC said 
it was a quasi-judicial proc-
ess and the commission will 
decide after hearing both the 
factions. He confirmed that 
both factions of the party have 
submitted applications and 
as part of a legal procedure, 
the commission will first hear 
both sides and then deliver a 
judgment.

Related news in page 3

Government of  Meghalaya 
said that though the oppor-
tunities were difficult in the 
state, it was not impossible 
to achieve them. He cited 
many opportunities Naga-
land possesses in terms of  
trade such as the proxim-
ity it has to Myanmar and 
Bangladesh. Commodities 
like Naga king chilly, khol-
lar, large cardamom, pine-
apple, ginger, passion fruit 
and wild apple are all avail-
able easily can be exported. 
Exporting these items will 
create a big market with 
premium prices apart from 
the absence of  the middle-
men thus creating more op-
portunities.

Kesang Wangdi, Depu-
ty Secretary General, Bhu-
tan chamber of  Commerce 
and  Industry spoke on the 
business prospect of  Naga-
land for import and export 

with Bhutan keeping in 
mind the South Asian As-
sociation for Regional Co-
operation (SAARC) objec-
tive is to promote economy 
entrepreneurship in the 
region. He also provided 
an insight on the hand-
holding that his govern-
ment provides in Bhutan to 
entrepreneurs and business 
houses. 

In the region the main 
markets being  India, 
Bangladesh, and Nepal 
and Wangdi stated that 
there are huge opportuni-
ties for business in Bhutan. 
Citing the a stable govern-
ment and the free hand 
to the entrepreneur to do 
business, Bhutan can be a 
good prospect for import 
and export in the sub re-
gion, Wangdi said.

RC Aggarwal, the 
president of  the North East 

Federation on Internation-
al Trade who is also a an 
executive member of  the 
Indo-Myanmar chamber of  
commerce and industries 
with extensive experience 
in the region highlighted 
some problem areas which 
can be addressed collective-
ly. He stated that the states 
in Northeast can come to-
gether and collectively ap-
prise the government on 
policy matters so ease the 
process of  trading from the 
region. 

The other panellists, 
Rajeev Goswami, Deputy 
director General, FINER 
and Jesmina Zeliang, 
Founder- Naga Heirloom 
and Convener, NER, Ex-
port Promotion Council 
for handicrafts stressed on 
the challenges that ham-
pers trade in the Northeast 
region  such as air and road 

connectivity, infrastructure 
like roads, electricity, stor-
age facilities, lack of  pack-
aging units, lack of  testing 
labs, lack of  information 
and lack of  trade advisory 
bodies. The volatile politi-
cal situations like bandhs 
and economic blockades 
were all cited to be hin-
drances in trade. Goswami 
also suggested that Naga-
land should preserve its flo-
ra and fauna by focussing 
on smaller industries and 
not large scaled ones. The 
BBIN markets should be 
the focus of  the young en-
trepreneurs in the region, 
he iterated. 

Moderator of  the ses-
sion, Wapong Longkumer, 
Executive Editor, Eastern 
Mirror on his end note 
urged the young entrepre-
neurs to look out and take 
risks instead of  jus focuss-

ing on the very limited 
domestic market.  “Eve-
rybody starts something 
new and since there are no 
consumers from outside, it 
becomes stagnant and not 
sustainable, ”he said.

He reminded about the 
initiatives from the Govt. 
of  India that were taking 
place ; such as the Kolkata 
to Tripura roadway of  just 
500 km via Bangladesh 
compared to nearly 2000 
kms at present and also 
the current railway line ex-
tension being undertaken 
in Tripura that once com-
pleted will be just 5 hours 
away from the Chittagong 
port. 

“It might take some 
time but during this time 
the young entrepreneurs 
can position themselves 
well and be prepared” con-
cluded the moderator.



Naga political settlement is more 
important than election—Imchen

NPCC demands removal of ‘Disturbed Area’ tag

Art & Culture dept. set for Hornbill Festival

Totok NPF youth consultative meet

Governor mourns Dimapur Rengma community celebrates Ngada festival

Pfutsero Govt. College pledges 
to support AIDS free generation

‘Transforming mindset would avoid identity based conflict’

Shimray appointed as 
Longvibu (CNC) 

NSS trained on skills and 
personal development 
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Climate Change Awakening Ride

Imkong L Imchen and other officials during the inauguration of the Angphang Model village in Mon on Tuesday.

(L) Womenfolk presenting a traditional game. (R) G Regma speaking addressing the gathering.

Nodel officer of Red Ribbon Club and principal along with college faculty members after the programme.

Educator from UK Barbara Radley with NEISSR students after the training programme in Dimapur on Tuesday.

Principal Zisaji Presidency College Dr. Helen Jamir along with students and volunteers of ‘Climate z 
rally at Kipheri.

FGN 70th Tatar Hoho-cum-Budget Session
The Ministry of Rali Wali, Federal Government of 
Nagaland (FGN) has informed that the 70th Tatar 
Hoho-cum-Budget Session of the FGN will be held on 
Dec. 7 and 8, 10 a.m. at Oking, Kohima. Members are 
asked to assemble at 9:40 a.m. Speaker of Tatar Hoho 
Lhouvitsu will take chair at 10: 50 a.m. and then the 
house will receive Gen. (Retd.) Viyalie Metha, Kedahge 
followed by his speech and business. All kilonsers, 
tatars, dignitaries of the NNC/FGN, authorized 
representatives of NNC/FGN (central and regional), 
Naga army, Naga Women Federation and Naga Youth 
Federation are requested to attend the session.

SAYO jubilee postponed
The silver jubilee celebration of the Southern Angami 
Youth Organisation (SAYO) which was scheduled to 
be held on Dec. 9 has been postponed to Dec. 13. A 
release issued by the organisation president stated that 
the deferment was necessitated due to unavoidable 
circumstances. The SAYO requested all well wishers, 
units, elders, members and regions to bear with the 
inconvenience and join the celebration.

LCC convenes general meeting
The Lotha Colony Council (LCC) has convened a general 
meeting on Dec. 1, 9 a.m. at Council Hall. Various 
agendas/resolution pertaining to the welfare of the 
colony will be deliberated and resolved. One member 
from every household both permanent resident and 
tenants are informed to attend the meeting positively 
as attendance will be taken. 

UNB Naga colony mass social work
In view of festive season, the United North Block 
(UNB)-Naga Colony Council will be undertaking 
mass-social work on Dec. 2 from 6 to 10 a.m. All the 
residents are requested to participate.

WCH jubilee committee meeting
The Western Chakhesang Hoho (WCH) golden jubilee 
committee meeting has been on Nov. 30, 3 p.m. 
at WCH conference hall, Chakhesang colony. All 
convenors of various committees are requested to 
attend the meeting positively.

LDDU annual meeting
The Longleng District Drivers’ Union (LDDU) has 
convened an annual meeting on Nov. 29 at union 
treasure’s residence. All members of the union have 
been asked to attend the meeting positively. Plying of 
private vehicle within the town has been restricted till 
the meeting gets over.

DCC Dimapur clarifies
The District Congress Committee (DCC), Dimapur has 
clarified that  Dietho Rhakho is the working president 
of DCC, Dimapur and not as rendered.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): 
Minister for Health & Fam-
ily Welfare Imkong L Im-
chen said “Naga political 
settlement is a Nagas agen-
da and solution is more 
important than election for 
the Nagas”. 

If  talks between the 
GOI and NNPGs are in 
final stage and ready for 
solution, the present gov-
ernment is ready to pave 
way for the solution in the 
interest for the Nagas, Im-
chen said.

He said this during the 
inauguration of  the Ang-
phang Model village under 
Mon district on Tuesday.

The minister also men-
tioned that, the entire Nagas 
should pray for repentance 
and ask God forgiveness 
for the innocent blood shed 
while searching for solu-
tion. Many decades had 
passed and many had given 
their life for the Naga set-
tlement and now we need 
a consensus for this early 

solution, he said.
Imchen also lauded the 

successful implementation 
of  the Model village project 
and appreciated villagers, 
VDB and village council 
for proper management and 
peoples’ participation in 
which it had been achieved. 

Angphang is a legendary 
village and the village is 
rightly called the ‘Tiger of  
the East’, he added.

Advisor DUDA and 
NEPED S Pangnyu Phom, 
who was  the guest of  hon-
our said that Angphang 
village should be a model 

village for the entire block 
as well as Mon district. As 
the name model village, the 
villagers should also be a 
role model in personality, 
discipline and work harder, 
he said. Pointed out that the 
government is giving devel-
opment to all the villages in 

Nagaland but only few vil-
lages could implementing 
and utilize properly, he said 
Angphang is among these 
few villages.

Minister RD & REPA 
EE Pangteang, Secretary 
DUDA Senti Ao, Secretary 
Rural Development Kel-
ei Zeliang, and President 
Konyak Union S Manlip 
also spoke during the pro-
gramme.

Earlier, the chief  guest 
also inaugurated Angphang 
Primary Health Centre.

Angphang village is one 
of  the biggest villages in 
Mon district, the develop-
ment of  Angphang Model 
village was taken up by 
the Department of  Under-
Developed Areas (DUDA) 
under Border Area De-
velopment Programmed 
(BADP) with the Ministry 
of  Home Affairs, Depart-
ment of  Border Manage-
ment, Government of  In-
dia, during 2008-2011, the 
release stated.

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): 
Reacting to the extension 
notification in declaring Na-
galand as ‘Disturbed Area’ 
by the Central government, 
the Nagaland Pradesh Con-
gress Committee (NPCC) 
has demanded the removal 
of  the ‘Distrucbed Area” 
tag.

A press statement from 
NPCC Media Cell stated 
that the extension notifica-
tion is not necessary as “the 
situation is largely peaceful 
and the GoI is engaged in 
peaceful and inclusive nego-
tiations with Naga political 
groups.”

The NPCC also stated 

that the GoI should do away 
with the double standard of  
engaging in peaceful nego-
tiations on one hand and 
on the other imposing the 
‘Disturbed Area’ tag on Na-
galand, if  it is serious about 
finding solution to the Naga 
political problem.

The NPCC extended its 
supports the demanded for 
removal of tag on Nagaland 
in view of peaceful and in-
clusive ongoing talks.
Welcomes HC judgement 
on VGs salary

The NPCC welcomed 
the recent judgement of the 
High Court that has directed 
the state government to hike 

the salary of village guards 
from existing Rs. 1500/- to 
15,000/- per month. 

“NPCC had in recent 
tour to border districts had 
committed to raise the sal-
ary of  village guards if  
voted to power since the 
existing salary of Rs. 1500/- 
per month was too meagre 
and gross injustice with the 
kind of security duties and 
responsibilities the VGs 
were assigned,” the release 
stated.

The NPCC also stated 
that the state government 
should honour the judge-
ment of  the High Court 
without further delay.

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): 
The Department of  Art 
& Culture has informed 
that it is all set to present, 
during the Hornbill Fes-
tival, daily cultural per-
formances at the main 
arena. Cultural troupes 
from all tribes within and 
outside the state will be 
arriving to showcase their 
colourful traditional attires 
with their lively songs and 

dances.
The Artists’ Corner 

at the World War 2 Mu-
seum Premises will dis-
play and sale of  art works, 
demonstrative arts and 
live-sketching, painting ex-
hibition, art competitions, 
slide show etc.

The Archives’ Corner 
will showcase collection 
of  historical documents 
from public and private 

records, historical and geo-
graphical maps and sale of  
departmental publications 
etc. with reading facilities 
for interested students, 
scholars and researchers.

The World War II Mu-
seum will be opened to 
the public to create aware-
ness on the historic events, 
importance of  artifact, 
relics of  the past life to the 
younger generation.

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): 
Governor PB Acharya has ex-
pressed grief  at the sudden 
demise of  Brig (Retd) KK Roy 
Choudhury, SM, VSM, direc-
tor of  Rajya Sainik Board on 
Nov. 28.  

In a condolence message 
addressed to his wife, Nibedita 
Roy Choudhury, the governor 
described him as a great soldier 
and a vibrant human being.  

Governor recalled his as-
sociation with Choudhury and 
initiation of  various welfare 
schemes for the ex-servicemen 
in the state when he was the 
director for ex-servicemen of  
the state and president of  Rajya 
Sainik Board. 

“I personally have lost a 
Captain who cared for every ex-
serviceman,” said the governor.  

Choudhury had retired as 
the Commandant, NCC Of-
ficers Training Academy, and 
Gwalior on Nov. 30 2011 and 
served as the Director, Rajya 
Sainik Board from March 25 
2015 till date.  

He started his career as the 
instructor, Commando Wing, 
Infantry School Belgaum in 
early 80s, Aide-De-Camp to 
Governor of  Nagaland, Ma-
nipur and Tripura, DAQ MG 
Headquarter 33 Mountain Bri-
gade, company Commander of  
11 MAHAR, General Staff  Of-
ficer 1 (Planning) HQ 1 Corps, 
CO of  MAHAR, Colonel Gen-
eral Staff, Military Wing, COSC 
Secretariat, Director (MS&SD), 
HQ IDS COSC Secretariat, 
Commander HQ 166 Mtn Bde, 
Commandant NCO Academy 
and Commander, Headquarter, 
21 Sub Area.  

Acharya conveyed his heart-
felt condolences to the bereaved 
family members and prayed that 
the Almighty gives strength and 
fortitude to bear the loss.

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): In solidarity 
for the cause of  AIDS, students of  Pfutsero 
Government College signed the banner 
“Shared responsibility; strengthening 
result for an AIDS- free generation,” and 
also took pledge led by Nodal Officer RRC 
Nüveta Khüsoh.

The pledge was taken during an aware-
ness programme on HIV/AIDS, organised 
by the Red Ribbon Club of  the college on 
Nov. 28 at the college Seminar Hall. 

During the programme, principal of  
the college, Dr. Moanochet Longchar en-
lightened the students about HIV/AIDS. 
He spoke on the importance of  conducting 
such awareness programme in educational 

institution so as to sensitise and instil with 
a spirit of  reducing stigma and discrimina-
tion.

The programme was chaired by secre-
tary RRC, Sano Koza while assistant prof., 
Teithuvina Nukhu invoked God’s blessing 
and Küvelü Rose presented a special song.

The programme was followed by a 
poster competition on the theme, “Let us 
give publicity to HIV/AIDS and not hide 
it.” Verahu Thira was adjudged as the win-
ner while Vekhozo Nakro and Wemhepe 
Kapfo were placed in second and third 
respectively. The judges for the competi-
tion were Issac Shupao, Sesoteü Kapfo and 
Zünyiteü Mero.

D i m a p u r,  N ov.  2 8 
(EMN): The NPF youth 
from five villages includ-
ing Totokchingnyu, To-
tokchinglen, Totokching-
kho, Totokchingha and 
Totokchingha chinglen 
held a joint consultative 
meeting on Nov. 22 at 
Chief  Angh’s premises 
(shao) T/Chingnyu vil-
lage. 

During the meeting, 
the house resolved to sup-
port MLA 46 A/C Mon 
town, Thongwang Kon-
yak for the forthcoming 
election. The youth from 
all villages also said to 

have expressed hope and 
confident on the MLA 
for the development of  
the areas. 

The achievement 
report was read out by 
president youth wing To-
tokchingha, Phongjeih, 
which is said to have es-
timated as one of  the 
highest development in 
the region. 

The programme was 
attended by special in-
vitees from NPF Mon 
division, parent body 46 
AC Mon town and well 
wishers from the area 
constituency.  

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): 
In exercise of  the powers 
conferred by the Part Ill, 
Article 3  of  the Yehzabo 
of  the People’s Republic 
of  Nagalim and in con-
sultation with the collec-
tive leadership, the vice 
president has appointed 
Lt. General Ningkhan 

Shimray as  Longvibu 
(CNC) of  the Naga army 
with immediate effect. 
He shall assume office of  
the Longvibu Naga army 
within seven days from the 
issuance of  the order. This 
was informed through a 
press release issued by Gen 
(Retd.) Kholi.

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN):  
The NSS cell under the 
Directorate of  Youth Re-
sources & Sports Naga-
land kohima through the 
support of  the Ministry 
of  Youth Affairs & Sports, 
Govt. of  India organised 
training on life skills, lead-
ership and personality de-
velopment at LCS building 

Kohima from Nov. 16- 20. 
Resource Persons from 

different profession spoke 
on various topics. 50 NSS 
volunteers from Baptist 
College, Kohima, Modern 
College, Kohima, Model 
Christian College Kohi-
ma and Don Bosco Col-
lege, Kohima attended the 
training.

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): The 
Ngada festival, one of  most im-
portant festival of  the Rengma 
Naga which is celebrated every 
year at the end of  November to 
mark the end of  the agriculture 

year/end of  the year was celebrat-
ed in Dimapur, Diphupar village 
ground on Tuesday.

The event was jointly organ-
ised by the Rengma Public Organ-
ization Dimapur (ROPD), Reng-

ma Public Union Chumukedima 
(RPUC) and Western Rengma 
Union Dimapur (WRUD).

Thousands of  Rengma com-
munity clad in their traditional 
attire converged at the Diphupar 

village ground to celebrate premier 
festival-Ngada which is also a fes-
tival of  feasting, dancing, thanks-
giving, merry making, rejoicing 
and forgiving.

Various Rengma cultural items 
were displayed at the programme. 
The gathering was also enthralled 
by folk songs, folk dance, tradi-
tional games, and traditional at-
tires show. 

Significance of  the festival was 
shared by retired DIG, G Regma 
and short speeches were deliv-
ered by Rengma Hoho president 
Kenyüseng Tep, ex-minister Nillo 
Rengma, and WRUD president 
Nilo Sebu. 

Earlier, welcome address was 
delivered by Rengma Public Or-
ganization Dimapur (RPOD) 
president Hilo Semp while invo-
cation prayer was pronounced 
by Nagaland Mission Movement 
(NMM) director Andrew Semp 
and vote of  thanks was delivered 
by organizing committee convenor 
Hyusinlo Thong. The programme 
was followed Ngada feast.

that there are inevitable issues 
of  conflicts between various re-
gions and tribes, as the regions of  
North-East India has its diverse 
cultures, which are influenced by 
so many different factors.” When 
one has such variety and diversity, 
she said there are bound to be 
differences. 

“The cause for conflicts could 
be many, such as the struggle for 
land ownership, personal issues 
such as small family disagree-
ment or issues around inter-faith 
marriages, something which is 
seen as comparatively minor by 
some people can indeed lead to 
full-scale war between two tribes. 

Even trivial problems such as 
misunderstanding in speaking 
the language of  another tribe 
can lead to a far greater dispute 
amongst people,” said Radley.

Further, citing Fr. Patrick De-
vine’s research, she talked about 
conflict transformation looking at 
the general changes which social 

conflict creates and the patterns 
it typically follows. She also 
highlighted four dimensions of  
conflict transformation.

Radley also mentioned that 
one of  the things that need to be 
considered is cultural patterns 
which have impact on how con-
flict is understood, approached 
and handled. Cultural differences 
can be a big cause of  disagree-
ments, which can lead to vio-
lence; therefore she said human-
ity is the greatest of  all religions 
and noble causes.

Further, she urged the par-
ticipants to bring sense to the 
people and make change. Young 
minds needs to have their minds 
and hearts educated, need to be 
taught to respect others’ diversity 
and culture, Radley added. 

Dr. CP Anto also enlight-
ened the participants on how 
one should change mindset and 
look at the greater perspective of  
identity. 

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): Ad-
dressing youth leaders in training 
programme at NEISSR, educator 
from United Kingdom, Barbara 
Radley stressed on the need for 
transformation of  one’s mindset 
and identity from a smaller per-
spective to a greater perspective 
of  humanity which she believes 
would avoid identity based con-
flict. 

The programme was organ-
ised by Peace Channel on ‘peace 
and conflict transformation’ at 
Peace Channel’s Conference 
Hall for NEISSR staff  and MSW 
trainees on Tuesday.

Radley said peace is which 
everyone is familiar with but the 
biggest challenge for humanity 
is to make the concept a reality 
in the ever changing and diverse 
world.

Bringing back the participants 
to the context of  Northeast India, 
she said, “if  we look closer to 
your home, we can recognize 
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ANDMSA members in Mokokchung and Wokha are seen on day-two of the first phase agitation on November 28.

STATE

CM woos investors for 
bamboo processing plants

ANDMSA agitation peaceful on day-two 800 million people to 
face water crisis by 2025

Students urged to clear 
misconception on scholarship 

CANSSEA Mokokchung holds general meet

Paper trails, IT to feature 
in state assembly polls

Chief minister TR Zeliang and other dignitaries during the NBDA 9th governing body meeting at chief 
minister’s residential office on November 28.

CMO

Ao Senden vice president Chubawati addressing the members of Mokokchung unit CANSSEA during 
the general meeting on November 28.
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Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): 
State chief  minister TR 
Zeliang has mooted inviting 
investors to set up bamboo 
processing plant in the state 
saying such initiative would 
boost the local economy as 
well as create avenues for 
employment.

Zeliang said this at the 
9th governing body meeting 
of  Nagaland Bamboo De-
velopment Agency (NBDA) 
held at the chief  minister’s 
residential office on No-
vember 28. The chief  min-
ister and chairman of  the 
governing body have called 
for reformation in NBDA 
for over-all improvement in 
the marketing sector.

‘Since massive bamboo 
plantation is taking place, 
marketability of  the same 
has to be taken into ac-
count,’ a CMO press release 
stated quoting the chief  
minister.

NBDA has been car-
rying out bamboo plan-
tation covering all the 11 
districts in the State through 
the participation of  village 
councils, farmers, SHGs, 
individuals and societies. 
However, marketing of raw 

K-
14

68
 

materials and its end-prod-
ucts remained a challenge.

The huge cost incurred 
to transport bamboos from 
interior districts of  the 
State to processing plants 
in neighbouring states 
leave the Government with 
scanty profit even as local 
traders go running at a loss, 
many a times.

Taking into considera-
tion of  the problems, the 
chief  minister said ‘We 
must bring in Investors for 
setting up processing plants 

instead of sending our raw 
materials outside which 
becomes expensive com-
paratively due to transporta-
tion cost.’ 

While soliciting inves-
tors in setting up small 
scale industries for bam-
boo processing in the State, 
Zeliang said that such ini-
tiative would boost the local 
economy and also create 
avenues for employment.

‘Companies can be in-
vited to set up mini-plants 
and small scale industries 

for processing bamboo lo-
cally,’ he added.

Matter relating to the 
governing body meeting of  
NBDA held on October 3, 
2016, was tabled, while a 
power point presentation on 
the activities and achieve-
ments of  NDMA was pre-
sented by Team Leader, 
Peter Lichamo.

Meanwhile, a delega-
tion of  the US company- 
CG Global LLC (TCG) 
and Mumbai based Navrat-
tanBlue Crete Industries 

Pvt. Ltd. called on the chief  
minister at his residential 
office to explore possibili-
ties to invest in energy sec-
tor with latest technology 
which would not only gen-
erate green energy but also 
manage the municipal solid 
waste in the cities. 

After the slide presenta-
tion on the technology, the 
delegation and government 
official discussed in detail 
on the nitty-gritty and fea-
sibility of  the operation, 
cost of production and draft 
MoU. 

The investment would 
require some acres of land, 
solid wastes and govern-
ment logistic support for 
450 crore rupees proposed 
project in Nagaland, it was 
informed. 

As the meeting could 
not come to term on rates, 
the chief minister suggested 
more meetings be held to 
study the advantages and 
disadvantages of  the US 
technology.

The delegation was led 
by US businessman Julius 
and the chairman and man-
aging director of Navrattan, 
HimanshuVerma.  

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): The first phase three-day 
pen down and computer shutdown called by the All 
Nagaland District Ministerial Service Association 
(ANDMSA) passed off  peacefully and successfully 
in every district on day-two.

A joint press release issued by ANDMSA 
president Shilumenba Alinger, vice president Inato 
Sangtam, and general secretary T Limhachan Kithan 
reiterated that the association would intensify its 
agitation in the event of non positive response from 
the State government. In this regard, it has directed 
all units and department to be more vigilant in their 
respective units. It added that employee/ member 
found violating would be held responsible in the event 
of any untoward incident.

The association further appeal the public to bear 
with the inconvenience and also requested to co-
operate with them as no response was forthcoming 
till the time the report was sent to the press.

Eastern Mirror Desk 
Dimapur, Nov. 28: About 800 million 
people world-wide will experience ab-
solute water scarcity while two-third of  
the world’s population would also face 
severe water crisis by 2025. Besides, 
1.1 billion people would be deprived of  
clean drinking water.

This was made known during a 
one-day training organised by the 
Central Ground Water Board (CGWB) 
North Eastern Region (NER) under the 
aegis of  National Ground Water Train-
ing and Research Institute (NGWTRI) 
on “water quality issues and ground 
water stress areas” at the Directorate 
of  Geology and Mining (DGM), Di-
mapur, on November 28. 

Speaking on the occasion, CGWB 
NER scientist Dr. SS Singh noted that 
54% of  India faces high to extremely 
high water stress and 54% of  India’s 
groundwater wells are decreasing. He 
said India is among 23 nations in the 
world, where fluoride contaminated 
ground water is creating health prob-
lems. 

“Fluoride in drinking water neither 
produces any taste or odour nor does 
it produce any colour or turbidity. 
Therefore it becomes very difficult to 
establish its presence in water,” Dr. 
Singh said.

About 203 districts of  20 states in 
India are affected with fluoride con-
tamination and around 66.62 million 
people (6 million children below the 
age of  14) suffer from fluoride related 
issues, he said. He said that the con-
tents of  fluoride in ground water are 
increasing due to heavy withdrawal 

of  water for agriculture purpose, poor 
recharging, low rainfalls and pollution 
from industrial effluents.

CGWB NER covers an area of  
2.25 lac sq.km for seven states and the 
stakeholders are the individuals, groups 
and organisations that are involved in 
or may be affected by a change in the 
conditions governing the management 
and use of  a resource, space or sector.

DGM Joint Director S Manen ad-
dressing on “ground water scenario 
of  Dimapur valley and problems” 
remarked that the overexploitation of  
groundwater due to rapid urbanisation 
have led to drying of  ring wells during 
lean period. He said that hand boring 
wells at an average depth of  120ft are 
also drying up. 

He has advocated artificial recharg-
ing of  groundwater through rainwater 
harvesting, awareness campaign on 
judicious use of  groundwater resources 
and implementation of  groundwater 
regulation act in the state.

The objective of  the trainings was 
to develop a pool of  trained resource 
persons who would be working to-
wards sustainability of  ground water 
resource. 

The tier- III training programme is 
a village / block levels training - cum - 
awareness programme under the capac-
ity building programme of  NGWTRI, 
CGWB, Ministry of  Water Resources, 
RD& GR, Government of  India, to 
create awareness to the people at grass 
root level about the aquifer system, wa-
ter quality and about the co-operative 
management of  the aquifer in an eq-
uitable manner by community efforts. 

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): 
Director of  Higher Educa-
tion Kuholi Chishi has urged 
the students community 
remove suspicion on mis-
use of  scholarship money 
meant for them by assuring 
that “the money meant for 
the students will be for stu-
dents alone and can never be 
channeled elsewhere for any 
other purpose.”

The Director told the 
students comprising the 
Naga Students’ Federa-
tion (NSF), All Nagaland 
College Stundents’ Union 
(ANCSU) and University 
Students’ Union (NUSU) in-
cluding Lumami, Meriema 
and SASRD Medzipheme 
during a consultative meet-
ing held at the Directorate of  
Higher Education’s confer-
ence hall on November 27.

While appreciating the 
initiative undertaken by the 
students’ bodies, the Direc-
tor stated that the depart-
ment is accountable to the 
Ministry of  Tribal Affairs. 
In response to the queries 
raised by the students’ bod-
ies, the directorate officials 
clarified that the department 
received Rs 1344.00 lakh 
from the Ministry of Tribal 
Affairs, under 90% central 
share and Rs 149.33 lakhs 
from the state government 
under 10% state share for 
payment of first instalment 
of Post Matric Scholarship 
for the year 2016-17. It was 
clarified that the rest of the 

balance amount i.e., second 
instalment would be credited 
to the students’ accounts 
once the Ministry of Tribal 
Affairs release the amount. 

It was also revealed dur-
ing the meeting that the total 
number of beneficiaries for 
the payment of Post Matric 
Scholarship was 44084 stu-
dents wherein the amounts 
due to them were all de-
posited into their respective 
accounts. However, due to 
some error with the accounts 
of  the beneficiaries, some 
scholarships could not be 
deposited by the banks, re-
sulting to bouncing of a total 
of  1143 banker cheques to 
the directorate. 

In this regard, the di-
rectorate had requested the 
concerned students to rectify 
the errors from the directo-
rate office and encash the 
scholarship. 

As for the delay in the 
disbursement of scholarship, 
it was relayed that a Special 
Investigation Team (SIT) 
was set up by the govern-
ment headed by Renchamo 
P Kikon as chairman to in-
vestigate for which a detailed 
report was awaited. 

The detailed procedure 
of  fund procurement for 
scholarship payment was 
also explained to the stu-
dents’ bodies. Both parties 
came to an understanding 
on the issue of scholarship 
after all the necessary clarifi-
cations were made.

Kohima Bureau
Kohima, Nov. 28 (EMN): 
The Chief  Election Com-
missioner of  India AK Joti 
on November 28  informed 
that one new innovation 
to be used in the 2018 as-
sembly election is 100% 
deployment of  Electronic 
Voting Machines (EVMs) 
with Voter Verifiable Paper 
Audit Trail (VVPAT) in all 
the 2194 polling stations 
across Nagaland. 

He said 30% reserved 
machines would be put 
in place in case any prob-
lem arises for immedi-
ate replacement. He in-
formed that awareness 
programmes on the use of  
EVM with VVPAT have 
started and will continue 
till Dec.

On the status of  com-
pliance of  Assured Mini-
mum Facilities (AMF) 
in these polling stations, 
the  of f ic ia l  remarked 
that 29.76% have ramps, 
66.23% has drinking water 
facility, 86.24% with toi-
lets, 73.11% with electric-
ity and 64.8% has waiting 
room/sheds. He said the 
issue of  providing AMF at 
all the polling stations was 
taken up with the chief  
secretary and the state gov-

ernment has been directed 
to complete the required 
facilities at the earliest.

The CEC also pointed 
out that the ECI was lay-
ing special emphasis on 
making the election proc-
ess accessible for all sec-
tions of  the electorate, 
particularly the persons 
with disabilities (PwDs), 
aged and ‘infirm’ elec-
tors and towards this, all 
polling premises should 
have sturdy ramps (tem-
porary or permanent) for 
barrier-free access while 
Braille ballot paper would 
be provided for the visually 
impaired voters. 

He said a database of  
PwD voters is being cre-
ated and they would be en-
rolled and mapped with PS 
and the list shall be given 
to all the BLOs for provid-
ing special assistance. 

IT initiatives
The CEC said new in-
formation technology 
initiatives will be intro-
duced in the forthcoming 
2018 election not only for 
improved facilitation of  
various stakeholders but 
also to ensure efficient 
and effective monitoring 
of  various election proc-

esses as well as redres-
sal of  public grievances. 
These include SAMAD-
HAN- Public Grievance 
Redressal and Monitoring 
System, SUVIDHA- Sin-
gle Window Permission 
System (for meetings, ral-
lies etc. for political par-
ties), SUGAM- Vehicle 
Management System (for 
requisition of  vehicles, 
transfer from one district 
to another etc.), Election 
Atlas – GIS maps for 60 
ACs with election related 
information, RONET- to 
monitor various activities 
of  the assembly elections, 
and Webcasting for all 
the polling stations, police 
check posts, counting cen-
tres where internet connec-
tion is feasible while fixed 
video cameras will be used  
in the rest.

“The commission has 
directed the state level 
and district level election 
machinery to be fearless, 
unbiased, neutral and in-
dependent from any influ-
ence whatsoever. 

Anyone found le f t 
wanting on these stand-
ards, commission will 
not hesitate to take stern 
act ion,” the CEC an-
nounced.

Our Correspondent
Mokokchung, Nov. 28 (EMN): 
Mokokchung unit of  the Con-
federation of  Nagaland State 
Services Employees’ Associa-
tion (CANSSEA) held its gen-
eral meeting at Town Hall on 
November 28.

Exhorting the members, Ao 
Senden vice president, Chuba-
wati called upon the members 
to continue serving the people 
of  Mokokchung at their best 
capacity irrespective of  depart-
ments and designations. Saying 
that Mokokchung being one of  
the major districts in the state, 
he said the performances of  the 
district would be reflected upon 
other districts in the state.

The meeting began with 
an invocation prayer by CMO 
Mokokchung Dr. Akaba fol-
lowed by the introduction of  
members and welcome address 
by the unit president Apongti.

General report of  the as-
sociation was presented by 
the unit general secretary I 
Lipokonen Jamir. Audit and 
nomination report were tabled 
by respective convener which 
was followed by discussions of  
various agenda.

Meanwhile, the unit has 
elected new team of  office 
bearers for the tenure 2017-20 
headed by Dr. Aoyimsen as 
president and Tsukjempokba as 
general secretary.
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Electricity to all 
households in 
Manipur by 2018 

EC reviews preparations for Feb 
2018 Tripura assembly polls

Tripura, Bengal govts 
offer job, other help to 
slain journalist’s kin

Indo-Myanmar journalists vouch for visa free regime

Eviction drive 
at Doldali forest 
continues for Day-2 

Ngada festival 
celebrated in Karbi 
Anglong

Our Correspondent
Imphal, Nov. 28 (EMN):  
Manipur government is tar-
geting to provide electricity 
to every household of  the 
state by December 2018.

This came to light dur-
ing the launching function 
of  Pradhan Mantri Sahaj 
Bijli Har Ghar Yojana 
(Saubhagya Scheme) here 
on Tuesday. 

Union Minister of State 
(Independent) for Power 
RK Singh,s tate Chief Min-
ister Nongthombam Biren 
Singh, state power minister 
Thongam Biswajit Singh 
and other officials of  the 
Manipur state power dis-
tribution and corporation 
limited(MSPDCL) besides 
other central officials at-
tended the day’s launching 
of the central scheme.

RK Singh also informed 
the gathering that Manipur 
is the ‘Fastest Reforming 
State’ in the country’s power 
sector. The visiting minis-
ter said there won’t be any 
development and industri-
alisation in the state without 
the development in power 
sector, adding, that it is the 
vision of  Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi to provide 

electricity to every house-
hold of the country.

Addressing the func-
tion, State Chief  Minister 
Biren said that under the dy-
namic leadership of Naren-
dra Modi, the ‘Saubhagya 
Scheme’ would transform 
the lives, especially the poor-
est of  the poor by provid-
ing power supply to every 
household of the country.

Stating that majority of  
the eligible households are 
in the hill districts of  the 
state, he said that around 
1.07 lac. household is yet 
to be electrified under this 
scheme. He added that 
the government would get 
power connection to the 
remaining household at free 
of cost.

He said that the state 
has electrified 972 census 
villages under various plans 
of  Deendayal Upadhyaya 
Gram Jyoti Yojana) and 
1,442 census villages un-
der state plan. Under the 
National Solar Mission, 
Manipur has been allocated 
an installation target of 105 
MV solar power by the year 
2022, he added.

Biswajit Singh the min-
ister of power said that the 

Government has success-
fully electrified 90 percent 
household in urban areas 
and 60 percent in rural areas 
of  the state. The un-elec-
trified 1.76 lac. household 
would get power connec-
tion under the Saubhagya 
scheme, he added. The State 
Government has already 
started free electricity con-
nections to some districts 
of the State. And under the 
supervision of PM Modi, all 
the villages of  the country 
would be electrified by 2019, 
he added. 

A Memorandum of  
Agreement was signed be-
tween Rural Electrification 
Corporation Limited(REC) 
and Ukhrul District Com-
munity Resource Manage-
ment Society(UDCRMS), 
a district unit of  North-
Eastern Region Commu-
nity Resource Management 
Society(NERCRMS) for 
the construction of  Multi-
purpose Hall cum indoor 
Stadium in Somdal Village, 
Ukhrul district. Executive 
Director of  REC, Shakil 
P Ahmed, Joint Secretary, 
Ministry of Power, Govern-
ment of India, A.K Verma 
also attended the function.

Agartala, Nov. 28 (IANS) : 
The Election Commission held 
meetings with senior Tripura 
officials and leaders of  various 
political parties here on Tues-
day to review preparations for 
the February 2018 Tripura as-
sembly elections.

Chief  Election Commis-
sioner A.K. Joti earlier arrived 
here from Nagaland, where 
the EC undertook similar ex-
ercises.

The five-year terms of  the 
assemblies in Meghalaya, Na-
galand and Tripura -- with 60 
seats each -- will end on March 
6, 13, and 14 respectively. Elec-
tions in the three states are 
likely to be held simultaneously 
in February.

A Tripura Election Depart-
ment official said the CEC, 
Election Commissioners Om 
Prakash Rawat and Sunil Aro-
ra, and Deputy Election Com-
missioner Sudeep Jain and oth-
er EC officials held a meeting 

with the state’s Chief  Electoral 
Officer Sriram Taranikanti.

Another meeting was held 
with leaders of  various politi-
cal parties and senior officials, 
including Chief  Secretary San-
jeev Ranjan.

The EC officials also held 
another meeting with District 
Magistrates and Collectors and 
Superintendents of  Police of  
eight Tripura districts. 

Before leaving on Wednes-
day afternoon, the CEC will 
hold more meetings.

The EC has directed vari-
ous departments, including 
power, education and public 
works, to inspect the roads 
leading to 3,170 polling sta-
tions to be set up in Tripura as 
well as uninterrupted electricity 
supply to them.

“Most political parties, in-
cluding Communist Party of  
India-Marxist and the Con-
gress, requested the EC to 
ensure polls were held in time 

while the Bharatiya Janata 
Party urged for foolproof  elec-
toral rolls before elections were 
held,” the official said on the 
condition of  anonymity.

The Left Front holds power 
in Tripura, the Congress in 
Meghalaya and the Naga Peo-
ple’s Front-led Democratic 
Alliance of  Nagaland in Naga-
land. The Democratic Alliance 
is supported by the BJP.

A four-member EC team 
led by Deputy Election Com-
missioner Sudeep Jain visited 
Tripura, Nagaland and Megha-
laya earlier this month. 

On November 13, the Elec-
tion Commission held a meet-
ing in New Delhi with Chief  
Electoral Officers of  the three 
states on poll preparations.

“The EC officials have ap-
prised the three CEOs to ensure 
use of  Voter Verifiable Paper 
Audit Trail machines at all poll-
ing stations in these states,” the 
official said.

Agartala, Nov. 28 (IANS): The 
Tripura and West Bengal govern-
ments on Tuesday offered government 
jobs, educational help and financial 
aid to the kin of  a slain Tripura jour-
nalist, who was gunned down by a 
security personnel last week.

Journalist Sudip Datta Bhowmik, 
50, was shot by a Tripura State Rifle 
(TSR) rifleman in Radha Kishore 
Nagar, 25 km from Agartala, on No-
vember 21.

“The Council of  Ministers in a 
weekly meeting today (Tuesday) has 
decided to give Rs 10 lakh to Bhow-
mik’s family. The cost of  his teenaged 
daughter’s education would be borne 
by the state government,” Tripura 
Information and Finance Minister 
Bhanulal Saha told the media.

Chief  Minister Manik Sarkar pre-
sided over the cabinet meeting.

On the other hand, Trinamool 
Congress (TMC)’s West Bengal As-
sembly member Sabyasachi Dutta 
accompanied by state party leaders 
on Tuesday visited the home of  the 
slain journalist.

Datta later told the media that 
TMC supremo and West Bengal 
Chief  Minister Mamata Banerjee 
talked to Bhowmik’s mother Putul 
Rani Datta Bhowmik over the phone 
and assured her that the Bengal gov-
ernment would provide a government 
job to the deceased’s son Samik, who 
is now studying engineering in an 
Odisha institute.

“Mamata Banerjee also assured 
to take the educational responsibility 
(by her government) of  Bhowmik’s 
daughter Samridhi (who is studying 
in Class VIII in a Tripura school),” 
said Sabyasachi Dutta, who is also 
the Mayor of  Bidhannagar Municipal 
Corporation.

According to police, TSR second 
battalion rifleman Nandu Kumar 
Reang, following an altercation, shot 
dead Sudip Datta Bhowmik at the bat-
talion headquarters in Radha Kishore 
Nagar.

Reang was the bodyguard of  
battalion Commandant Tapan Deb-
barma, who is a senior Tripura Police 
Service (TPS) officer (1998 batch) 
and waiting for IPS nomination. The 
slain journalist had gone to meet Deb-

barma at the battalion headquarters.
To probe the sensational killing, 

the state government earlier consti-
tuted a four-member Special Investi-
gation Team (SIT) headed by Deputy 
Inspector General of  police Arindam 
Nath.

The SIT has so far arrested four 
TSR personnel, including Debbarma, 
and his bodyguard.

“More TSR officials are likely to 
be arrested in connection with the 
journalist’s killing,” an SIT member 
said.

The Press Council of  India (PCI) 
has taken suo motu cognizance of  the 
killing and sought a report from the 
Tripura government.

Demanding a Central Bureau of  
Investigation (CBI) probe into the 
incident, several journalist organisa-
tions under a newly-formed platform 
-- Forum for Protection of  Journalists 
(FFPJ) -- are continuing their agita-
tion.

FFPJ Convener Pranab Sarkar 
said a memorandum would be sent to 
President Ram Nath Kovind demand-
ing a CBI probe into the killing of  the 
journalist and protection to media 
persons.

Bhowmik, who was a reporter 
with “Syandan Patrika” and local 
cable television channel “Vanguarda”, 
is survived by his wife, a government 
teacher, and two children.

Earlier, 28-year-old TV reporter 
Santanu Bhowmik was hacked to 
death while covering an event of  a 
tribal party in Mandai in western 
Tripura on September 20.

The Congress has demanded a 
high-level inquiry into the murder. 
The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has 
demanded a CBI probe and resigna-
tion of  Chief  Minister Manik Sarkar, 
who also holds the Home portfolio. 
Both parties observed a state-wide 
shutdown last week (on Thursday) to 
protest the killing.

The ruling Communist Party of  
India-Marxist (CPI-M) has criticised 
the BJP for politicising the journal-
ist’s killing.

“State government is on the right 
track in probing the unfortunate 
killing,” CPI-M central committee 
member Gautam Das told the media.

Our Correspondent
Imphal, Nov. 28(EMN): The journal-
ists’ bodies of  India and Myanmar 
have recommended to support imple-
mentation of India’s Act East Policy 
and VISA free regime particularly for 
media fraternity of these countries.

India’s Act East Policy came into 
existence in the year 1981 as Look 
East Policy. With the coming of  
Narendra Modi’s government in the 
Centre, it was rechristened as Act East 
Policy in 2014.

The recommendation was made 
at the end of  the two day Inter Re-
gional Media Interaction Programme 
between Myanmar and India in Im-

phal on Tuesday.
The interaction programme be-

tween the representatives of different 
journalist bodies in India and Myan-
mar also recommended to improve 
the relationship between the two 
countries and conduct more media 
exchange programmes in future be-
sides working together for better con-
nectivity in terms of  road, railways, 
air and maritime communication i.e., 
better transport facilities between the 
two countries.

The recommendation which was 
signed by Member Dr Zaw Than of  
Myanmar Press Council (MPC) and 
Prakash Dubey of Editors’ Guild of  

India, Jaishanker Gupta of Press As-
sociation of India, Kosuri Amarnath 
of  Indian Journalists Union, Vivek 
Saxena and CK Naik both ex-Press 
Council of  India members, also 
agreed to ensure free flow of  news 
between the two countries.

Earlier in the technical session 
of  the interaction programme, most 
of  the speakers suggested for joint 
media venture between the media 
personnel of India and Asian nations, 
war against drug and psychotropic 
substances.

They also suggested to improve 
trade and economic bilateral ties 
between Myanmar and India, and 

that interaction and effective com-
munication between media person-
nel of the two countries is of utmost 
importance.

Later in the evening, 13 Myan-
marese-Manipuri delegation includ-
ing Myanmar journalists called on 
State Chief Minister N Biren wherein 
the latter informed that the Govern-
ment of  Manipur is putting in all 
possible efforts to launch Imphal-
Mandalay bus service as soon as 
possible. 

Biren also expressed hope that 
it would certainly boost people-to-
people contact especially among the 
Manipuri people of the two countries.

Diphu, Nov.28 (EMN): In 
continuation of  Monday’s 
eviction drive that was car-
ried out in Raikom Aklam 
and Hiteswar Tulsiary villages 
under Doldali Reserve For-
est of  West Division in Karbi 
Anglong it continued the drive 
even on Tuesday. 

SP, Karbi Anglong Dr. GV 
Siva Prasad; Principal Chief  
Conservator of  Forest Abhijit 
Rabha; DFO, West Division 
Jogonath Rongpi and DFO, 
East Division Joysing Bey and 
Rangers of  different Forest 
Ranges took the lead in the 
eviction drive. 

The Assam police and 20 
Bn. CRPF personnel and For-
est staff  were also engaged in 
the eviction. During the evic-
tion three excavators were used 
in demolishing houses. As 
told by the Ranger of  Eastern 
Rongapahar Range D. Rangke 
Rongpi that 463 houses were 
destroyed and out this 306 
houses from Hiteswar Tulsiary 
village and 157 houses from 
Raikom Aklam.

Rongpi also said that it is a 
vast area and encroachers have 
cleared large area of  the forest 
land and have built houses. 
Though the drive is almost 
complete, some areas were left 

out due to vastness of  the area. 
The Jarunala areas have been 
left out due to time constrains 
and will be carried out in the 
next phase. 

Inside the Doldali forest, 
people have settled perma-
nently like in Raikom Akam 
and Hiteswar Tulsiary villages. 
Schools were also already set-
up inside the forest land.  On 
esuch school, Amity Residen-
tial School at Raikom Aklam 
was exempted from the drive 
on request by the school au-
thority and parents with to 
allow children to complete 
their annual examination till 
December .

The school authority has 
told the forest officials that 
they would free the building 
and move out after the exami-
nations are over.

DFO, West Division Jaga-
nath Rongpi said the two days 
eviction drive was a ‘massive 
drive’ aided by the district 
administration, Assam police 
and para-military personnel. 

The day’s eviction drive 
was peaceful with no untoward 
incidences. Those areas which 
are left out,  the department 
will take initiatives on another 
day for carrying out the evic-
tion, DFO Rongpi said. 

Diphu,  Nov. 28 (EMN): The Rengma 
Naga community of  Karbi Anglong ob-
served Ngada festival at Rengma Colony, 
Diphu on Tuesday. The program was or-
ganised under the aegis of  Rengma Naga 
Cultural Society, Diphu Zone.

The programme was graced by Karbi 
Anglong Autonomous Council (KAAC), 
Chief  Executive Member (CEM) Tuliram 
Ronghang as the Chief Guest.

Addressing in the gathering Ronghang,  
commented  on fest which aims to preserve, 
protect and promote the unique cultural 
diversity and rich traditions of the Rengmas.

Ronghang stated that,  unity has the 
power of  strength, and  in this regard, he 
appealed  the Rengma people to stand with 
one heart with one mind to achieve the 
Autonomous State for a prosperous Karbi 
Anglong.  

He aslo assured that the community hall 
will be constructed at the earliest through 
KAAC and that the restricted holiday for 
the Rengma festival as requested by the 
representatives will be taken known after 
consultations in the next Executive Com-
mittee meeting .

EM Images
Manipur Chief Minister N Biren lits up inaugural lamp for launching Saubhagya Scheme,a centre’s power 
scheme in Imphal on Tuesday.

MIRROR CROSSWORD 1664SUD0KU 1503 
Every Sudoku has a unique solution that can be 
reached logically. Enter numbers into the blank 
spaces so that each row, column and 3x3 box 
contains the numbers 1 to 9.

SOLUTIONS TO CROSSWORD 1663

ACROSS
1. Doorbell sound
6. Long hollow cylinder
10. Beat with a whip
14. Latin for “Golden”
15. The worst part of a person or 

group
16. Observe
17. Lumps of earth
18. Forearm bone
19. Corrosive
20. Canadian prairie province
22. More curious
24. Soft drink

26. Maroon
29. Car
30. Written command or decree
31. Days gone by
37. Sickened
39. Gorilla or chimpanzee
40. Sudden rush
41. Communism
44. Told an untruth
45. Actor Sir ____ Guinness
46. Horses

52. Rendezvous
53. Of vocal sounds
54. Pertaining to tears
58. “Oh my!”
59. People working together
61. Latin for “Edible”
62. Body of traditions
63. Tabula ____ = blank slate
64. Stiff hairs or bristles
65. “In order that not”

66. Metric units of area
67. In motion 
DOWN
1. Central American Common 

Market
2. Hawaiian dance
3. Ferrous
4. Treats with drugs
5. Pennsylvania city where Lafayette 

University is located
6. Guard of a samurai sword
7. A university in Los Angeles
8. Small sweet bread roll
9. Issue or originate
10. Rent
11. American Standard Code for 

Information Interchange

12. To seek after or inquire (Middle 
English)

13. Many-headed monster 
21. Any popular song of the 
60s

23. Smells
25. People incapable of speech
26. Absorbent pad
27. Threesome
28. Small stream
29. Savory jelly
32. Underside of a projecting roof
33. Christmas festivals
34. Great Lake
35. Old
36. Slang for communists
38. Abu _____, sultanate 42. 

Daughter of Clytemnestra 
(Greek mythology)

43. Millisecond
47. Indian nun “Mother ______”
48. A chip or fragment
49. Lover of Daphnis (Greek 

romance)
50. Lion sounds
51. Small map inside the border of 

a larger one
52. Mothers
54. Generate light coherency
55. From the Zulu meaning shrub 

or herb
56. Jai ____, sport
57. Look lasciviously
60. Hearing organ

SOLUTIONS TO SUD0KU 1503
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Neibulie Kiewhou, president AKMWP, flagging off the motorcycle rally in Kohima on November 27.

75 children, who received the first Holy Communion, pose for a group photograph on the occasion silver jubilee celebration 
of Christ the King Church on November 26.

Two alleged NSCN (KN) cadres arrested by Assam Rifles from 
Saijang area on November 26.

Motorcycle rally to fight climate change

Miscreants stab Naga youth in BangaloreAR nabs NSCN (KN) cadres

NNC/FGN directs members

ZCN condemns demolition

Christ the King Church celebrates silver jubilee 

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): A motorcycle 
rally on the theme ‘Climate change awaken-
ing’ was flagged off  in Kohima by Neibulie 
Kiewhuo, president AKMWP. The rally 
was jointly organised by the Nagaland 
Chapter of  Family Planning Association 
of India, Castle Group and Nagaland Bike 
Rental.

The climate change awakening motor-
cycle rally would cover five districts includ-

ing Phek, Kiphire, Tuensang, Longleng 
and Mon in the first phase. The volunteers 
would interact with college students and 
distribute fliers, leaflets and IECs on global 
warming and its threat on the planet earth. 

The rally is aimed at creating awareness 
and imbibing a sense of responsibility and 
accountability to the planet earth and the 
ill effects of greenhouse gas emissions. The 
rally would be flag-in on December 3. 

Kohima, Nov. 28 (EMN): Christ the King 
Church, Kohima village, celebrated its 
silver jubilee on November 26. 

On the occasion, Rev. Fr. Keduoneilie 
Alex Vizo and Rev. Fr. Dr.Visosie-o Solo-
mon Vizo were conferred priesthood. Both 
of  them hail from L Khel, Kohima village. 
Rev. Fr. Dr. Salew Peter SDB, parish priest 
of  Christ the King Church, Kohima, and 
Sr. Margaret BS also celebrated the silver 
years of  their religious profession. 

To programme was solemnised by Rev. 
Dominic Lumon DD, Archbishop of  Im-
phal. He presided over the Holy Eucharist 
and administered the sacrament of  Confir-
mation to 22 members. 

During the Eucharistic celebration, 
altogether 75 children received their first 
Holy Communion. 

Keneingu Albert, president of  the 
Catholic Union, CKC Kohima village, 
chaired the programme and read out the 
brief  biography of  the jubilarians, while Fr. 
Paul Punü, assistant parish priest, delivered 
the welcome address. 

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): Basing on specific input 
regarding movement of  armed cadres and forceful 
recruitment, troops of  36 Assam Rifles alongwith 
police representatives established a Mobile Vehicle 
Check Post (MVCP) at Saijang in Peren district on 
November 26 and arrested three persons.

According to the Assam Rifles statement, the 

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): 
Naga National Council 
(NNC) and the Federal 
Government of  Nagaland 
(FGN) have directed all 
ranks and files to abstain 
from participation in any 
election of India as well as 
the ‘sp-called’ upcoming 
election of  the Nagaland 
state.

A press release issued by 
FGN killo kilonser Shevohü 
Keyho stated that the Naga 

people under the banner of  
the Naga National Council 
(NNC) had totally rejected 
the 1st and 2nd general elec-
tions of  India in 1952 and 
1957. He stated that NNC 
and FGN representing the 
Naga nation always re-
mained steadfast and never 
participated in the ‘sham 
elections’ arbitrarily con-
ducted in Nagaland by India 
in collaboration with its pup-
pet state which was illegally 

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): Zeme Council Nagaland (ZCN) 
has strongly condemned the activities of some anti-social 
elements who had demolished the boundary stone erected 
jointly by the Peren and Beisumpui villagers.

A ZCN information secretary Irangchang stated the 
boundary stone was erected at N-gungreu (river) on No-
vember 15 in the presence of ADC Peren and Zeliang- Kuki 
public leaders. The boundary stone was implanted at the 
original site with proper ceremony, which was appreciated 
by both the communities.

To their astonishment, it was found the very ceremonial 
stone had been demolished and crushed into pieces on the 
same night. The council stated that such act of  heinous 
crime tantamount to directly challenging the whole Zeme 
community. The council has accused the act of demolition 
to be the handiwork of some Kukis, who it alleged, had been 
having eyesore on the mutual understanding between Peren 
and Beisumpui for the last many years.

Meanwhile, the council asked the Kuki community to 
produce the main culprit at the earliest failing which it would 
be made to believe that it was the collective work of Kukis 
as a whole.

Old Name: John Ezung 
New Name: Wothungo 
John Ezung 
A�davit No: 
3655/2017
Date: 28/11/2017

D-4866

CHANGE OF NAME 

I, SALAUDDIN (OLD 
NAME) SHOLD BE 
KNOWN AS SALLAUDDIN 
KHAN (NEW NAME) BY 
AFFIDAVIT NO.844/17, 
DT: 28/11/17.

D-4868

NAME CHANGE

GOVERNMENT OF NAGALAND 
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

KOHIMA::: NAGALAND

Whereas Smti. VEPODULU KUOTSU W/O LT. ANYÜLIE, Peon, Chief Engineer 
(PWD) R&B, Kohima resident of D. Khel, Kohima Village has applied for issue 
of Succession Certi�cate under the Indian Succession Act 1925, Part X to 
draw/withdraw/operate/transfer his/her Late husband- NEGIS, G.P.F, Leave 
encashment, Gratuity, Pension & Commutation.  Bank A/C No.30048685509 
SBI Main Branch, Kohima. Who expired on 22.01.2017.

Now therefore, public are hereby asked to �le claims/objection if any 
within 1 (one) month from the date of issue of this notice. Sd/-

(T.L.KIUSUMONG TIKHIR)
Additional Deputy Commissioner

Kohima: Nagaland

OBJECTION NOTICE
No. JUDL/SUCC/88/2017-VI Dated Kohima, the 27th Nov, 2017

KG-2187

GOVERNMENT OF NAGALAND 
OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

KOHIMA::: NAGALAND

Whereas Smti. TSIPHRILHUVINO W/O LT. PEZALHOULIE PESEYIE, 
Pensioner resident of Science College, Jotsoma has applied for issue of 
Succession Certi�cate under the Indian Succession Act 1925, Part X to draw/
withdraw/operate/transfer his/her Late husband- Pension P.O. No. NL/V/7028 
of Treasury, Kohima (North). Bank A/C No.20094461677 SBI Sc. College, 
Jotsoma.  Who expired on 19.10.2017.

Now therefore, public are hereby asked to �le claims/objection if any 
within 1 (one) month from the date of issue of this notice. Sd/-

(T.L.KIUSUMONG TIKHIR)
Additional Deputy Commissioner

Kohima: Nagaland

OBJECTION NOTICE
No. JUDL/SUCC/88/2017-VI Dated Kohima, the 27th Nov, 2017

KG-2188

No. M.- 645/17/12294-95 Notice is hereby given that 
Shri/Smti T. Chujangmar -Vrs-  Sashijenla resident of  
Dimapur Town/Village in the District of Dimapur, Nagaland 
under Rule 50 & 51 Assam Land Revenue Regulation 1886 
have applied for Mutation of land described in the schedule 
below:-

The undersigned under Rule 52 of the said Rules do 
hereby invites claims/objections concerning to the said land, 
if any & should be submitted to this court in writing on or 
before 21.12.17.
SCHEDULED OF LAND AND BOUNDARY
Name of Patta Holder: T. Chujangmar
Village/Block No: 05, Patta No: 1317
Dag No: 58/1414, Area: 00-00-18

IN THE COURT OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONER DIMAPUR DISTRICT
HEADQUARTER CHUMUKEDIMA, CAMP: DIMAPUR: NAGALAND

Dt. Dimapur the 21st Nov’17

Sd/-  Deputy Commissioner
Dimapur: Nagaland

NOTICE

D-4864

No. M.- 644/17/12294-95 Notice is hereby given that 
Shri/Smti T. Chujangmar -Vrs- Lipoknaro resident of  
Dimapur Town/Village in the District of Dimapur, Nagaland 
under Rule 50 & 51 Assam Land Revenue Regulation 1886 
have applied for Mutation of land described in the schedule 
below:-

The undersigned under Rule 52 of the said Rules do 
hereby invites claims/objections concerning to the said land, 
if any & should be submitted to this court in writing on or 
before 21.12.17.
SCHEDULED OF LAND AND BOUNDARY
Name of Patta Holder: T. Chujangmar
Village/Block No: 05, Patta No: 1317
Dag No: 58/1414, Area: 00-01-02

IN THE COURT OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONER DIMAPUR DISTRICT
HEADQUARTER CHUMUKEDIMA, CAMP: DIMAPUR: NAGALAND

Dt. Dimapur the 21st Nov’17

Sd/-  Deputy Commissioner
Dimapur: Nagaland

NOTICE

D-4865

No. M.-676/17/12686-87 Notice is hereby given that 
Shri/Smti John Yeptho -Vrs- H. Kikhevi Sema resident of  
Dimapur Town/Village in the District of Dimapur, Nagaland 
under Rule 50 & 51 Assam Land Revenue Regulation 1886 
have applied for Mutation of land described in the schedule 
below:-

The undersigned under Rule 52 of the said Rules do 
hereby invites claims/objections concerning to the said land, 
if any & should be submitted to this court in writing on or 
before 28.12.17.
SCHEDULED OF LAND AND BOUNDARY
Name of Patta Holder: John Yeptho
Village/Block No: Bamunpukhuri -I, Patta No: 612
Dag No: 366/727, Area: 00-01-11

IN THE COURT OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONER DIMAPUR DISTRICT
HEADQUARTER CHUMUKEDIMA, CAMP: DIMAPUR: NAGALAND

Dt. Dimapur the 28th Nov’17

Sd/-  Deputy Commissioner
Dimapur: Nagaland

NOTICE

D-4869

EXTRAORDINARY PLACE SINGULAR EXPERIENCE
Inviting

THE FOUR SISTERS GARDEN
TOLUVI VILLAGE, DIMAPUR 

With full security fencing:
 8 kms from Airport & 7 kms from Railway Station

A home that welcomes you, an extended invitation 
encouraging beyond its entry way into furnished 
room ranging from deluxe suite to dormitory and 
outdoor spaces, with common room in the middle 
of the �shery pond, Open air theater for small 
group.

Rejuvenation by nature, at Catchy a�ordable rate.

It draws you in. Insisting on relaxation and response 
while gently suggesting you be inspired, we cater 
quality customer service.
SPECIAL OFFERS WITH FREE BREAKFAST, PICKUP &

DROPPING AS COMPLIMENTARY 
CABS at your Doorstep on prior request 

Hurry! 
CALL FOR DETAILING

8787370262 / 8575638585
D-4867

IN THE COURT OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONER DIMAPUR
DISTRICT: NAGALAND

Dt. Dimapur the 28th Nov.17

Sd/-
Deputy Commissioner

Dimapur, Nagaland

NO: REV-1/90-D/12684-85  / Notice is 
hereby given that Shri/Smti Sopou Khiamniungan 
resident of Dimapur who has applied for issue of 
mortgage clearance concerning to Patta No.323, 
Dag No.454 measuring an area 00-0-16 ½ located 
at Block No/Village Nagarjan, Mouza No.03 which 
has been mortgage in the NIDC Bank/Society.
Claims & Objection if any on the aforesaid land 
may be submitted in written in the Court of the 
undersigned on or before 05.12.17.

NOTICE

D-4870

To

1. Ms. Aprale Kirha,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.H.S. Jakhama,
 District-Kohima
2. Ms. Shevili Awomi,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.P.S, Daklane,
 District, Kohima,
3. Mr. Thezavilie,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.P.S Model Chedima,
 District-Kohima,
4. Mr. Hapemo Shitire,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.H.S Wokha village,
 District-Wokha,
5. Ms. Sashipokla,
 S.D.E.O, Mokokchung,
 District-Mokokchung,
6. Mr. Lhovishe Swu,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.H.S Ighanumi,
 Pughoboto Sub-

Division,
7. Mr. Tiakaba,
 Graduate Teacher,
 At G.M.S Mokokchung 

Town,
 District –Mokokchung,
8. Mr. Wedete Tsuha,
 G.H.S Chizimi,
 District-Phek,
9. Mr. Yankhonimo Patton,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S Riphyim Old D,
 District-Wokha,
10. Ms. Kedokhrienuo,
 Graduate Teacher
 G.H.S Chumukedima,
 District- Dimapur,
11. Mr. Bandangangshi,
 Graduate Teacher,
 N.I. Jamir 

Ongpangkong,
 District-Mokokchung,
12. Mrs. Vevosalu Tetseo,
 G.M.S Seithogei,
 District-Kohima
13. Ms. Akhetoli,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S Thelixu,
 District-Dimapur

14. Mr. Ekyimo Lotha,
 Graduate Teacher,
 P.Asstt, D.M.A, Wokha,
15. Ms. T. Sashikala,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.P.S. Sarbura, Dimapur
16. Ms. A. Lhogholi 

Chophy,
 Graduate Teacher,
 E.B.R.C Zunheboto,
17. Mrs. Abino Domeh,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.P.S Razeba, Phek
18. Mr. R. Bandangtoshi,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.P.S 

Longjang,Mokokchung,
19. Mrs. Y. Hukheli 

Zhimomi,
 Graduate Teacher,
 E.B.R.C Zunheboto, 
20. Ms. Konuo,
 Graduate Teacher,
 S.D.E.O Kohima,
21. Ms. Tsewele Tsuha,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.H.S Chizimi
22. Mr. Inato S. Jakha,
 Graduate Teacher,
 D.E.O Zunheboto,
23. Mr. Bokhaho T. Sema,
 S.I.S,
 S.D.E.O Zunheboto,
24. Ms. Kekuodenuo,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S New Market, 

Kohima,
25. Mr. Khriezobeinuo 

Yhome,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S Kruoliezou, 

Kohima,
26. Mr. Viyishe,
 S.I.S,
 S.D.E.O, Zunheboto, 
27. Mr. L. Kiyelhou Assumi,
 S.I.S,
 Presently posted at
 S.D.E.O Zunheboto,
28. Ms. N. Kahoni Chishi,
 Graduate Teacher,
 E.B.R.C Akuluto, 

Zunheboto,

29. Mr. Ahoto Sema,
 S.I.S,
 S.D.E.O Niuland,
 Niuland, Sub-Division
30. Ms. Y. Kitoli,
 S.I.S,
 S.D.E.O Zunheboto,
31. Mr. Kevilezo,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S Pfuchama, 

Kohima,
32. Mr. Lhouvisalie Yano,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S Diki, Kohima,
33. Mr. Temjennungsang,
 Graduate Teacher,
 E.B.R.C Khensa,`
 District-Mokokchung,
34. Ms. Kevizoneinuo,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.P.S Kitsubozo, Kohima
35. Mr. Khrotelo Elah,
 Graduate Teacher,
 E.B.R.C Phek,
36. Ms. Moamenla,
 Graduate Teacher,
 E.B.R.C Kobulong,
 District-Mokokchung,
37. Ms. Neilhousienuo,
 Graduate Teacher,
 S.D.E.O Kohima,
38. Ms. Sungjemmenla,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S Town M/S
 Mokokchung,
39. Mr. L. Chumchamo,
 Khuvung,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S Sankiton, Wokha
40. Mr. P. Zubenthung 

Humtsoe,
 Graduate Teacher,
 A.D.C, D.M.A Wokha,
41. Ms. Tozheli Chishi,
 Graduate Teacher,
 Supervisor D.E.O,
 Dimapur,
42. Mr. Zeko Tsuha,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.P.S Chizimi, Phek
43. Mr. N. Yanbemo Ezung,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.H.S Nyiro, Wokha,

44. Mr. Kezevinuo Krome,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.P.S Zeluma, Phek
45. Mr. Bendangwati Jamir,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S Teachers Colony,
 District-Mokokchung,
46. Ms. Neikhtuo Kewhuo,
 S.I.S
 S.I.S Chiephobozou,
 District-Kohima
47. Ms. Rosana Ezung,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S Wokha Town B,
 District-Wokha,
48. Ms. Sentitula,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.H.S.S Mangkolemba,
 District-Mokokchung,
49. Ms. Sentimenla,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.H.S Diphuphar, 

Dimapur
50. Ms. Kelensangla 

Sangtam,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.P.S Khashiram, 

Dimapur,
51. Mr. P. Yihamo Lotha,
 Graduate Teacher,
 I.E.D Wokha, 
52. Ms. Bendangrenla Lkr,
 Graduate Teacher,
 GPS, Salangtem,
 District- Mokokchung,
53. Ms. Ikhuli,
 Graduate Teacher,
 E.B.R.C Akuluto, 

Zunheboto
54. Mr. Sangyutemjen,
 Graduate Teacher,
 E.B.R.C. Kobulong,
 District-Mokokchung,
55. Ms. Neilatuonuo,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.P.S  Chotobosti, 

Kohima
56. Mr. Vikugha Sema,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S. Homeland, 

Dimapur,
57. Mr. Pangjungmanen,
 Graduate Teacher, G.P.S 

Longjang,Mokokchung,

58. Mr. Chubalepden,
 Graduate Teacher,
 E.B.R.C Mokokchung,
59. Mr. K. Bokali Zhimo,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S Nizu, Zunheboto,
60. Ms. Nikenchila,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.P.S Sarbura, Dimapur
61. Mr. Bohoto Sema,
 S.I.S,
 S.D.E.O Pughoboto,
 Pughoboto Sub-

Division,
62. Ms. Imlimongla,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S Yisemyong,
 District-Mokokchung,
63. Ms. Watisangla,
 Graduate Teacher,
 E.B.R.C Mangkolemba,
 District-Mokokchung,
64. Mr. Moatemsu,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.P.S Mangmetong,
 District-Mokokchung,
65. Ms. Hukashi Yeptho,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.H.S.S. Zunheboto,
66. Mr. Inushe Swu,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S Heboli,
 Pughoboto Sub-Division
67. Mr. Pichamo Jungio,
 Graduate Teacher,
 D.M.A Wokha,
68. Mr. Imotoshi,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.M.S Longmisa,
 District-Mokokchung,
69. Ms. Ponainla,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.H.S Diphuphar, 

Dimapur
70. Mr. Vikishe,
 Graduate Teacher,
 G.H.S.S Zunheboto,
71. Ms. Chubalemla,
 Graduate Teacher,
 Presently posted at
 G.M.S Teachers Colony,
 District-Mokokchung,

NOTICE
TAKE NOTICE that Writ Appeal No.17 (K)/17 has been filed by the above named Appellants in the Gauhati High Court, Kohima Bench, wherein you have been impleaded as 
Respondents No. 1-71.

The Hon’ble High Court vide order dated 20-11-2017 has directed for substituted notice through 2 English local dailies and the matter has been fixed after 4 (four) weeks 
for entering of appearance. If no appearance is made on your behalf or by your advocate or by someone authorized by law to act on your behalf on the next date fixed, the 
matter will be heard and decided in your absence.

Signed and sealed by the order of the Court on this the 22nd day of November’ 2017.
Deputy Registrar (Judicial) 

Gauhati High Court, Kohima Bench.
Kohima, Nagaland.

IN THE GAUHATI HIGH COURT
(THE HIGH COURT OF ASSAM, NAGALAND, MIZORAM AND ARUNACHAL PRADESH)

(KOHIMA BENCH)

DISTRICT : KOHIMA.

WRIT APPEAL NO.17(K)/17

Smti.K. Celine Dzuvichu & 134 Ors.                                  ………APPELLANTS.
  -VS-
Aprale Kirha & 73 Ors.                                                       ……. RESPONDENTS.

K-1466

PROVISION OF SHED & FENCING 
OF DG SET  AT MALIGAON

DSTE, Maligaon
NORTHEAST FRONTIER RAILWAY

Serving Customers With A Smile

E-Tender Notice No. : N-2017-18-16
-SR. DSTE/MLG Dated : 24-11-2017.
Open e-tenders are invited for the 
following work: SN. 1; Tender No.: 
N-2017-18-16-Sr. DSTE-MLG Dtd.:
24-11-2017. Name of Work :  
Provision of Shed & Fencing of DG
set in section Tetelia-Dharamtul 
under Sr. DSTE/MLG of Lumding 
Division. Tender Value : ` 
9,53,077/-; Earnest Money: ` 
19,070/-.  Date & time of closing 
of above E-tender: 15.00 hrs. 
of 29-12-2017. Date & time of 
opening of above E-tender: 15.30 
hrs. of 29-12-2017. For details, visit 
website www.ireps.gov.in.

team intercepted a suspicious Maruti Gypsy bear-
ing No NL07 H1725 during the operation. On 
search of  the vehicle, the troops recovered one 9 
mm pistol along with two magazines and 19 live 
rounds were recovered from two individuals. Be-
sides, the troops also rescued three youth including 
one female from neighbouring Athibung village, 
who were being forcibly recruited.

The two individuals were identified as ‘SS’ Lt 
Col Atoshe Chopy (54) of  NSCN (KN) and ‘SS’ 
Corporal Emato (23) of NSCN (KN). The accused 
persons confessed that they were actively involved 
in recruitment of  youth from Athibung and neigh-
bouring villages into NSCN (KN) faction.

The accused persons along with the recovered 
arms and ammunitions were handed over to 
Athibung Police Station for further investigation, 
AR statement added.

In a separate incident, troops of  35 Assam Ri-
fles apprehended a drug peddler in the border area 
of  Mon district on November 26. Seeing the suspi-
cious movement of  an individual, AR personnel 
carried out on spot search of  the individual result-
ing in recovery of  opium from his possession. 

The individual was identified as Along Konyak 
and a resident of  Shwelo village from Myanmar. 
He has been handed over to Mon Police Station 
for further investigation.

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): In yet another 
incident of assault on Northeast people in 
Bangalore, one 24 years old Sosem Zimik, 
son of  Malungring Zimik from Tangkhul 
Naga tribe, working in Mudpipe, Cunning-
ham Road, was stabbed from behind by four 
persons who came in two bikes. Sosem stays 
with his sisters in Austin Town, Bangalore. 

The incident happened, while the victim 
was on his way back from work place around 
12:50 AM on November 26. He has been 
admitted in St. Philomena Hospital. 

“The intention of the four people was to 
get mobile phone and money out of it, it was 
a robbery,” Naga Students’ Union Bangalore 
statement said quoting the victim. FIR has 
been lodged with Ashok Nagar police sta-
tion. 

It stated that Shashadar SD, inspector of  
Ashok Nagar police department, had prom-
ised to take up immediate action against the 
criminals and provide better security.

Stating that such instances were not new 
to the NE people in Bangalore, the union 
mentioned that one Sayao Ngasainwo (23), 
son of Shimreingam Ngasainao from Tang-
khul tribe, was found in a pool of blood at TC 
Palya around 7 AM on August 30. FIR has 
lodged with KR Puram.

In another incident, Komu, 21 years old 
from Mao tribe and working in restaurant 
for about two months, was badly stabbed by 
two men around 12:30 AM on July 30 near 
Ejipura bus stand on his way back from work 
place. Komu said that the men pretended to 
ask his phone for an emergency call, while 
the second man asked Rs 10,000. When 
they found out that he had no money, they 
snatched his phone and left near the street. 
He received 17 stitches which took 13 hours 

in St. John Hospital.
Similar incident hap-

pened in 2016, while Ahor 
Vashum and his friend were 
returning home from out sta-
tion trip. As they were walk-
ing home after parking their 
vehicle few yards away from 
their home, two men came in 
a bike and pretended to ask 
for time and attacked them 

with knife. Ahor Vashum suf-
fered multiple stabs on his left 
arm, left abdomen and left 
thigh and his friend suffered 
to cut on his right neck. 

NSUB president Nuthi-
pru Nienu stated that police 
department of  Karnataka 
had given good support to 
the Northeast people in times 
of difficulties. He, however, 

stated that couple of  cases 
were yet to be resolved. He, 
therefore, urged the con-
cerned departments to give 
their best so as to deliver true 
justice to the victims. 

Meanwhile, he has cau-
tioned the Nagas to be more 
careful in exercising their 
freedom while living in met-
ro cities. 

created in 1963 through the treasonous Naga 
People’s Convention (NPC). 

While reaffirming the decision of  the 
council of kilonsers, Keyho cautioned that 
any NNC/FGN worker involving or partici-
pating in the election would be taken action 
adding defaulter would not be excused.
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EASTERN MIRROR

Absolute Requirement

A
fter one of  the most tumultuous of  all terms, the 
Nagaland Legislative Assembly is finally coming to 
an end as it completes 5 years. The current 12th Na-
galand Legislative Assembly had witnessed three 

different persons as chief  ministers with a total of  4 swearing-
ins. Unless the Central government, that has the power to, ex-
tends the term, it will end by March 2018. The NPF party first 
came to power in 2003 by winning the then elections mainly 
on the plank of  the Naga political settlement and had been 
in power for three consecutive terms. In what can be termed 
as a bad timing, the Framework Agreement that was signed 
between the NSCN(IM) and the Government of  India hap-
pened during this term.

At present the uncertainty of  whether a solution will be 
finalised before or after the elections persist at every level of  
the Naga society both within and outside the state. There have 
been various speculations and rumours that are also currently 
doing the rounds. The latest being the probability of  elections 
not being held if  the final solution comes before it. It had also 
evoked various representations from the present government 
to the Union leaders to finalise it before the elections. One of  
the ministers of  the present government also went up to the 
extent of  the need to promulgate President Rule in the state 
by letting the term of  the assembly to lapse. His point of  view 
was that elections would divide the people more.

Whatever the case, it would be unwise not to have an 
elected body of  representatives under the constitution it at 
all a final solution has to be declared and implemented upon. 
Without a mandated body like the Nagaland Legislative As-
sembly with its 60 MLAs and the 2 MPs at the Centre, the 
question of  legitimacy will linger on as evident with the in-
creasing number of  supposed stakeholders that has recently 
increased manifold. Inclusivity is the keyword at present and 
for the sake of  permanent peace it is being taken into account 
and explored upon which is appreciable. However, inclusivity 
can never be in totality and those propounding it as a possibil-
ity needs to be corrected.

Consequently, the body of  representatives and organisa-
tions that legally have the mandate of  the people are even be-
ing questioned due to the sudden spurt of  many actors in the 
arena. Even the apex tribe organisations that traditionally have 
the mandate of  the people is also being already questioned for 
some tribes. The unseen powerful lobby within every tribe is 
quite active at present among the tribes. If  the solution has to 
be final with peace as a condition then the continued presence 
of  legally mandated bodies like the Nagaland Legislative As-
sembly and the apex tribe organisations are a necessity. The 
decisions by these bodies will be unquestionable even by in-
ternational standards.

Elections will no doubt divide the people but on the other 
hand, the chances of  the next elections being more issue based 
is certain. After 15 years of  the NPF rule in the state, the ac-
tual election to be fought on the Naga political issue has come 
now only. It actually will be the most crucial of  all elections 
in the history of  the state and cleaner too. An election to be 
fought on issues and not for the benefit of  a person, clan, khel, 
village, region or tribe.

Ambrose.J.Chakre

Amit Kapoor | IANS

Jesus calls us to stand with others as if we were in 
their place.

Put on the R70i Age Suit and you immediately feel forty years 
older as you experience impaired vision, hearing loss, and 
reduced mobility. The Age Suit was designed to help car-
egivers better understand their patients. Wall Street Journal 

correspondent Geoffrey Fowler wore one and wrote, “The unforget-
table, and at times distressing, experience shed light not just on 
aging, but also how virtual reality equipment can teach empathy and 
shape our perceptions of the world around us.”

Empathy is the power to understand and share the feelings of 
another. During a time of severe persecution against the followers 
of Jesus, the writer of Hebrews urged fellow believers to “continue 
to remember those in prison as if you were together with them in 
prison, and those who are mistreated as if you yourselves were suf-
fering” (13:3).

This is exactly what our Savior has done for us. Jesus was made 
like us, “fully human in every way . . . that he might make atonement 
for the sins of the people. Because he himself suffered when he was 
tempted, he is able to help those who are being tempted” (2:17–18).

Christ the Lord, who became like us, calls us to stand with oth-
ers “as if [we] were together with them” during their time of need.

blood in order to purchase our salvation. Give us grace to stand 
with others who are in need today.

BIBLE READ:  HEBREWS 2:14–18; 13:1–3  
THOUGHT FOR TODAY:

Remember those in prison as if you were  
together with them in prison.            

    ~   Hebrews 13:3

Over the last weekend, tobacco advertisements 
were again seen across US media channels 
after decades of being banned. However, this 
time around, it was not by choice but by a 

court-imposed order to advertise the deadly effects of  
smoking.

The move provides a grim reminder to potential and 
existing consumers of tobacco of its fatal repercussions. 
A part of it disturbingly points out that more people die 
of smoking each year than from murder, AIDS, suicide, 
drugs, car crashes and alcohol combined.

As these adverts hit US screens, it seems like a good 
time for India to evaluate if  it is doing enough to curb 
the prevalence of tobacco among its citizens. After all, 
India is the second-largest consumer and producer of  
the product.

There have been some positive developments with 
regard to the tobacco industry over the last few years 
that need to be recognised. First, according to WHO’s 
Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS) that has been 
conducted twice in 2009-10 (GATS-I) and 2016-17 
(GATS-II), the prevalence of tobacco use among adults 
has reduced by six percentage points from 34.6 to 28.6. 
The absolute number of tobacco users have fallen by 
about 8.1 million. There has also been a reduction in 
the exposure to second-hand smoking in public spaces 
from 29 per cent to 23 per cent.

Second, till 2014 India was ranked 136 among 205 
countries in the size of pictorial warnings on tobacco 
products. When it was mandated that 85 per cent of  
the product packaging should be covered in pictorial 

warnings in 2016, India jumped to the third rank. And 
it is now being increasingly recognised that pictorial 
warnings have a positive discouraging impact on to-
bacco consumers. The GATS-II report also found out 
that 61.9 per cent of adults thought of quitting because 
of pictorial warnings up from 38 per cent in its earlier 
round. Therefore, India’s move to increase the propor-
tion of pictorial depiction was well-founded.

Third, GATS-II also revealed that the average ex-
penditure on tobacco has increased since GATS-I, tri-
pling for cigarettes and doubling for bidis and smokeless 
tobacco. This clearly has been due to increase in tobacco 
prices over the years owing to increased taxation. How-
ever, it is not enough to rest on these laurels and turn 
nonchalant on the issue.

India suffers from some unique disparities in its 
tobacco industry which leaves immense scope for im-
provement on the consumption front. Unlike other 
countries where cigarette smoking accounts for a bulk 
of the tobacco consumption, the market share for ciga-
rettes in India stands merely at 14 per cent. On the other 
hand, bidis account for 48 per cent of the market share 
and smokeless tobacco (SLT) for 38 per cent. This is 
mainly due to the sharp contrasts in pricing of cigarettes 
and bidis. The average per stick price of a cigarette is Rs 
5.92, which is approximately 10 times the average per 
unit cost of a bidi or SLT.

The fact that low income segments are the primary 
consumers of such cheaper form of tobacco points to the 
importance of the price factor in this trend. And since 70 
per cent of the population falls in the low-income seg-
ment, commensurate taxation of these products to bring 
them at par with cigarettes can be an effective strategy to 
curb tobacco consumption across the country.

It also makes economic sense to target the price 
points of bidis and SLTs instead of cigarettes since the 
price elasticity of the former is 0.9 while that of the lat-
ter is merely 0.4. This implies that if  the price of bidis 
and cigarettes goes up by 10 percent, the demand of the 
former will fall by 9 percent while that of the latter will 
fall merely by 4 percent.

Following such a strategy is a low hanging fruit for 
the government but seems quite run-of-the-mill to be 
considered a strategic solution. However, apart from the 
obvious health benefits that will accrue to the majority 
of the Indian population from such a move, there are 
also a few fiscal benefits for the government in the long 
run if  pursued.

According to the latest study done by the Ministry 
of Health and Family Welfare in India (MHFW), the 
total economic cost for treating tobacco-linked diseases 
of individuals aged 35-69 amounted to Rs 1,045 billion 
in 2011-12. This economic healthcare cost burden was 
more than five times the excise tax revenue collection 
done by the government from tobacco in the same year. 
This implies that for every 20 paise collection in excise 
tax on tobacco, the Indian government has to spend 
more than Rs 1 for tobacco-linked health issues.

Therefore, any move to disincentivise consumption 
of tobacco seems like a win-win from every aspect. One 
only wonders why such a recourse has not been pursued 
sooner in public policy. May be it has been the utter lack 
of discourse on the matter.

(Amit Kapoor is chair, Institute for Competitiveness, 
India. The views expressed are personal. He can be con-

tacted at amit.kapoor@competitiveness.in. Chirag Yadav, 
senior researcher, Institute for Competitiveness, India, has 

contributed to the article)

For with much wisdom comes much sor-
row; the more knowledge, the more grief. 
 Ecclesiastes 1:18
A birthday is implied only when 
someone is born and as such the na-
ture is everyone has ( had ) a date of  
birth. The Ecclesiastes writer says 
there is a time for everything and as 
there is also a time of  birth, so there 
is also a time of  death. For as every-
thing written in the Bible are for the 
elect and the wicked but for the fallen 
it will be an eternity in hell. Though 
we know our date of  birth we know 
not when we were born and even as 
we see the scriptures, we feel its mys-
teries. This was what one of  my close 
one said “ Sometimes I feel like the 
Bible is like a human’’ , and as he 
looked at me I also treasured what 
he said. The truth is everything has 
its origin in the scripture and the only 
difference is some are of  God, some 
are not. For as time belongs to God, 
our prayers are for the elect to make 
the best use of  every opportunity.  
Now let us see what is written in the 
scripture in regard to time: ‘’ There is 
a time for everything and for every activ-
ity under heaven: a time to be born and a 
time to die, a time to plant and a time to 
uproot, a time to kill and a time to heal, 
a time to tear down and a time to build, a 
time to weep and a time to laugh, a time 
to mourn and a time to dance, a time to 
scatter stones and a time to gather them, 
a time to embrace and a time to refrain, a 
time to search and a time to give up, a time 
to keep and a time to throw away, a time 
to tear and a time to mend, a time to be 
silent and a time to speak, a time to laugh 

and a time to hate, a time for war and a 
time for peace. What does the worker gain 
from his toil? I have seen the burden God 
has laid on men. He has made everything 
beautiful in its time. He has also set eter-
nity in the hearts of  men; yet they cannot 
fathom what God has done from begin-
ning to end.’’(Ecclesiates 3:1-11) The 
sad reality is many fails to see this in 
regard to salvation and judgment and 
to rewards and losses. It will be tragic 
to die without knowing the purpose 
or even to depart without fulfilling it. 
The world in its folly acknowledges 
no God but only invites destruction. 
This is what concerns many and un-
less the scripture is honored and God 
is honored, the world will have no 
peace, no redemption. The two given 
scriptures speaks of  what it is:

“The heart of  the wise is in the 
house of  mourning but the hearts of  

fools in the house of  pleasure.’’
Multitudes who sleep in the dust 
of  the earth will awake; some to 

everlasting life, others to shame and 
everlasting contempt.’’
(Ecclesiastes 7:4) (Daniel 12:2)

This is what it is and as we have 
a physical body, so we also have a 
spiritual body, and as we know death 
comes to everyone, so we know it 
will also come to us. the world knows 
when Christmas comes but it is in 
the seasons of  it they displease God 
more, grief  God more. Though so 
many cries in distress and grieves in 
wounds, so many walks in folly and 
thinks not of  judgment. Everyone 
must know that as Christ came for 
judgment, so on the day of  it many 
will either be in the category of  the 
sheep  or the goats.

This implies that as separation 
is destined for, so in the end the 
righteous will be separated from the 
wicked, the true from the false. To 
this, even as we know in part now, 
someday we shall know in full. The 
mystery of  it are not known till it is 
known and as our desires are to see 
it, we know who holds and sustains 
everything. The inhabitants of  the 
world considers Christmas as a festi-
val but most knows not its worth. On 
the contrary most sins are commit-
ted on Good Fridays and even on the 
25th of  December. This is sad and 
our prayers are for everyone to know 
their worth and Christmas’ worth 
even as they prepare themselves to 
meet Christ. Thus as in all of  these, 
we see of  what is right and wrong 
and of  the eternal and the temporal, 
so our eyes must be fixed on the cross 
of  Christ even as we prepare our-
selves for eternity. This means that 
to see everything in God’s wisdom 
and knowledge must be the prayers 
within. The beloved of  God cannot 
indulge in sin when they should be 
praying for the lost, and it will be 
far worse for the sinners to continue 
in sin when they should be seek-
ing God. Thus as there is only one 
heaven one hell, everyone must be 
equipped to face the future. Though 
the sinners go on sinning and God 
haters go on hating, our love for God 
must constantly increase. The Christ 
we worship has not been seen by any-
one, neither have we seen the Proph-
ets and the Apostles who wrote the 
scriptures. This is a mystery and as it 
is written, so our devotions must be. 
The wisdom of  God is the answer to 
everything.

Bidis Need to Be Targeted to Reduce Tobacco Consumption

The Joy of Christmas

Sir,
Through this column ,I as a lay-

man, would like to congratulate the 
Against Corruption And Unabated 
Taxation( ACAUT) and Public Serv-
ice Aspirant Of Nagaland ( PSAN), 
for taking up the issue of  backdoor ap-
pointment. i would also liked to seek 
some clarification from ACAUT and 
PSAN on the following issues: 

(1) regularization of  contract 
service of  government employees, 
who had rendered more than three 
years of  continuous service  prior to 
25/7/2017. (2)From which year on-
ward has the ACAUT and PSAN 
taken as the cut off  year in their fight 
against backdoor appointment. (3)
What course of  action is the ACAUT 
and PSAN going to take up on these 
backdoor appointment, whose service 
had already been regularized. (4) Is 
there any case, where retired govern-
ment officials now active in ACAUT, 
during their active government service 
and holding high ranking government 
official post, appointed any persons 
through backdoor appointment and 
subsequently got their service regular-
ized. (5)Are the PSAN going to take 
up the issue of  the famous 2008 paper 
swap scam for civil service, if  they are 
really serious about backdoor appoint-
ment.

Akavi
Dimapur

Questions for 
ACAUT and PSAN

READERS’ MIRROR
VIEWS & REVIEWS

DAILY
PATH

The Power  
of Empathy

It has been published in the local dalies on 9th November 2017 in Nagaland 
Post and Eastern Mirror wherein Planning & Co-ordination Department 
was asked to declare the names of  beneficiaries under Capacity Building 
wherein an amount of  Rs. 8.98 lakhs was released in Nagaland Post and the 

same also carries in the Eastern Mirror on 41 nos of  projects. Further, the same 
was published in the Morung Express on the 10th November 2017 along with the 

list of  projects.
In this regard, it may be pointed out that the list so published in the local 

media was initially proposed to be taken up. However, it was finally decided to 
replace the original one. The same is placed below for reference. Hence, the list 
so published in the local medias dated 9th & 10th November 2017 is superseded 
by the list given below: 

 & 10

M.Patton
Commissioner & Secretary

Sl.No Particulars Location Amount 
in lakhs

1 Toy Making Unit Lerie Chazau 5.00 Keneise 
2 Gym facility Kohima 5.00 Theo

3 Construction of rest 
house Poilwa 5.00 Heunumbe

4 Hostel at Dimapur 
(Notunbosti) Dimapur 30.00 Teresa

5 Computer shop at 
Kohima Kohima 5.00 Yanger

6
Setting up of 
workshop at High 
school

Kohima 35.00 Meto

7 Setting up of Dairy 
development 2 nos BSF Camp Lerie 20.00 1. Cieshi

2. Akho
8 Jo foundation Kohima 2.00 Principal
9 Basketball court Dimapur 3.00 LMSS

10 One bus for Jotsoma 
GHSS for jubilee 18.00 Principal

11 One bus for Kohima 
college for Jubilee 18.00 Principal

12

Three buses for 
Mokokchung, 
Kohima, Dimapur 
under Higher 
Education

54.00 Higher 
Education

13 Installation of solar 
lights at Tuensang Tuensang 70.00 DD 

Enterprises

14 Flower nursery in 2 
location

1. Lerie
2. D.Khel 30.00 Toshila 

Adakho

15 Construction of 
drainage/road Keyito 30.00 Hokiye

16 Construction of 
drainage Kohima 30.00 V.Suohu

17 Fisheries Seithekema, Gaili, 
Dieziephe. 45.00

1. Bodi
2. Alao
3. Ren

18 Plantations

1. Gaili
2. Voikethang
3. Sethekie
4. Haningkwalwa
5. Aoyim
6. Bongkoklung

70.00

1. Vivik
2. Joseph
3. Neokechi
4. Abuna
5. Imli
6. Mang

19
Setting up of saw 
mill/troli/installation 
of lights

Kohima 20.00 M/S Vikie

20
Development of 
works at Kohima 
village and Chedema 
village

100.00 T.Albert 
Angmai

21 Siminar on global 
climate change

Family planning and 20.00 Vincent

22 Imparting training in Thejas society 30.00 Calvin

23
Construction of 
protection works at 
Dzubo 80.00 Kevi 

Construction

24 Fresh cutting of road 
at Heningkunlwa 100.00 KKN 

Construction

25 Setting up of 
handloom at 7th mile 35.00 Imli

26

Construction of 
footsteps/protection 
works with local 
stones in 10 various 
location in Kohima 
district including 
training to labours 

38.00 KKN 
Enterprises. 

Total 898.00
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ARIES (MAR 21 - APR 19): Information you 
receive from friends could have you worrying 
a little about your financial security. You may 
be trying to reach a goal that seems to be in 

jeopardy - if  the news you’ve heard is true. It may not 
be! Check the facts before jumping to conclusions and 
panicking. You could find that there’s nothing to worry 
about.

TAURUS (APR 20 - MAY 20): Usually you 
have a strong intuitive bond with those close to 
you, but today you might feel like that part of  
your brain has shut down. You could get con-

fusing messages, or you could pick up nothing at all. You 
haven’t lost your gift so don’t worry about it. You’ll have 
to rely on words for now!

GEMINI (MAY 21 - JUN 21): It may be dif-
ficult to focus on household chores today. Your 
mind is on more exalted matters, such as spiri-
tual and intellectual interests and you feel lazy. 

It’s OK to do nothing. You don’t have to knock yourself  
out every day! Relax at home, read, watch TV, and cook 
if  you must do something. Your chores can wait until you 
feel more energetic.

CANCER (JUN 22 - JUL 22): Creative ideas 
may elude you today. You may have a hanker-
ing to do something artistic but with only a 
few vague notions, and you may not like those. 

This is a good day to work with others’ ideas. Read, play 
music by a great composer, copy a painting by a master. 
This way you’ll keep the impulses going without trying to 
force new ideas that won’t come.

LEO (JUL 23 - AUG 22): Something may 
be distracting a close friend or love partner so 
much that this person isn’t very good company. 
Nor will your friend want to share the source 

of  their preoccupation. Don’t try to have a long conversa-
tion about it. Back off  and let your friend come to terms 
with it alone. Sometimes that’s all you can do.

VIRGO (AUG 23 - SEP 22): Your thoughts and 
feelings may be vague today, and you could be 
preoccupied. People might talk to you but you 
won’t hear much of  what they say, and you’ll 

remember even less. This is a temporary condition. Don’t 
worry that people think you’re rude. The ones that count 
know you’re not. Spend the day reading escapist novels. 
It won’t matter if  you can’t remember those!

LIBRA (SEP 23 - OCT 22): Romantic matters 
should be going very well now, although today 
you might have some doubts. Your loved one 
may be quiet and preoccupied. Don’t let your 

insecurities get the better of  you! What’s probably going 
on with your friend has little if  anything to do with you 
and more to do with money matters. Your partner will tell 
you when the time is right.

SCORPIO (OCT 23 - NOV 21): Today you may 
have so much to do around the house that you 
don’t know where to start. Family members aren’t 
much help. Don’t throw up your hands and let it 

all go. Look around the room, find something that needs to 
be done, and handle it. Keep doing this and then stop when 
you’re tired. There’s no need to work yourself to exhaustion 
even if  you expect visitors. Their homes get messy, too!

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22 - DEC 21): Today 
the paranormal could be on your mind. Books 
on related subjects may capture your interest, so 
you’ll probably want to spend the day reading. 

Some of the concepts might seem strange even to you, but 
don’t write them off yet. The important thing now is to keep 
an open mind. Strange things are discovered every day.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22 - JAN 19): A strong 
bond of  loyalty that you feel for a friend might 
propel you into a touchy situation today. Your 
friend may ask you to do a favor that’s diffi-

cult if  not impossible. Look into the situation and see if  
there’s some way you can help. If  not, you’ll have to try to 
make it up later. Sometimes that’s all you can do.

AQUARIUS (JAN 20 - FEB 18): Confusion 
may reign today, particularly if  you’re intui-
tive. You may pick up strange vibes that could 
be unsettling. Don’t try to make sense of  them. 

Your ESP may be a bit off, or those people whose feelings 
you’re sensing are stressed and lacking direction. Or it 
could be both. Either way, you should be back to normal 
tomorrow.

PISCES (FEB 19 - MAR 20): Some bizarre 
dreams or visions could come to you today. 
Don’t put too much stock in them. You might 
find that the images are partly scenes from your 

past, partly information you’ve received lately, and partly 
your own fears about the future. If  you view them this 
way, you should be able to see what they’re telling you. 
They aren’t prophesies for the future.

Today’s ASTRO-PREDICTION

Who First Buried the Dead?

Indian Project Aims to Overcome 
Shortage of Donor Organs

A mysterious cache of bones, 
recovered from a deep 
chamber in a South Af-
rican cave, is challenging 

long-held beliefs about how a group 
of bipedal apes developed into the 
abstract-thinking creatures that we 
call ‘human’. The fossils were discov-
ered in 2013 and were quickly recog-
nised as the remains of a new species 
unlike anything seen before. Named 
Homo naledi, it has an unexpected 
mix of modern features and primitive 
ones, including a fairly small brain. 
Arguably the most shocking aspect of  
Homo naledi, though, concerned not 
the remains themselves but rather their 
resting place. 

The chamber where the bones 
were found is far from the cave en-
trance, accessible only through a nar-
row, difficult passage that is completely 
shrouded in darkness. Scientists be-
lieve the chamber has long been dif-
ficult to access, requiring a journey of  
vertical climbing, crawling and tight 
squeezing through spaces only 20 cm 
across. It would be an impossible place 
to live, and a highly unlikely location 
for many individuals to have ended up 
by accident. Those details pushed the 
research team toward a shocking hy-
pothesis: despite its puny brain, Homo 
naledi purposefully interred its dead. 
The cave chamber was a graveyard, 
they concluded.

For anthropologists, mortuary ritu-
als carry an outsize importance in trac-
ing the emergence of human unique-
ness – especially the capacity to think 
symbolically. Symbolic thought gives 
us the ability to transcend the present, 
remember the past, and visualise the 
future. It allows us to imagine, to cre-
ate, and to alter our environment in 
ways that have significant consequenc-
es for the planet. Use of language is 
the quintessential embodiment of such 
mental abstractions, but studying its 
history is difficult because language 
doesn’t fossilise. Burials do.

Burials provide a hard, material 
record of a behaviour that is deeply 
spiritual and meaningful. It allows 
scientists to trace the emergence of  
beliefs, values and other complex ideas 
that appear to be uniquely human. 
Homo sapiens is unquestionably un-
like any other species alive today. Pin-
pointing what separates us from the 
rest of nature is surprisingly difficult, 
however.

The paradox is that humans are 
also unquestionably a part of nature, 
having evolved alongside with all the 
rest of life. Anthropologists have nar-
rowed in on one singular human fea-
ture in particular: the capacity to think 
in the abstract. Our ability to imagine 
and communicate ideas about things 
that are not immediately in front of  
us is a complex cognitive process, sci-
entists argue, one that is remarkably 

different from simple, primitive com-
munication about nearby food or im-
minent danger.

Humans use symbols to com-
municate and convey these abstract 
thoughts and ideas. We imbue non-
practical things with meaning. Art and 
jewellery, for example, communicate 
concepts about beliefs, values and so-
cial status. Mortuary rituals, too, have 
been put forward as a key example of  
symbolic thought, with the idea that 
deliberate treatment of the dead rep-
resents a whole web of ideas. Mourn-
ing the dead involves remembering the 
past and imagining a future in which 
we too will die – abstractions believed 
to be complex enough to be contem-
plated only by our species.

The assumption, then, was that 
death rituals were practised only by 
modern humans, or perhaps also by 
their very closest relatives. The pos-
sibility that primitive, small-brained 
Homo naledi could have engaged in 
the deliberate disposal of dead bodies 
not only challenges the timeline about 
when such behaviours appeared; it dis-
rupts the whole conventional thinking 
about the distinction between modern 
humans and earlier species and, by ex-
tension, the distinction between us and 
the rest of nature.

For humans, death is an enor-
mously culturally meaningful process. 
Cultures around the world honour the 
deceased with rituals and ceremonies 
that communicate a variety of val-
ues and abstract ideas. Since the 19th 
century, anthropologists have exam-
ined these mortuary practices to learn 
about the religions and beliefs of other 
cultures. During this time, 
it never occurred to any-
one that other creatures, 
even other hominins (the 
primate group encompass-
ing the genus Homo, along 
with the genus Australop-
ithecus and other close relatives) could 
have engaged in similar behaviour. 
Surely, the thinking went, humans 
alone operate in such an abstract world 
as to assign deep meaning to death.

Yet this behaviour must have ap-
peared at some point in our evolution-
ary history. Since mortuary rituals 
such as song and dance are invisible in 
the archaeological record, scientists fo-
cused on material aspects such as bur-
ial to trace the history of the practice. 
The discoveries soon prompted tough 
questions about the conventional view-
point, suggesting that mortuary rituals 
might not have been uniquely human 
after all.

The first debate over non-humans 
burying their dead arose in 1908 with 
the discovery of a fairly complete Ne-
anderthal skeleton near La Chapelle-
aux-Saints in France. After excavating 
their find, the discoverers argued that 
the skeleton had clearly been delib-
erately buried. To them, it looked as 
though a grave had been dug, the body 

purposefully laid inside in the foetal 
position, and safely covered up from 
the elements. Many contemporary 
scientists remained dubious of this in-
terpretation or dismissed the evidence 
outright. Later skeptics suggested that 
early 20th-century excavation tech-
niques were too sloppy to prove such a 
sweeping conclusion. Debate over the 
burial of the La Chappelle Neander-
thal continues to this day.

It is fitting that the controversy over 
mortuary ritual in hominins began 
with the Neanderthals, now known as 
the species Homo neanderthalensis. 
Ever since the first discovery of Nean-
derthal fossils in 1856 in the Neander-
tal valley in Germany, the species has 
occupied an ambiguous relationship to 
humans. Neanderthals are the closest 
species to humans, and their location 
on the spectrum between humans and 
other animals has constantly been con-
tested.

For the first century after their dis-
covery, they were typically imagined 
as highly non-human creatures, their 
primitive aspects emphasised to such 
an extent that they became known 
as brutes who couldn’t even stand up 
straight. More recently, the pendulum 
has swung the other way, with some 
scientists arguing that the creatures 
were so close to humans that a Nean-
derthal wearing a suit and a hat on a 
subway would go largely unnoticed. 
The debate over Neanderthal burials 
has similarly wavered back and forth. 
At some times, scientists have accused 
each other of overly anthropomorphis-
ing our cousin species, at other times 
of dehumanising them.

A discovery in 1960 in Shanidar 
cave in Iraq illustrates the dangers 
involved in inferring Neanderthal be-
haviour and in trying to understand 
their cognitive processes from sketchy 
remains. Excavators studying fossils at 
Shanidar uncovered evidence of mul-
tiple Neanderthal burials. One burial 
appeared particularly interesting: 
soil samples from the area surround-
ing that individual, named Shanidar 
IV, revealed pockets of pollen. Ralph 
Solecki, the leader of the team and 
an anthropologist at Columbia Uni-
versity, viewed this pollen as evidence 
that colourful flowers were placed in 
the grave when the Neanderthal was 
buried, in a very modern human style.

In Solecki’s view, this ‘flower buri-
al’ suggested that Neanderthals had an 
appreciation of beauty – the first time 
such a sentiment had been found to ex-
tend beyond the boundary of our own 
species. He argued that scientists could 
no longer deny that Neanderthals ex-
perienced the ‘full range of human 

feelings’. But Solecki’s ideas collapsed 
when the pollen surrounding Shani-
dar IV was shown to have been trans-
ported by burrowing rodents, which 
disturbed the soil in distinctive pat-
terns. The collapse of the flower-burial 
hypothesis caused scientists to be more 
cautious when asserting human beliefs 
based on limited fossil evidence – and 
perhaps on wish-fulfilment. Looking 
back on the incident, later scientists 
remarked that it was probably no coin-
cidence that the error occurred during 
the ‘great decade of flower-power’.

Today, most scientists agree that 
Neanderthals did in fact bury their 
dead – at least some Neanderthals did, 
in at least a few instances. The more 
difficult question is, why did they do it? 
Did Neanderthals think about death in 
ways similar to modern humans, con-
templating abstract thoughts such as 
the afterlife? Or was burial a practical 
solution to a decomposing corpse lo-
cated in a living space?

Anthropologists agree that the 
current evidence linking Neanderthal 
burial to symbolic thought is shaky at 
best. There is little evidence of burial 
goods or other clear signs of ceremony 
included in Neanderthal graves, a prac-
tice seen more often with early Homo 
sapiens. Without clearly symbolic ad-
ditions such as flowers or grave goods, 
it is difficult to get into the heads of  
these ancient hominins.

Then again, it isn’t so radical to im-
agine that Neanderthals had the capac-
ity to bury their dead for the same rea-
sons that we do. They had extremely 
large brains, well within the range of  
modern human brains; it’s conceivable 

that they were as cogni-
tively and behaviourally 
complex as humans, too. 
Even if  scientists were to 
admit Neanderthals with-
in the group of species 
that practised mortuary 

rituals, then, we could still maintain a 
uniqueness argument that only large-
brain hominins performed this sym-
bolic activity.

Homo naledi is a whole different 
story. Its brain was less than half the size 
of a modern human’s brain. One way to 
look at the puzzle is that naledi makes 
the connection between burial and sym-
bolism increasingly dubious: it is easier 
to imagine that these creatures disposed 
of their dead for practical reasons than 
for symbolic ones. But why, then, would 
naledi go through all the effort of bring-
ing the fossils through the darkness, so 
far into the cave? The evidence demands 
at least considering the other possibility, 
that these seemingly primitive creatures 
were in fact engaging in complex, deep-
ly emotional behaviour.

By challenging accepted ideas of  
symbolism and body disposal, nal-
edi forces scientists to reconsider long-
held assumptions and ideas about this 
behaviour. Perhaps mortuary ritual is 
not as uniquely human as previously 

believed.
If Neanderthals and naledi are ac-

cepted into the club of hominins who 
practise mortuary rituals, it would 
not be the first time that a supposedly 
uniquely human behaviour turned out 
to be shared with other species. Until 
the 1960s, toolmaking was widely con-
sidered something that only humans do. 
Then Jane Goodall witnessed chimpan-
zees modifying materials to make tools 
of their own. In response to the news, her 
mentor Louis Leakey telegraphed: ‘Now 
we must redefine tool, redefine Man, or 
accept chimpanzees as humans.’

Perhaps burial is yet another re-
minder that there is no sharp, impen-
etrable line between humans and other 
animals. Such blurring of boundaries 
is now well-recognised in anatomical 
evolution. In recent decades, scientists 
have become aware that distinctively 
‘human’ features actually appeared 
piecemeal, in unexpected patterns; up-
right posture and an increase in brain 
size, for instance, appeared in fits and 
starts, with some reversals along the 
way. Our ancestors appear to us as mo-
saics, containing some of these mod-
ern features while lacking others.

Maybe this mosaic progression 
applies to human behaviour as well. 
Could it be that our culture – including 
abstract thinking and complex sym-
bolic actions – arrived not in a single 
package, but rather evolved piecemeal?

This hypothesis leads to new ques-
tions about the emergence of human 
nature, and suggests new places to look 
for evidence. A growing number of an-
thropologists have begun to argue for a 
broad shift in the ways we think about 
change, innovation and emergence 
throughout human evolution. They 
argue that, instead of conceptualising 
human evolution in terms of extraor-
dinary moments of origin and revolu-
tion, it is more productive to focus on 
gradual transitions. This shift in think-
ing regards incremental evolutionary 
processes as more significant than mo-
ments of sudden innovation.

The practice of defining uniquely 
human features is coloured by value 
judgments about what matters to us

The anthropologists pushing for 
this reconceptualisation argue that 
breaking processes such as the devel-
opment of complex cognition and cul-
ture into their constituent parts opens 
up new opportunities to examine those 
parts in fine detail – an exercise more 
revealing than trying to understand the 
package in its entirety. The complex 
practice of mortuary ritual might be 
easier to understand if  deconstructed 
into its constituent practices and cog-
nitive processes. This idea dovetails 
with a recognition of the permeable 
boundary between human mortuary 
behaviour and the behaviours of other 
hominins or even more distantly relat-
ed species. It could ultimately allow for 
more detailed cross-genera compari-
sons, leading to a better understanding 

of those other species, as well as of  
ourselves.

The recognition that human culture 
might have emerged gradually, through 
starts and stops, exposes a common but 
poorly founded assumption that ma-
jor developments happen in bundles. 
Without any evidence to the contrary, 
it was easy to default to the notion that 
major human transitions occurred si-
multaneously – that we emerged as our 
modern selves through a kind of evo-
lutionary genesis. Charles Darwin fell 
into this trap, assuming that bipedal-
ism evolved alongside the increase in 
brain size and the simultaneous freeing 
of the hands for tool use. But as more 
evidence has accrued, the picture has 
become more complicated and difficult 
to fit in a tidy narrative. The discovery 
of Australopithecines and other fossil 
hominins made it clear that these proc-
esses happened at different stages in 
human evolution.

If Homo naledi truly did engage 
in symbolic behaviour, that would 
raise an even more sweeping ques-
tion: should scientists disregard the 
idea of human uniqueness altogether? 
Some scholars have been making that 
argument for decades, suggesting that 
searching for unique traits detracts 
from the more useful endeavour of  
pinpointing smaller transitions and rec-
ognising differences of degree rather 
than kind. They also caution that the 
practice of defining uniquely human 
features is coloured by value judgments 
about what matters to us in the present. 
In Beast and Man (1979), the moral 
philosopher Mary Midgley argued: ‘If  
man wants to set up a contest in resem-
bling himself and award himself the 
prize, no one will quarrel with him. But 
what does it mean? All he can do by 
these roundabout methods is perhaps 
to assert a value-judgment about what 
matters most in human life.’

Understanding humans’ evolu-
tionary history is a daunting task. It 
is a subject that is deeply personal to 
us, and we anthropologists have often 
been accused of standing too close to 
our family tree to be able see the larger 
picture. From that vantage, it is all too 
easy to view the evolution into Homo 
sapiens as distinct from the evolution 
of other creatures. Recognising a mo-
saic aspect to human behaviour has the 
potential to alter that perspective.

By letting go of the belief in the 
uniqueness of our behaviour, we might 
be able to see how our tendency to view 
ourselves as terribly special alienates 
us from the rest of our primate fam-
ily, and indeed from all of evolution. 
Writing in The New York Times in 
2015, the primatologist Frans de Waal 
argues that the discovery of Homo 
naledi is an opportunity to rethink 
that fractured relationship between 
humans and the rest of nature: ‘Why 
not seize this moment to overcome our 
anthropocentrism and recognise the 
fuzziness of the distinctions?’

India’s Department of Biotech-
nology has decided to give a 
big push for research in “tissue 
engineering” aimed at eventu-

ally creating human organs in a dish 
apparently for overcoming the prob-
lems of donor organ shortages.

The Department has invited 
“concept proposals” from Indian 
scientists for regeneration of heart, 
liver, pancreas, skin, tooth, eye and 
bone -- complete with muscle, ten-
don and marrow -- in the laboratory.

The Department announcement 
says the above were “candidate” or-
gans for development but scientists 
may propose for funding any other 
organ for regeneration “provided 
there is a clear credible evidence for 
such a choice”.

Tissue engineering is a multi-
disciplinary field which evolved 
from the field of biomaterial devel-
opment. It refers to the practice of  

combining scaffolds, cells and bio-
logically active molecules into func-
tional tissues.

It has become an established pro-
tocol for the bioengineering of living 
tissues using engineered “scaffolds” 
that cells can populate and allow for 
regeneration of tissues that can be 
fully functional.

Elsewhere in the world, bladders, 
small arteries, skin grafts and carti-
lage have been implanted in patients, 
but the procedures are still experi-
mental and tissue engineering plays 
only a small role in patient treatment.

Tissues of complex organs like 
heart, lung and liver have been suc-
cessfully recreated in the lab, but 
they are a long way from being ready 
for implant into a patient.

Growing the whole organ like 
a heart to replace the damaged one 
or regenerate a new kidney from a 
patient’s own cells would be a leap 
forward.

According to the Department, 

the success of tissue engineering 
methods has now generated strong 
interest in the next level of whole 
organ development wherein the 
tools of tissue engineering are inte-
grated with engineering and process 
technologies, molecular biology and 
developmental biology to generate 
working organs for transplant. The 
Department is now calling for a 
multi-institutional and multidiscipli-
nary concept proposals from teams 
of scientists involving a minimum of  
three institutes, at least one of which 
must be a medical institution.

The project is being launched in 
a “mission mode” -- meaning high 
priority -- “with the specific goal of  
translating the results to clinical tri-
als”, but the Department’s Kakali 
Dasgupta, who is in charge of the 
project, declined to reveal the budget 
allotted for it.

(K.S. Jayaraman is a veteran 
science journalist. He can be contacted 

at killugudi@hotmail.com)

Substandard or falsified medicines 
promote antimicrobial resistance 
in people, who can pass on the 
mutant infection while travelling 

abroad. Such bacteria or virus resistant to 
medicine will become impossible to treat, 
says a WHO report.

Noting that antibiotics and other an-
timicrobial medicines are manufactured 
and prescribed at doses designed to de-
stroy the pathogens that are causing ill-
ness, the report states that if  a treatment 
course contains only a fraction of the cor-
rect dose, or if  it is so badly made that the 
active ingredients are not released prop-
erly, then it is only likely to destroy some 
of the pathogens, but not all of them. 

“The ones that survive will be the ones 
that have mutated enough to survive low 
doses of the medicine. Usually, they do 
not reproduce very quickly. But with all 
the more susceptible strains killed by the 
weak medicines, they have room to mul-
tiply and spread to more people,” said the 
report.  According to the report there is 
clear evidence that resistance to the most 
important antimalarial medicine, artem-
isinin, first appeared in a part of the world 

where at one point between 38 and 90 per 
cent of the artemisinin medicines on the 
market were substandard or falsified.

The findings are part of WHO Glo-
bal Surveillance and Monitoring System 
for substandard and falsified medical 
products. It is first time in 10 years, WHO 
is publishing estimates on substandard 
and falsified medical products in low- 
and middle-income countries.

Doctors and other health workers 
waste precious time trying out alternative 
treatments, when all that is really needed 
is a quality version of the same treatment. 
In the worst cases, several of which are 
described in this report, people die, either 
from untreated disease or because the 
product itself  kills them.

“This really is a global problem. In 
the age of cheap air travel and mass pop-
ulation movements, people who develop 
resistant infections because of substand-
ard or falsified medicines in one country 
can easily travel to another country and 
pass on the mutant infection,” said the re-
port, adding that once a bacteria or virus 
is resistant to a medicine, even a full treat-
ment course will not kill it. 

“So even if  the medicines in the new 
host country are all perfect quality, they 
will not cure the disease. This not only af-
fects treatments for tropical diseases like 
malaria,” said the report.

The substandard and falsified medi-
cal products also affect the legitimate 
manufacturers of both generic and inno-
vators pharmaceutical products who suf-
fer financially and reputation-wise when 
criminals falsify their products.

Substandard and falsified medical 
products strain the budgets of house-
holds and health systems, damaging the 
very fabric of society. The report says 
that, over the past four years, WHO has 
received reports of substandard or falsi-
fied medical products in all therapeutic 
categories, covering everything from can-
cer medicines to contraception, from an-
tibiotics to vaccines. 

The report says that some 15 years 
ago, global sales of medicines rose above 
US$ 500 billion for the first time. Since 
then, sales have doubled again, to ap-
proximately US$ 1.1 trillion, with by far 
the largest growth occurring in middle-
income markets.                 Source: IANS
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi with Ivanka Trump, daughter and adviser of the US President, during the 
inauguration of the Global Entrepreneurship Summit 2017 in Hyderabad on Tuesday.

PTI

A metro train runs on its tracks after the inauguration of Hyderabad Metro Rail project in Hyderabad 
on Tuesday.

PTI

NEWS IN BRIEF
Doctor looted by men pretending 
to be patients
Ghaziabad, Nov. 28 (IANS): Armed robbers who 
initially pretended to be patients in need of  urgent 
medical help barged into a doctor’s house here on 
Tuesday and fled with cash, jewellery and other 
valueables worth lakhs of  rupees, police said. The 
incident occurred at the Vasundhara residential locality 
when four men reached the residence-cum-clinic of  
neurologist Neeraj Agrawal and told the receptionist 
that they needed to see him. As the receptionist asked 
them to wait, they quickly scaled the staircase and 
barged into the first floor residence where the doctor, 
his wife and mother live.  They overpowered the doctor, 
put a pistol at his head and told his wife to surrender all 
the valuables -- which she did.  Within 15 minutes, they 
fled after bolting the house from outside. The frightened 
receptionist then phoned the police.  “Raids are being 
conducted to nab the criminals,” Inspector Sushil Kumar 
Dubey told IANS

Delhi’s Nigambodh Ghat gets 
Green Waste Reprocessor
New Delhi, Nov. 28 (IANS):  Union Environment 
Minister Harsh Vardhan on Tuesday inaugurated a 
Green Waste Reprocessor (GWR) machine here at 
Nigambodh Ghat that will convert leaves and flowers 
into reusable religious offerings at the crematorium. 
The machine installed at the largest crematorium of  
Delhi will process all the horticulture waste generated 
or used during the last rites, into Havan Samagri which 
will be reused at the crematorium itself. The managing 
committee of Nigambodh Ghat said the Havan Samgri 
produced will be distributed free of cost to people who 
perform the Havan or Yajna there. The machine, first 
of its kind at a crematorium in Delhi, has been funded 
through MPLADS fund of the Minister.  The Minister 
said the initiative is a step to save river Yamuna from 
pollution. The machine is produced by Clean India 
Ventures and can reprocess 100 to four tonnes of green 
waste per day.

20 injured in clash over minor 
dispute in Muzaffarnagar
Muzaffarnagar, Nov. 28 (PTI): At least 20 people 
were injured in a clash between two groups of the same 
community over a minor dispute at Rasulpur Ghar 
village, police said today. There was a scuffle between 
the groups at a wedding ceremony and it escalated, 
leading to stone-pelting by both sides, they said. The 
injured have been admitted to a hospital, the police said, 
adding security has been tightened in the village as a 
precautionary measure.

CBI books five DoPT officials for 
cheating, forgery
New Delhi, Nov. 28 (IANS):  The CBI on Tuesday 
said it has booked five officials of  the Department of  
Personnel and Training (DoPT) on charge of siphoning 
off  government funds. The agency also carried out 
searches at 11 premises of  the accused officials and 
private persons in Delhi, CBI spokesperson Abhishek 
Dayal told IANS. The CBI had registered a case against 
Under Secretary Sanjay Mehta, Section Officer Hemant, 
Assistant Section Officer R.K. Arora, Section Officer 
Vijay Pal and Assistant Section Officer Mahendra Singh, 
all posted in the Training Section of DoPT, and several 
others on charges of  cheating, forgery and criminal 
conspiracy under the Indian Penal Code. According 
to the CBI official, the five officials were booked on 
Monday evening after a complaint from DOPT Director 
(Training) V.K. Sinha on September 9 that Mehta, 
Arora and Hemant had siphoned off  government funds 
through fraudulent sanction orders.

India to be guest of honour at 
UAE festival
Dubai, Nov. 28 (PTI): India will be the ‘guest of  
honour’ country at the UAE’s prestigious month-long 
annual cultural festival, the largest classical arts event in 
the Gulf region. The festival celebrating art and culture 
will see the participation of  over 500 international 
artistes and 40 composers from 30 countries in March 
next year.Eminent Indian artists, including musician 
Ustad Amjad Ali Khan and, dancer and choreographer 
Gilles Chuyen, will attend the festival. Navdeep Suri, 
Indian Ambassador to the UAE, said that it is a matter 
of  pride that India has been chosen as the ‘Guest of  
Honour’ for the 2018 edition of Abu Dhabi Festival. Suri 
expressed hope that ADF 2018 will provide opportunity 
to non-Indians to enjoy Indian culture and Indians to 
enjoy cultures of participating countries.

Submit action plan on air pollution 
before December 4- NGT
New Delhi, Nov. 28 (PTI):  The National Green 
Tribunal today directed the Delhi government and four 
neighbouring states to to submit a comprehensive action 
plan on ways to deal with the severe air pollution. A 
bench headed by NGT Chairperson Justice Swatanter 
Kumar ordered the AAP government and states of  
Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan to 
positively submit their plan before December 4. “This 
action plan should have a direct nexus to the levels 
of  pollution once the pollution levels of  PM2.5 and 
PM10 increase 300 and 500 microgramme per cubic 
meter respectively. The green panel directed the chief  
secretaries of Delhi and the four states to file the action 
plan for its approval. The plan should come into force 
automatically once the parameter crosses limits from 
severe to hazardous. The green body had earlier directed 
the Central Pollution Control Board, Delhi Pollution 
Control Committee and every state pollution control 
boards to file ambient air quality analysis before the 
tribunal on monthly basis and also put up on their 
websites to enable the concerned authority to take 
effective steps to control the air pollution.

Cities to soon get star rating on 
cleanliness
New Delhi, Nov. 28 (IANS): With the aim to enthuse 
Indian cities with a spirit of  healthy competition, the 
government has decided to come up with star rating 
for garbage-free cities, it was announced on Tuesday. 
“The new star rating protocol is expected to be formally 
introduced in the next few weeks,” a statement from 
the Union Housing and Urban Affairs Ministry said. 
It added that the star rating protocol was different from 
the Swachh Survekshan ranking survey, as the former 
would allow multiple cities to be awarded the same star 
rating.  The star rating protocol was introduced during a 
national workshop titled “Accelerating Implementation 
of Urban Missions” organised last week by the ministry 
for its two missions -- Pradhan Mantri Avaas Yojana and 
Swachh Bharat Mission (Urban).

SC junks plea against 
Asthana’s appointment 
as CBI Special Director 

People in position shouldn’t 
comment on ‘Padmavati’: SC 

Odisha Assembly winter 
session begins on stormy note

Finally Metro becomes reality in Hyderabad

ISRO says its next launch will be in Dec. end or Jan. first week

Hyd e ra b a d ,  Nov.  28 
(IANS):  The holding of the 
Global Entrepreneurship 
Summit (GES) for the first 
time in India reflects the 
growing security and eco-
nomic partnership between 
America and India, Ivanka 
Trump, the daughter of US 
President Donald Trump 
and his Advisor, said on 
Tuesday.

The three-day event, 
being co-hosted here by 
the US and India, is being 
attended by 1,500 entrepre-
neurs, investors and eco-
system supporters from 159 
countries.

“This is the first time 

India has hosted the Glo-
bal Entrepreneurship Sum-
mit. It is a symbol of  the 
strengthened friendship 
between our two peoples, 
and the growing economic 
and security partnership 
between our two nations,” 
Trump said in her address 
at the inaugural session of  
the GES.

“As President Trump 
said earlier this year: In-
dia has a true friend in the 
White House,” she noted, 
without specifying the re-
cent pronouncements of the 
US administration favour-
able to India in the area 
of  security, diplomacy and 

cooperation.
This is the first time that 

the event is being held in 
South Asia.

Complimenting India 
for being one of the fastest 
growing economies glo-
bally, lifting millions out of  
poverty and for the progress 
acheived in science and 
technology, Trump said: 
“The people of India inspire 
us all.”

“The people of  India 
have lifted more than 130 
million citizens out of pov-
erty. All of you are helping 
India’s middle class reach 
its goal of  becoming 500 
million people by 2030.”

Bengaluru, Nov. 28 (PTI):  ISRO 
today said its next launch, the first 
Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle 
(PSLV) mission after the unsuc-
cessful launch of navigation satel-
lite IRNSS-1H, will be during the 
end of December or the first week 
of January.

The space agency had earlier 
said that the mission, whose main 
payload would be the Cartosat-2 
series earth observation satellite, 
along with 29 co-passengers, was 
scheduled for a December launch.

“We are working towards it. 
It will be in the end of December 
or first week of  January. In that 
time frame,” Indian Space Re-
search Organisation Chairman A 

S Kiran Kumar said.
PSLV-C40 will be used for 

the launch from the spaceport of  
Sriharikota, about 100 kilometres 
from Chennai.

The mission will be a combi-
nation of 25 nano satellites, three 
micro-satellites and one Cartosat 
satellite, along with “maybe” one 
university satellite, ISRO officials 
had earlier said.

Most co-passengers of  Car-
tosat-2 series satellite would be 
from foreign countries, including 
Finland and the US, they had said.

On August 31, India’s mission 
to launch its backup navigation 
satellite IRNSS-1H on board 
PSLV-C39 ended in a failure after 

a technical fault on the final leg 
following a perfect launch.

ISRO then said the heat shield 
did not separate on the final leg 
of the launch sequence and, as a 
result, IRNSS-1H got stuck in the 
fourth stage of the rocket.

According to ISRO, Cartosat-2 
series satellite launch is a follow-
on mission in Cartosat-2 series 
with the primary objective of  
providing high resolution scene 
specific spot imageries.

It carries Panchromatic and 
Multi-spectral cameras operating 
in Time Delay Integration (TDI) 
mode and is capable of delivering 
high resolution data.

To a question on plans for next 

year, Kiran Kumar said the idea 
was to reach a target of one launch 
a month.

He was speaking to reporters 
on the sidelines of  the inaugura-
tion of Space Technology Gallery 
at Visvesvaraya Industrial & Tech-
nological Museum here.

Asked whether the Space Ac-
tivities Bill, 2017 would come 
up during the Budget session of  
Parliament, Kiran Kumar said 
“We have now put it for public 
comments. It would have to go 
through a set of discussions. The 
process has started.”

The draft of the proposed Bill 
to promote and regulate space 
activities of  India, along with 

encouraging the participation of  
the private sector, has been up-
loaded on the ISRO website for 
comments from stakeholders and 
the public.

On Chandrayaan-2, Kumar 
said it was going on track and that 
the flight hardware was getting 
assembled and tested.

“It is going through various 
phases. We are targeting for the 
first quarter of next year,” he said.

Chandrayaan-2,India’s second 
mission to the Moon,would be 
an advanced version of  Chan-
drayaan-1 launched nine years ago.

This spacecraft is a composite 
model consisting of orbiter, lander 
and rover.

“Its wonderful to be in 
this ancient city brimming 
with transformative tech-
nology,” she said referring 
to Hyderabad. 

“Now, your tech cent-
ers may even outshine your 
world famous biryani,” she 
added. 

Trump noted that Hy-
derabad-based startups in-
cubator T-Hub’s “brand 
new facility is set to open 
next year and will become 
the largest incubator in 
Asia”.

Referring to the theme 
of the the 8th GES -- Wom-
en First, Prosperity For All 
-- Trump said this is the 
“key to our future”. 

“I am proud that for the 
first time ever, women make 
up the majority of the 1,500 
entrepreneurs selected to at-
tend,” she said. 

The US State Depart-
ment and other American 
agencies in partnership with 
India’s NITI Aayog are 
organising the GES, which 
seeks to create an environ-
ment that empowers inno-
vators, particularly women, 
to take their ideas to the 
next level.

A personal initiative of  
former US President Barack 
Obama to bring entrepre-
neurs from across the globe 
on one platform, the GES 
made a beginning in 2010 
in Washington and there-
after it has been hosted by 
Turkey, the UAE, Malaysia, 
Morocco and Kenya.

New Delhi ,  Nov.  28 
(IANS):  The Supreme 
Court on Tuesday refused 
to quash the appointment 
of Gujarat-cadre IPS officer 
Rakesh Asthana as the CBI 
Special Director and dis-
missed a plea to this effect 
by NGO Common Cause.

A bench of Justice R.K. 
Agrawal and Justice Abhay 
Manohar Sapre held that 
the appointment “does not 
suffer from any illegality”.

Prior to his elevation, 
Asthana was Additional Di-
rector in the Central Bureau 
of Investigation.

The court did not accept 
the petitioner’s contention 
that CBI Director Alok Ver-
ma’s opinion in the course 
of consultations by the Se-
lection Committee should 
have been given primacy 
for making appointment to 
the post.

There cannot be any 
doubt that if  the statute pro-
vides for consultation with 
any person before making 
recommendation for ap-
pointment to any post, con-
sultation with that person 
has to be made, the court 
said in its order.

But the court added 
that the question of  giving 
primacy to the opinion ex-
pressed by the person with 
whom the consultation has 
to be made depends upon 
various factors.

The court made a dis-
tinction between consulta-
tion by a Selection Commit-
tee and the consultation by 
the Appointing Authority 
with some other constitu-
tional/statutory authority.

“If  there is no Selec-
tion Committee and the 
Appointing Authority is 
required to consult with 
some other constitutional/
statutory authority, then the 
question of giving primacy 
to the opinion expressed by 
the person with whom the 
consultation is to be made 
exists,” the court said.

However, in cases where 
a Selection Committee has 
been constituted, which 
consists of  high officials, 
and consultation has to be 
made with another per-

son of  the Department for 
which recommendation for 
appointment is to be made, 
in that event, the consulta-
tion is only a process of  
discussion which has to 
be taken into considera-
tion while making recom-
mendation by the Selection 
Committee, the court said. 
It cannot be said to have a 
primacy.

Referring to the minutes 
of  the October 21 meeting 
of the Selection Committee 
that said that the decision 
to recommend Asthana’s 
appointment as CBI Special 
Director was unanimous, 
the court said newspaper 
reports that no decision was 
taken in this meeting was 
not correct.

NGO Common Cause 
had cited these reports to 
say that no decision was 
taken at the October 21 
meeting.

The petitioner chal-
lenged the October 22 or-
der of  the Appointments 
Committee of  the Cabinet 
that appointed Asthana as 
Special Director and sought 
the quashing of  appoint-
ment on grounds that it was 
made illegally, arbitrarily 
and in violation of the prin-
ciples of  impeccable and 
institutional integrity.

The Centre defended 
Asthana’s appointment, 
saying he had an unblem-
ished record and that he 
was described as an “out-
standing” officer by the 
agency itself  just a few 
months earlier.

Common Cause had 
raised questions regarding 
Asthana for his alleged 
proximity to Gujarat-based 
Sterling Biotech Group, 
a company of  Sandesara 
Group, which is being in-
vestigated by the CBI and 
the Enforcement Direc-
torate.

“The company is under 
investigation by the ED for 
alleged money launder-
ing of  Rs 5,000 crore and 
Asthana’s name figures in 
a diary seized by the In-
come Tax Department in 
2011,” the petitioner told 
the apex court.

HC asks Centre to place 
guidelines on threat complaints
New Delhi, Nov. 28 (PTI): 
The Delhi High Court to-
day asked the Centre to 
place before it the guide-
lines and procedures adopt-
ed when a citizen com-
plaints of  having received 
threats to his life.

A bench of  Acting 
Chief  Justice Gita Mittal 
and Justice C Hari Shankar 
sought the information dur-
ing the hearing of  a plea by 
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) 
leader Ashish Khetan al-
leging death threat from 
right-wing organisations.

Khetan also sought 
framing of  guidelines to 
be adopted by the probe 
agencies to deal with such 
complaints.

Taking note of  the sub-
mission, the bench asked 
the counsel for the Centre 
whether there were any 
guidelines in this regard.

It directed the authori-
ties to file a report regard-
ing the way they assessed 
threat perception of  an 
individual and provide se-
curity and fixed the matter 
for further hearing on De-
cember 12.

Meanwhile, the police 
told the court that there 
was no threat perception 
to AAP leader. It, however, 
said the leader has been 
given a personal security 

officer for his safety.
To this, Khetan’s coun-

sel sarcastically replied that 
the PSO stays with him 
from 8 AM to 8 PM only 
and takes off  on Sundays. 
“What about threat to my 
life before 8 AM and after 8 
PM and on Sundays. Who 
will be responsible for it”, 
he asked.

The Supreme Court 
had earlier refused to in-
terfere in the matter and 
transferred the plea to the 
high court.

The  AAP l eader ’s 
counsel had said neither 
the police, nor its chief  had 
responded to his complaint 
despite Khetan holding the 
rank of  a cabinet minister. 
Nobody has given him a 
hearing, he had said.

Khetan had moved the 
apex court on May 24 and 
sought protection alleging 
threats. He had said that on 
May 9, he had received a 
threat letter written in Hin-
di at his office stating that 
his death was imminent.

Khetan, who is the 
vice chairman of  the Dia-
logue and Development 
Commission of  Delhi, had 
sought a ban on right- wing 
organisation, Sanatan San-
stha, and a CBI probe mon-
itored by the court into the 
alleged death threat.

New Delhi ,  Nov.  28 
(IANS):  The Supreme 
Court on Tuesday took ex-
ception to people holding of-
ficial positions making “prej-
udicial comments” about 
the Hindi film “Padmavati”, 
saying these breached the 
principle of rule of law.

The court also said peo-
ple in position of responsibil-
ity should not comment on 
the film as it may prejudice 
the censor board.

Taking exception to 
comments by leaders cut-
ting across the political 
spectrum, the court said, 
“When a matter is pend-
ing for consideration before 
CBFC, how can persons in 
public authority comment 

on whether CBFC should 
issue certificate or not? It 
will prejudice the decision 
of CBFC.”

“They are violating the 
principle of rule of law”, the 
court said further observing, 
“We say nothing more, noth-
ing less for the time being.”

Senior counsel Harish 
Salve, who appeared for 
‘Padmavati’ Director Sanjay 
Leela Bhansali, had pointed 
to the objectionable portion 
of the petition by Sharma.

“Needless to say that 
the pleadings are prema-
ture”, the bench had said 
that CBFC was a statutory 
body and the court could not 
injunct it from doing its duty 
of certifying the film.

Bhubaneswar, Nov. 28 
(IANS):  The winter session 
of  the Odisha Assembly 
began on a stormy note on 
Tuesday with the opposition 
and ruling party creating 
a ruckus over the farmers 
issue.

Speaker Pradip Amat 
adjourned the House for 
the day as pandemonium 
prevailed leading to repeated 
adjournments.

After the mention of  
obituary references, Con-
gress and Bharatiya Janata 
Party legislators rushed to 
the Speaker’s podium and 
shouted slogans over the 
issue of farmers in the state.

While Congress mem-
bers were seen wearing 

aprons with several demands 
written on them, the BJP 
members showed damaged 
paddy crops in the House.

The Speaker adjourned 
the House for one hour. 
When the House reassem-
bled later, further furore 
forced the Speaker to ad-
journ the House for half an 
hour and consequently till 
Wednesday.

Later, BJD members 
staged a dharna in front of  
the Mahatma Gandhi stat-
ue on the assembly premises 
demanding hike in MSP of  
paddy. The BJD members 
accused the Centre of  ne-
glecting the state’s demand 
for hiking the MSP price 
of paddy.

Hyd e ra b a d ,  Nov.  28 
(IANS):  Hyderabad on 
Tuesday joined the league 
of  Indian cities to get its 
own metro, with the inau-
guration of the first phase in 
this historical city by Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi 
who also took a ride from 
Miyapur to Kukatpally sta-
tions.

After the formal inau-
guration, the metro will 
be thrown open for com-
mercial operations from 
Wednesday.

The 30 km-long first 
phase from Nagole to Miya-
pur has 24 stations covering 
several busy clusters and 
city landmarks, including 
the Rajiv Gandhi Inter-
national Cricket Stadium, 
Osmania University, Se-
cunderabad Railway Sta-
tion and major commercial 
hubs like Begumpet and 
Ameerpet.

After the flagging off  
the Prime Minister also 
took a ride on the Metro 
along with Telangana Chief  
MInister K. Chandrasekar 
Rao, Governor E.S.L. Nar-
asimhan and other senior 
officials

He also witnessed an 

audio visual presentation on 
metro and released a mobile 
app named Metro Sawari 
on the occasion.

This  largest  metro 
project in the world in 
Public Private Partnership 
(PPP) mode was conceived 
way back in 2007, and was 
actually grounded in 2010. 
However, the foundation 
stone of the project was laid 
in December 2012.

The project, which was 
once on the brink of  col-
lapse, saw many ups and 

downs since L&T won the 
bid in 2010 to build the 71.2-
km elevated metro on three 
corridors. 

It achieved financial 
closure for Rs 12,674 crore 
while Government of India 
was to fund Rs 1,458 crore 
under Viability Gap Fund-
ing (VGF).

Many including India’s 
metro man E. Sreedharan 
had doubts whether the 
project in PPP mode will 
ever take off.

This first phase of Met-

ro is all set to end conges-
tion and traffic jams in the 
city and people now hope 
to get relief  at least on the 
stretch connecting Uppal, 
a burgeoning suburb in the 
eastern part to Kukatpally, 
a densely populated neigh-
bourhood near IT hub Hitec 
City in Western Hyderabad.

Another key feature will 
be the integration with other 
modes of  transport like 
buses, taxis, auto-rickshaws 
and even bicycles to ensure 
end-to-end connectivity.
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PTIAung San Suu Kyi. (File photo)

Yangon, Nov. 28 (IANS): 
Pope Francis on Tuesday 
delivered a keynote speech 
in Myanmar after meeting 
the country’s de facto lead-
er Aung San Suu Kyi, de-
manding “respect for each 
ethnic group” but without 
referring to the persecuted 
Rohingya Muslim minority 
by name.

Standing alongside Suu 
Kyi, the Pope spoke mostly 
in general terms. His high-
ly-anticipated remarks may 
draw condemnation from 
human rights activists who 
blame the Myanmar Army 
for driving out hundreds of  
thousands of  Rohingyas 
from the country.

Although the Pope 
made no direct reference to 
Rohingyas, his speech was 
a strong defence of  ethnic 
rights, the BBC reported. 

He said: “The future of  
Myanmar must be peace, a 
peace based on respect for 
the dignity and rights of  

each member of society, re-
spect for each ethnic group 
and its identity, respect for 
the rule of law and respect 
for a democratic order that 
enables each individual 
and every group to offer its 
legitimate contribution to 
the common good.”

The Pope said Myan-
mar’s greatest treasure was 
its people and that they 
had “suffered greatly and 
continue to suffer, from 
civil conflict and hostilities 
that have lasted all too long 
and created deep divisions.

“As the nation now 
works to restore peace, the 
healing of  those wounds 
must be a paramount politi-
cal and spiritual priority.”

He added: “Religious 
differences need not be a 
source of division and dis-
trust, but rather a force for 
unity, forgiveness, tolerance 
and wise nation-building.”

In her speech, Suu Kyi 
also made no direct ref-

erence to the Rohingya 
Muslims. However, she 
accepted the situation in 
Rakhine state had “most 
strongly captured the atten-
tion of the world”.

She said that “social, 
economic and political” is-
sues had “eroded trust and 
understanding, harmony 
and co-operation between 
different communities in 
Rakhine”.

Suu Kyi has been criti-
cized for her lack of  ac-
tion over the issue. She 
was stripped of  the Free-
dom of the City of Oxford 
on Monday, with British 
councillors saying they no 
longer wished to honour 
those who turned a “blind 
eye to violence”.

M y a n m a r  d e n i e d 
UN accusations that the 
treatment of  the Muslim 
community amounted to 
“ethnic cleansing”. It said 
the crackdown in Rakhine 
state, which began in late 

August, was to root out 
violent insurgents.

The Pope is on the sec-
ond day of a four-day visit 
to the country. In an ear-
lier 40-minute meeting in 
Yangon with leaders of the 
Buddhist, Islamic, Hindu, 
Jewish and Christian faiths, 
he also made no direct 
reference to the Rohingyas, 
according to Vatican of-
ficials.

He also met Buddhist 
leader Sitagu Sayadaw sep-
arately to discuss peaceful 
coexistence among com-
munities in the country. 
On Wednesday, the Pope 
will celebrate a huge Mass 
in Yangon, Efe news re-
ported.

After Myanmar, he will 
move on to Bangladesh 
to meet a small group of  
Rohingya refugees in a 
symbolic gesture. 

The pontiff will become 
the first Catholic leader to 
visit Dhaka since 1986.

London, Nov. 28 (IANS): 
Myanmar’s de facto lead-
er Aung San Suu Kyi has 
been stripped of the honour 
granting her the Freedom of  
the City of Oxford over her 
response to the repression 
of  her countrys Rohingya 
Muslims.

The Oxford city coun-
cil voted unanimously to 
permanently remove the 
honour given to Suu Kyi 
in 1997 and said it did not 
want to celebrate “those 
who turn a blind eye to 
violence”.

Oxford councillors had 
previously voted to support 
a cross-party motion to re-
move the award and made 
the decision official in a vote 
on Monday evening, the 
Guardian reported.

The vote comes as My-
anmar’s powerful Army 
Chief  told visiting Pope 
Francis there is “no reli-
gious discrimination” in 
Myanmar.

Suu Kyi stripped of Oxford honour

Nairobi, Nov. 28 (IANS):  
Uhuru Kenyatta was on 
Tuesday sworn in for a 
second term as Kenya’s 
President at a ceremony 
here boycotted by the op-
position.

Delighted supporters 
packed Nairobi’s Kasarani 
sports stadium but riot po-
lice drove back others as 
they tried to get in. Spec-
tators inside the stadium 
were entertained by music 
and dance performances 
while the military paraded, 
the BBC reported.

In another part of  the 
city, police clashed with op-
position supporters trying 
to hold a rally. Angry pro-
testers lit tyres, barricaded 
roads and threw stones at 
the police and some ruling 
party supporters in the sub-
urb of Doonholm.

“We do not recognise 
Uhuru Kenyatta,” said one 
protester holding a sling 
loaded with a stone. An-
other said he was angry 

that the police had blocked 
access to the venue where 
the opposition had planned 
to hold a rally.

Opposition leader Raila 
Odinga, who boycotted an 
election re-run last month, 
mocked Tuesday’s “coro-
nation”. Odinga claimed 
that Kenyatta was elected 
by just a small section of  
the country. 

Kenyatta was officially 
re-elected as President with 
98 per cent of  the vote on 
October 26. He won the 
re-run with 7.48 million 
votes in 266 out of  291 
constituencies.

The original election 
on August 8 was held over 
again after being annulled 
by the Supreme Court on 
grounds of irregularities.

There were scenes of  
chaos when people without 
seats tried to rush inside the 
stadium and were driven 
back by police with ba-
tons, with some officers on 
horseback.

Tokyo, Nov. 28 (IANS):  Japan 
has detected the radio signals 
which indicate that North Ko-
rea may be preparing for a new 
missile launch, authorities an-
nounced on Tuesday.

The radio signals pointed to 
the North Korean Army’s pos-
sible launch of a ballistic missile 
“within the next few days”, re-
ports Efe news.

However, the authorities said 
that at the moment no satellite has 
detected the deployment of  any 
launching platform; hence these 
signals could be linked to the 
winter manoeuvers of the North 
Korean troops.

Meanwhile, a South Korean 
government source told Yonhap 
news agency on Tuesday that all 
the military intelligence agencies 
of Seoul, Tokyo and Washington 
have detected in recent days the 
radio signals such as those that 
had been detected before a launch.

When asked about this infor-
mation, Pentagon spokesperson 
Colonel Robert Manning only 
maintained that Washington 
continued to watch Pyongyang 

very closely.
After a year of constant weap-

ons tests, governments and ana-
lysts have speculated possible rea-
sons of the Kim Jong-un regime’s 
test launches over a period of two 
and a half  months.

The last time the North Kore-
an Army conducted one of these 
tests was on September 15, when 
it fired an intermediate-range 
ballistic missile that flew over the 
Japanese island of Hokkaido.

While some experts believe 
that the halt may be seasonal due 
to the aforementioned winter 
manoeuvers or the abundant 
resources having been diverted 
for harvesting the crops in the 
impoverished country, others 
believe that Pyongyang might be 
considering resuming some form 
of dialogue.

On the other hand, some 
analysts believe that the US Presi-
dent Donald Trump’s decision 
on November 20 to re-include 
North Korea on the list of  state 
sponsors of terrorism could push 
Pyongyang to conduct more 
weapons tests.

Kenyatta sworn in as 
President for 2nd term 

Japan detects radio signals of 
suspected N.Korean missile launch Berlin, Nov. 28 (PTI/AFP):  Ger-

man Chancellor Angela Merkel 
today condemned a near fatal knife 
attack against a town mayor, appar-
ently motivated by the local leader’s 
pro-refugee stance and which left 
him with a six-inch neck wound.

Andreas Hollstein, 54, mayor 
of the western town of Altena, was 
stabbed yesterday evening at a ke-
bab shop by a man who had loudly 
criticised his liberal refugee policy.

Hollstein said that without two 
shop employees who rushed to 
help him, he would “probably not 
be here today”.

With a large bandage on 
his neck and a wavering voice, 
Hollstein told reporters that the 
56-year-old male assailant had 
asked him if  he was the mayor 
before pulling the knife and then 
said: “You let me die of thirst and 
take in 200 refugees in Altena.” 

Merkel, who has faced a strong 
backlash over her welcoming 
stance toward refugees, was “hor-
rified” by the attack on Hollstein 
and “very relieved that he was 
already able to return to his fam-
ily,” her spokesman Steffen Seibert 
tweeted. “Thanks also to those 
who helped him.” 

Hollstein, a member of  Mer-

kel’s Christian Democrats (CDU), 
said that he believed “a coarsening 
of  the public debate about refu-
gees” had led to the assault.

He added that he and his fam-
ily had received repeated threats in 
recent years.

Hollstein said the attacker ap-
peared to be under the influence 
of  alcohol but was by no means 
incapacitated, noting it had taken 
three men to overpower him.

The assailant was arrested 
at the scene while Hollstein was 
taken to a local hospital and, after 
treatment, released hours later, po-
lice said in a statement, referring to 
an “apparent xenophobic motive”.

The snack shop owner, Demir 
Abdullah, who came to Hollstein’s 
aid along with his son, who was 
also injured in the attack, con-
firmed the assailant had specifi-
cally targeted Hollstein.

The town of about 17,000 peo-
ple was well known for taking in a 
larger share of asylum seekers than 
required amid the mass influx that 
has brought more than one million 
migrants and refugees to Germany 
since 2015.

Hollstein, whose town won 
a national award in May for its 
work with refugees, said Altena 

had welcomed about 450 people 
and said he had no plans to reverse 
his stance.

Justice Minister Heiko Maas 
tweeted that “we must never ac-
cept that people are attacked be-
cause they help others,” adding 
that there was no space “for hate 
and violence” in Germany.

The assault revived memories 
of  a knife attack on Cologne’s 
mayor Henriette Reker in October 
2015 by a right- wing extremist 
who was angered at her welcom-
ing stance toward refugees.

The brutal attack came at the 
height of  the influx to Germany, 
where sentiment is still deeply di-
vided on the country’s humanitar-
ian responsibilities and its ability to 
integrate newcomers.

While most mainstream par-
ties back the principle of Germany 
taking in people fleeing warzones 
such as Syria, the backlash led the 
far-right Alternative for Germany 
party to win its first seats in par-
liament in September’s general 
election.

Although Merkel  won a 
fourth term in the poll, the AfD’s 
presence has severely complicated 
her efforts to cobble together a rul-
ing coalition.

Merkel ‘horrified’ by knife attack on pro-refugee mayor

Pope avoids reference to Rohingya in Myanmar speech
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185. T. Moatemjen
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.908 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
186. Rongsenmatong
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.909 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
187. Botuneo
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.910 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
188. L. Limatemsu
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.911  in the 2015 GT Seniority list
189. L. Nihoto Achumi
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.912 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
190. Tia yanger
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.913 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
191. S. Shikaho Rotoka
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.914 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
192. P. Khuivi Sema
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.915 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
193. Imsurenla
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.919 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
194. Vishika
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.932 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
195. N. Kiyekho Sema
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.996 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
196. R. Chipeno Murry
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1015 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
197. Shevoku Rhakho
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1042 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
198. S. Toiho Yeptho
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1056 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
199. Alemla Quinker
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1057 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
200. H. B. Chingmak
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No. 1058 in 2015 GT Seniority list
201. Temsurenla
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1061 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
202. Y. Vitoshe Sema
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1062 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
203. Kevizapra Mere
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1063 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
204. Suolakhrie-o Chadi
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1064  in 2015 GT Seniority list
205. V. Ngukali Sumi
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1065 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
206. Neikholhing
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1067 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
207. L. Hokheto Yepthomi
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1068 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
208. N. Mathung Ovung
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1069 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
209. Nulavo Vese
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1070 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
210. Bohoto Zhimo
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1071 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
211. Swedesunuo Zao
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1072 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
212. Mary Tep
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1073 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
213. E. Kampa Konyak
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1075 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
214. Kezhalhusieno
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1076 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
215. Y .Manshe Konyak
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 

 Sl.No.1081 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
216. Z. Alice Sema
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1084 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
217. Talimenla
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1085 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
218. K. Kahoni
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1086 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
219. Alongla Sangtam
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1088 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
220. Verolhu Vero
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1093 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
221. Vecita
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1185 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
222. Thanyale Kath
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No. 1186 in 2015 GT Seniority list
223. Kevineinuo Khezhie
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1187 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
224. Hailo Rengma
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1188 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
225. Watimenla
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1191 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
226. Vitsokhonuo Chucha
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1193 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
227. Takatemsu
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1194 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
228. Shelipfu Kath
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1195 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
229. T. Olem Konyak
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1196 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
230. Heikwetgong
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1198 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
231. Tainla
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1200 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
232. Imliyanger
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1201 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
233. Puthasele
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1206 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
234. Neikesonuo
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1207 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
235. L. Sepongli Sangtam
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1208 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
236. Vedusa
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1212 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
237. K. Toyikhu Sema
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1321 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
238. A. Phyolumo Lotha
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1326 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
239. Hokato Shikhu
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1329 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
240. Nukshijungla
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1336 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
241. Sinole Semp
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1337 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
242. Helen atton
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1338 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
243. H. Wongto Chang
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1339 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
244. Thongsenlo Rengma
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No. 1340 in 2015 GT Seniority list
245. Akumtoshi Aier
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1341 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
246. H. Kamchumong Chang

 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1343 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
247. Kakheni
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1345 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
248. Basoyimjong Chang
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1346 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
249. Imposungla
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1347 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
250. Akangmeren
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1348 in 2015 GT seniority list
251. Pusanole Kinitso
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1349 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
252. Nenkiya Apon
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1350 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
253. Votiba
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1351 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
254. S. Kaliho Sumi
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1507 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
255. L. T. Henok
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1523 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
256. N. Henty
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1524 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
257. Naongchemden
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1530 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
258. K. Munelie Tep
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1531 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
259. H. Longli Phom
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1532 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
260. Thejanguno Lhousa
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1533 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
261. P. Nyemau Phom
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No. 1534 in 2015 GT Seniority list
262. Nikheto P. Yeptho
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1809 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
263. Isak K Sumi
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.1959 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
264. Imtilepba
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.2248 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
265. Angukali Sharon
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.2256 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
266. Tzuwar
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.2387 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
267. Akumtoshi
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.2476 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
268. Temsumongla
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.2511 in the 2015 GT Seniority list
269. Imliyanger
 Primary/Under Graduate Teacher 
 Sl.No.2590 in the 2015 GT Seniority list

NOTICE
TAKE NOTICE that Writ Appeal No.16 (K)/17 
has been filed by the above named Appellants 
in the Gauhati High Court, Kohima Bench, 
wherein you have been impleaded as Re-
spondents No.1-269.

The Hon’ble High Court vide order 
dated 20-11-2017 has directed for substituted 
notice through 2 English local dailies and the 
matter has been fixed after 4 (four) weeks for 
entering of appearance. If no appearance is 
made on your behalf or by your advocate or 
by someone authorized by law to act on your 
behalf on the next date fixed, the matter will 
be heard and decided in your absence.

Signed and sealed by the order of the 
Court on this the 22nd day of November’ 2017.

Deputy Registrar (Judicial) 
Gauhati High Court, Kohima Bench.

Kohima, Nagaland.

To,

IN THE GAUHATI HIGH COURT
(THE HIGH COURT OF ASSAM, NAGALAND, MIZORAM AND ARUNACHAL PRADESH)

(KOHIMA BENCH)

DISTRICT : KOHIMA.

WRIT APPEAL NO.16 (K)/17

Smti.K. Celine Dzuvichu & 135 Ors.     ………APPELLANTS.
  -VS-
Aprale Kirha & 271 Ors.                       ……. RESPONDENTS.

K-1467

Councillor Mary Clark-
son, who proposed the mo-
tion, said: “When Aung 
San Suu Kyi was given the 
Freedom of the City in 1997 
it was because she reflected 
Oxford’s tolerance and in-
ternationalism.

“We celebrated her for 
her opposition to oppres-
sion and military rule in 
Myanmar. Today we have 
taken the unprecedented 

step of stripping her of the 
city’s highest honour be-
cause of her inaction in the 
face of  oppression of  the 
minority Rohingya popula-
tion.”

She added that the repu-
tation of the city was being 
“tarnished” by “honouring 
those who turn a blind eye 
to violence”.

In 2012, Suu Kyi was 
celebrated with an honor-

ary doctorate from Oxford 
and held her 67th birthday 
party at St. Hugh’s college, 
where she studied politics, 
philosophy and economics 
between 1964 and 1967.

But in recent months the 
Nobel Peace laureate has 
attracted growing criticism 
for her response to the Ro-
hingya humanitarian crisis 
in Myanmar. 

In September, the gov-
erning body of  St. Hugh’s 
decided to remove a paint-
ing of her from its main en-
trance, days before the start 
of  the university term and 
the arrival of new students.

In October, undergradu-
ates at St. Hugh’s voted to 
remove the Myanmar lead-
er’s name from the title of  
their junior common room.

So far, Oxford has de-
cided not to reconsider Suu 
Kyi’s honorary degree. But 
the university has expressed 
its “profound concern” over 
the Rohingya crisis. 
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Kailash Kher honoured 
to perform at Hornbill fest
Singer-composer Kailash Kher says he is honoured to 
be a part of the Hornbill Festival for the second time. 
Kailash on Tuesday took to Twitter and shared that 
he will be at the festival on December 1 in Nagaland. 
“With so much honour and pride, this is the second 
time to the Hornbill Festival in a row. Love for music, 
Love for Nagaland, love for North East on December 
1,” Kailash tweeted. 

Prince Harry uses Princess 
Diana’s legacy for engagement 

with Meghan Markle

You deserve the best: 
Priyanka to Meghan Markle

Weinstein expelled from 
Directors Guild of America

‘Avengers 4’ will be finale of sorts

T
here was something 
old and something 
new in the ring 
Meghan Markle, the 
American actress, 

wore when she and Prince Harry announced 
their engagement.

The ring, which the prince himself  de-
signed, bore three glittering diamonds: a cen-
tral stone from Botswana and two others from 
the collection of  the Harry’s mother, Princess 
Diana, who died in 1997, the couple said in 
a joint interview shared on social media on 

Monday.
“It’s incredibly special to be able to have 

this, which sort of  links where you come from 
and Botswana, which is important to us, and 
it’s perfect,” Markle said to Prince Harry dur-
ing the interview. 

The ring is yellow gold, Markle’s favourite, 
Prince Harry said.

The couple dated for about a year and a 
half  before becoming engaged in November. 
Just weeks into their relationship, Prince 
Harry invited Markle on a five-day trip to 
Botswana, New York Times reported.

“Then we were really by ourselves, which 
was crucial to me,” he said during the inter-
view.

The Prince, 33, and Markle, 36, appeared 
for photographers at Kensington Palace’s 
Sunken Garden on Monday shortly after an-
nouncing the engagement.

The ring was made by Cleave and Com-
pany, official jewellers to Queen Elizabeth II. 
The company’s director said in a statement 
that it was “greatly honoured to have been of  
service.” 

IANS

T
he 36-year-old star and 
the British royal became 
engaged earlier this 
month and are poised 
to tie the knot in spring 

2018, thereby bringing Meghan’s 
acting career - which has seen her 
appear in the hit American drama 
series ‘Suits’ - to an end.

Meghan - who is now set to 
focus her attention on charitable 
work alongside her husband-to-be - 
shared: “I think what’s been so excit-
ing [transitioning] out of my career 
and into, as you said, the causes I 
can focus even more energy on, very 
early out of the gate, [is that you] 
have a voice that people listen to, a 
lot of responsibility.”

Meghan has already served as 
a UN Ambassador and previously 
studied international relations.

The brunette beauty has 
insisted that rather than dwelling 
on the end of  her acting career, 
she is already looking forward to 
the latest “chapter” in her life with 

excitement.
Meghan - who recently finished 

shooting her final scenes for ‘Suits’ 
- told the BBC: “I see it is a new 
change, a new chapter.

“I’ve been working on my show 
seven years, we were so fortunate 
to have that longevity, and I feel 
like I checked that box and am very 
proud of  the work I’ve done there.”

Meanwhile, Prince Harry has 
insisted that his future wife is 
already aware of  the enormous 
responsibility she’s taking on.

He explained: “[There’s a] 
sense of  responsibility from day 
one. I fell in love with her and she 
fell in love with me ... but then 
we had to have some frank con-
versations for what you’re getting 
yourself  into is a big deal and at the 
end of  the day she chose me and 
I chose her, whatever we have to 
tackle individually or together, we 
will do it as a team. I think she’s 
capable of  anything.”

femalefirst.co.uk

T
he Directors Guild of  
America (DGA) has 
expelled Hollywood 
producer Harvey 
Weinstein over a month 

after announcing it had launched 
disciplinary proceedings.

A DGA representative on 
Monday said Weinstein had re-
signed his guild membership.

“We have no further com-
ment,” variety.com quoted the 
representative as saying.

The DGA also had removed 
Weinstein from its website as of  
Monday. He had been listed as a 
DGA member on the dga.org site 
even after the DGA launched dis-
ciplinary proceedings on October 
21.

The disciplinary proceedings 
were filed on October 13. 

The DGA said: “The DGA 
has a long-standing practice of  
not commenting on internal 
union matters, but has decided to 
make an exception in this case to 
acknowledge the filing of  charges. 
However, because of  due process 
concerns that are a part of  federal 

requirements for labour unions, the 
DGA cannot comment further.”

Weinstein and his brother Bob 
Weinstein are credited as the co-
directors on the 1986 movie “Play-
ing for Keeps”.

Weinstein’s career and reputa-
tion has been in free-fall since an 
article from a publication detail-

ing settlements that were paid to 
women including Ashley Judd 
and Rose McGowan. The expose 
has prompted dozens of  women 
to come forward with allegations 
of  sexual harassment and assault, 
leading to multiple criminal inves-
tigations.

IANS

T
he fourth “Avengers” 
movie will be a key in-
flection point in the Mar-
vel Cinematic Universe, 
according to producer 

Kevin Feige.
In an interview to Vanity Fair, 

Feige said “Avengers 4” will “bring 
things you’ve never seen in super-
hero films like a finale”.

Does finale imply a number of  
dead superheroes? 

“There will be two distinct peri-
ods. Everything before ‘Avengers 4’ 
and everything after. I know it will 
not be in ways people are expect-
ing,” Feige teased.

Feige termed the film “the 
culmination of  the entire Marvel 
Cinematic Universe as started in 
May of  2008” with the release of  
the first “Iron Man” movie.

The third instalment “Avengers: 
Infinity War” is due in May 2018. 

“Avengers: Infinity War” stars 

Robert Downey Jr, Chris Evans, 
Chris Hemsworth, Scarlett Jo-
hansson, Mark Ruffalo, Anthony 

Mackie, Jeremy Renner, Elizabeth 
Olsen, Paul Bettany, Chris Pratt, 
Benedict Cumberbatch, Tom Hol-
land, Chadwick Boseman, Josh Bro-
lin, Don Cheadle, Sebastian Stan, 
Gwyneth Paltrow, Zoe Saldana, 
Dave Bautista, Karen Gillan, Pom 
Klementieff, Tom Hiddleston, 
Benicio del Toro, Idris Elba, Jon 
Favreau, William Hurt, Benedict 
Wong, Linda Cardellini, Danai 
Gurira, Leticia Wright, Florence 
Kasumba, Peter Dinklage, Bradley 
Cooper and Vin Diesel. 

Anthony and Joe Russo are di-
recting the film, which is produced 
by Feige. Louis D’Esposito, Victoria 
Alonso, Michael Grillo and Stan 
Lee are the executive producers. 

Talking about the work slate, 
Feige said: “Marvel has got another 
20 movies on the docket that are 
completely different from anything 
that’s come before - intentionally.”

IANS

A
ctress Priyanka Chopra has congratulated American 
actress Meghan Markle for getting 
engaged to Prince Harry.

Priyanka expressed 
her happiness on Twitter 

soon after the announcement of  
their engagement. 

“Congratulations to my girl 
Meghan Markle and Prince 
Harry!! Am so happy for you 
Meg! You deserve the best 
always. Keep smiling that 
infectious smile,” Priya-
nka wrote alongside 
a photograph of  the 
couple. 

Priyanka and 
Markle reportedly 
became friends after 
they met at the an-
nual ELLE Women in 
Television dinner a few 
years ago.

Priyanka has made a 
name for herself  in American 
showbiz as the lead actress of  TV 
show “Quantico”.

IANS

TICKET RATES
Silver Rs. 80, Gold Rs. 150

HILL STAR 
Movie Schedule

10 am, 5.30 pm, 8 pm: 
Justice League (Eng 2D)

12.30, 3 pm: COCO (Eng 2d)

Ethnic Group of Nagaland (EGoN) the official organisers of Miss Dimapur, conducted a Cleanliness Drive on November 25, between Plaza 
Point to City Tower area and was par cipated by the reigining Miss dimapur, previous winners, and organisers. The drive was held in support 
of the Clean Dimapur Campaign ini ated by DMC. 

(Photo courtesy: Achano Tungoe)
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Arsene Wenger

Andre Drummond posted 26 points, a season-high 22 rebounds and six assists as the Pistons went on a 
late 13-3 surge to seal a win over the Boston Cel cs.

Karimi Mashiani received the backing of his government and the 
Iranian wrestling federa on.

Mario Goetze

11

Pistons snap Celtics home winning streak

CWG 2018: India in pool with England, Pakistan

FIFA says doping is not widespread in Russian soccer

Dortmund’s Goetze to miss 2017 season for injury

Two more Russian Sochi Winter Olympians stripped of goldsArsenal will not sell Ozil and 
Sanchez in January – Wenger

Two temporary stands on land next to the Yekaterinburg Arena football stadium 
for the 2018 World Cup will allow fans to peer through the open facade at each 
goal end but with no protec on from sun or rain.

Iran wrestler throws bout 
to avoid fighting Israeli

Russia builds inside-out arena for World Cup

Tehran, Nov. 28 (AFP): 
Iran’s government has paid 
tribute to one of  the coun-
try’s wrestlers who threw 
an international bout when 
he was ahead because win-
ning would have meant 
fighting an opponent from 
Israel.

The Islamic republic 
does not recognise the Jew-
ish state, placing it in the 
same “Great Satan” cat-
egory as the United States, 
and forbids its sportsmen 
from competing against 
Israelis.

The story of  wrestler 
Alireza Karimi Mashiani 
has struck a chord on so-
cial media, with many in 
Iran backing his stance but 
some also opposing it.

His bout was in the Pol-
ish city of  Bydgoszcz on 
Saturday, in the 86-kilo 
category of  the under-23 
world championships.

According to foot-
age posted online, Kari-
mi Mashiani looked well 
ahead in his bout against 
Russia’s Alikhan Zabrailov 
but then let himself  be eas-
ily beaten.

The Iranian athlete 
seems to abandon the fight 
completely and lets himself  
be dominated after a voice 
shouts out in Persian: “You 

must lose, Alireza!”
The hashtag #youmust-

lose was trending Monday 
in Iran, with comments 
both for and against his ac-
tions, some of  them hostile 
to Iran’s authorities and 
others saluting his stand.

While he may have for-
feited a podium place in 
the tournament, Karimi 
Mashiani did receive the 
backing of  his government 
and the Iranian wrestling 
federation.

“Your noble and heroic 
action in the world com-
petition in Poland, aban-
doning the medal and the 

podium in support of  the 
highest human values, is a 
source of  pride and praise,” 
an official statement on the 
website of  the youth and 
sports ministry said, ad-
dressing the young wrestler.

The country’s wrestling 
federation in its own state-
ment called him a “hero” 
and extolled his “sacrifice”, 
hinting that he had acted 
in a similar manner previ-
ously in 2013.

“It is the second time 
that you have risen up 
against the oppression of  
the Palestinian people by 
abandoning your rights in 

Moscow, Nov. 28 (AP): 
FIFA defended Russia’s 
right to host the World 
Cup amid a series of  dop-
ing scandals, 
saying Tuesday 
that there is no 
sign of  ‘’wide-
spread’’ drug 
use in Russian 
soccer.
Russia has been 
stripped of  doz-
ens of  Olympic 
medals for dop-
ing and cover-
ups, including 
tampering with 
samples.
Soccer is among 
the sports where 
positive tests 
were apparent-
ly covered up, 
according  to 
a World Anti-
Doping Agency 
invest igat ion 
last year.

‘’From the 
information we have, we 
cannot talk about wide-
spread doping in football in 
Russia,’’ FIFA general sec-

retary Fatma Samoura said 
Tuesday, three days before 
FIFA hosts the World Cup 
draw at the Kremlin.

All World Cup sam-
ples will be shipped out of  
Russia to a laboratory in 
Lausanne, Switzerland, on 

the day they are collected, 
Samoura said.

Documents  f rom a 
WADA investigation last 

year said arrangements 
were in place to protect 
players from Russia’s 2014 
World Cup squad if  they 

were to test positive in the 
country before the tourna-
ment. The documents don’t 
directly accuse Russia’s 

World Cup squad 
of  doping, but 
they do include 
records of  alleged 
drug use among 
p l a y e r s  f r o m 
youth national 
teams.

Russian Dep-
uty Sports Minis-
ter Vitaly Mutko 
said the national 
team didn’t play 
well enough to be 
suspected of  us-
ing performance-
enhancing drugs. 
Russia didn’t win 
a match at the 
last World Cup, 
and hasn’t gone 
beyond the group 
stage of  any tour-
n a m e n t  s i n c e 
2008.

‘’If  we play 
like that while doped, then 
how would we do with-
out?’’ Mutko said. ‘’It’s 
absolute stupidity.’’

Berlin, Nov. 28 (IANS): 
Borussia Dortmund mid-
fielder Mario Goetze has 
been ruled out for six weeks 
due to an injury, the Bundes-
liga football club confirmed 
in an official statement.

The 25-year-old Germa-
ny international sustained a 
torn ligament in his ankle 
in Saturday’s dramatic 4-4 
draw against rivals Schalke, 
reports Xinhua.

Goetze was fouled by 
Schalke’s Daniel Caligiuri 
in the 78th minute and had 
to be replaced by Gonzalo 

Los Angeles, Nov. 28 
(AFP): Tobias Harris tal-
lied 31 points as the Detroit 
Pistons halted the Boston 
Celtics’ eight-game home 
win streak with a 118-108 
victory in a battle between 
the two top teams in the 
Eastern Conference.

Andre  Dr ummond 
posted 26 points, a season-
high 22 rebounds and six 
assists as the Pistons went 
on a late 13-3 surge to seal 
the victory and spoil the 
start of  Boston’s five-game 
homestand.

“Tonight was just a 
great night overall for all 
of  us,” said Drummond. 
“We really wanted to beat 
these guys. We gave them 
our best shot and came out 
with a great win.”

It was the first meeting 
of  the teams since the Celt-
ics traded Avery Bradley 
to Detroit along with a 
second-round pick in ex-
change for Marcus Morris 
during the offseason.

Bradley, who heard 
cheers from the Boston 
Garden crowd, and Mor-
ris both scored 13 points. 
Bradley also had five as-

an act of  absolute submis-
sion,” the federation wrote.

Quoted by the ISNA 
news agency, the coach of  
the national free wrestling 
team, Mohammad Talaie, 
called Karimi Mashiani a 
“deserving young man” 
and appealed for this to be 
recognised by the authori-
ties.

But among the many 
indignant  tweets  was 
one from reformist MP 
Mahmud Sadeghi, who 
said: “It is not difficult not 
to face an opponent so 
you do not recognise the 
false identity of  his gov-
ernment”, but “it is very 
difficult to be forced to 
weakness and forced to 
defeat a rival.”

“If  he decides to go 
fight in the colours of  an-
other country, no one can 
say he sold out his home-
land,” said another tweet.

Another railed: “Do 
the authorities not say that 
Israel is evil? Instead of  
running away, let us rise up 
and fight and defeat them.”

According to the results 
of  the tournament, Rus-
sia’s Zabrailov won gold 
in the 86-kilo category and 
Israel’s Uri Kalashnikov 
took the third step of  the 
podium.

sists. For Drummond, it 
was his fourth game of  22 
rebounds in 10 career con-
tests in the Garden.

Detroit guard Reggie 
Jackson finished with 20 
points and seven assists in 
the win. Elsewhere, LeB-
ron James tallied 30 points, 
13 rebounds and six assists 
as the Cleveland Cavaliers 
defeated the Philadelphia 
76ers 113-91. Dwyane 

Wade came off  the bench 
to score 15 points for Cleve-
land, who won their eighth 
straight contest to improve 
to 13-7 on the season.

Cleveland owned a 
57-30 advantage in points 
from non-starters and held 
the Sixers to 37.5 percent 
shooting, including three-
for-28 from beyond the arc.

Cleveland shot 48.2 
percent, including 40.5 

percent from three-point 
range. Joel Embiid led 
Philadelphia, which saw a 
three-game winning streak 
halted, with 30 points and 
11 rebounds.

Rookie sensation Ben 
Simmons, of  Australia, 
was limited to 10 points 
and eight rebounds be-
fore leaving the game in 
the fourth quarter with a 
sprained right ankle.   

New Delhi, Nov. 28 (IANS): The 
Indian mens hockey team is in “a 
tough pool” with England, Pakistan, 
Malaysia and Wales for next years 
Commonwealth Games at the Gold 
Coast, Australia, it was announced 
on Tuesday.

The Indian women’s team will 
face-off  with England, South Africa, 
Malaysia and Wales in Pool A. 

Each team will play every other 
team within the pool in the prelimi-
nary matches from April 5 to 11 be-
fore the top two teams in each pool 
advance to the semi-finals and medal 
round matches from April 12 to 14.

While the Indian women’s team 
will play its first match against Wales 
on April 5, the men’s team will take 
on Pakistan in their first Pool B match 
on April 7 at the Gold Coast Hockey 

Centre.
The men’s team finished runners-

up to Australia in the past two edi-
tions. Men’s team coach Sjoerd Mari-
jne said: “It is a tough Pool but we are 
looking forward to the challenge. We 
are playing England and Australia 
here at the Hockey World League. 
So this experience will help us in our 
preparations for the Commonwealth 
Games. 

“The group stage will definitely 
witness close contest,” he added.

Sanctioned by the International 
Hockey Federation (FIH), Tuesday’s 
announcement saw the 10 competing 
nations in both men’s and women’s 
sections divided into two pools of five 
based on the FIH World Rankings. 

The teams have been divided in 
a snaking pattern to evenly spread 

competing nations across both pools. 
Meanwhile, Indian women’s chief  

coach Harendra Singh said: “I am 
happy with the group. I believe our 
team can challenge any team in the 
world and jumping up the world rank-
ing encourages the athletes to get bet-
ter and better. It’s the Commonwealth 
Games and we can’t take any team 
lightly.” 

The only time the Indian women 
won the gold at the Commonwealth 
Games was in 2002. 

FIH CEO Jason McCracken said: 
“”The Commonwealth Games is a 
key event in the hockey calendar for 
many of these nations. With so many 
world-class teams involved, plus an ex-
ceptional venue for our sport, hockey 
will be showcased at its best in the 
Gold Coast next April.”

London, Nov. 28 (Re-
uters): Arsenal manager 
Arsene Wenger has ruled 
out selling Mesut Ozil and 
Alexis Sanchez in the Janu-
ary transfer window “unless 
something unbelievable 
happens.”

Both players are out of  
contract in the summer and 
have been the subject of re-
peated speculation that they 
may leave, with Ozil a re-
ported target for Manches-
ter United and Barcelona, 
and Sanchez the subject of a 
failed bid from Manchester 
City last summer.

Speaking ahead of  
Wednesday’s game with 
H u d d e r s f i e l d  To w n , 
Wenger was asked whether 
he thought both would still 
be at the club when the 
January transfer window 
closes.

”Yes, of  course,“ he 
said. ”I rule it out. I don’t 
think every day about that.

“As long as they are 
here they give their best for 
the club. In my head they 
stay until the end of the sea-

son, unless something unbe-
lievable happens I don’t see 
that changes.”

If  neither player signs 
a contract extension, each 
could begin negotiating 
with other clubs in January 
ahead of a summer move.

When asked whether 
he thought the pair would 
remain at the club long 
term, Wenger said: “I am 
not the only one to decide 
that. They have to decide 
that as well.” Wenger also 
spoke about the future of  
Jack Wilshere, who has also 
been linked with a move 
after failing to nail down a 
regular first-team place this 
season.

”I always considered 
his interests because he has 
been an Arsenal player since 
a kid,“ said Wenger.”My 
first priority is what is best 
for him.

“I have to consider the 
interests of  Jack Wilshere 
and Arsenal. If  I think its 
in his best interest to stay 
here, I will fight 100 percent 
for that.”  

Lausanne, Nov. 28 (PTI/
AFP): Two more Russian 
bobsleighers from the 2014 
Sochi Winter Olympics 
have been stripped of  their 
gold medals for doping, 
the International Olympic 
Committee (IOC) has said.

Aleksei Negodailo and 
Dmitrii Trunenkov were 
members of  the same four-
man bobsleigh team as 
Russia’s flag carrier for the 
Games Alexander Zub-
kov, who had his medal 
stripped on Friday. The 
IOC has also taken away 

the team’s title. The IOC’s 
announcement yesterday 
comes following hearings 
by an IOC commission 
into allegations of  state-
sponsored doping in Russia 
at the 2014 Games, hosted 
by Russia.

The IOC also disquali-
fied Yana Romanova and 
Olga Vilukhina from all 
events they took part in at 
the Sochi Games for dop-
ing violations, taking away 
the silver medals they won.

Vilukhina won silver 
in the women’s 7.5km bi-

athlon event, while both 
were in the Russian 4x6km 
biathlon relay team that 
came second to Ukraine.

In addition, Sergei 
Chudinov, who came fifth 
in the men’s individual 
skeleton, was also disquali-
fied for doping breaches.

The five athletes pun-
ished were also banned 
from competing at any 
future Winter Olympics.

The latest sanctions 
come just a week before 
a crucial IOC meeting on 
December 5-7 to decide 

whether Russia can com-
pete at the 2018 Winter 
Olympics in Pyeongchang, 
South Korea.

As well as Zubkov, 
speed skater Olga Fatku-
lina was stripped of  her sil-
ver medal in the 500 metres 
last Friday.

Last Wednesday, four 
Russian skeleton competi-
tors were also disqualified.

Russian sports officials 
responded to that decision 
by saying they were pre-
pared to take legal action 
against the IOC.

Russia has so far lost 11 
medals following the IOC’s 
investigations, including 
four of  the 13 Olympic 
titles they won in 2014.

That means that they 
have lost their position on 
top of  the medals table 
to Norway, who won 11 
golds. In total, the IOC 
has punished 19 Russian 
Olympians on the recom-
mendation of  the commis-
sion headed by Swiss sports 
official Denis Oswald set 
up to investigate evidence 
of  doping with state in-

volvement.
On Sunday, athletics’ 

world governing body, the 
IAAF, maintained its sus-
pension of  Russia, say-
ing the country still had 
not done enough to clamp 
down on doping.

Russia was banned 
from international athlet-
ics in November 2015 over 
claims of  state-sponsored 
doping, preventing its ath-
letes from competing at 
the 2016 Rio Olympics and 
this year’s World Champi-
onships in London.

Moscow, Nov. 28 (PTI/AFP): How 
does it feel to be on the outside look-
ing in? 

Football fans visiting Yekater-
inburg in the Russian Urals for the 
2018 World Cup will find out when 
they get seated in one of two tempo-
rary stands that fill empty plots of  
land next to the arena -- originally 
too small to fit FIFA rules.

Openings at each goal end of the 
stadium’s facade offer a remote view 
of the pitch but no protection from 
the sun or rain.

And those unlucky enough to 
only get tickets for the extensions’ 
upper-most rows will stare out direct-
ly at the outer edge of the refurbished 
Yekaterinburg Arena’s circular roof.

The UK’s perplexed Guardian 
newspaper suggested the entire en-
semble might have come from “outer 
space” while USA Today screamed 
that it “couldn’t look any scarier”.

All of  which has left the con-
struction company behind the 
42-metre-tall (138-foot-tall) exten-
sions sounding somewhat bemused.

“This is a typical solution for 
sport facilities built for major inter-
national competitions,” Sinara-De-
velopment Director General Timur 

Ufimtsev told AFP.
“In addition, you can see a beautiful panoramic view of Yekaterin-

burg itself  since the stadium is in a central part of the city.” 
He added that the whole seating section is protected by “tall rail-

ings” to make sure no one falls off.
The additions will make Yekaterinburg Arena into a 35,000-seater 

that will shrink back down in size to 23,000 once the stands are dis-
mantled when all the tourists go home.
Cultural heritage site
The world media’s sceptical gaze fell on the 60-year-old stadium once 
it was selected as the eastern-most venue of the 12 hosting the marquee 

June 14-July 15 event.
The Kremlin wanted to show 

off  Russia’s cultural diversity 
and settled on Yekaterinburg 
-- the mining capital of the tsars 
in which the late president Boris 
Yeltsin built his career.

The unassuming industri-
al home to almost 1.5 million 
people has a team that played 
middling football in the Soviet 
era and most recently won pro-
motion to the Russian Premier 
League in 2013.

It is safe to say that its 27,000-
seat stadium suited the needs 
of a club that has gone through 
many incarnations and is cur-
rently called simply Ural.

Yet its size fell just short 
of  FIFA’s carefully spelled out 
“minimum capacities of 30,000” 
requirement for stadiums hosting 
group stage World Cup matches.

Four were scheduled for 
Yekaterinburg and Russia had a 
problem.

Sinara-Development said 
it also could not simply rebuild 
the entire arena because it was 
listed as a cultural heritage site 
that needed to be preserved in its 

original form.
Football’s world governing 

body not only agreed but ap-
plauded the unique way Yekat-
erinburg worked its way out of a 
potential mess.

“Temporary seats are being 
installed in order to ensure that 
the renovation work would con-
serve the historical facade of the 
stadium and that maintenance 
costs are reduced after the World 
Cup,” a FIFA spokesman told 
AFP. The old stadium’s entrance 
featured six columns topped by 
sculptures of communist factory 
workers and athletes.

These will stay in place for 
posterity’s sake.

The FIFA spokesman also 
brushed aside any safety con-
cerns.

“Inspection visits and de-
tailed reports have shown that 
the temporary seats in the Yekat-
erinburg Arena fully comply 
with all safety and security re-
quirements,” he said.

Ufimtsev said the stadium 
was “90 per cent ready” and 
would be completed by the end 
of the year.

Castro as he was unable to 
continue.

According to the club’s 
official statement, the 
“BVB” will be without Goe-
tze for “six weeks”.

His comeback is set for 
January 14 when Dort-
mund encounter Wolfsburg 
at the 18th round in Bundes-
liga.

The struggling eight-
time German champions 
currently are at fifth place 
in the standings as they 
wait for their first win since 
Oct. 24.



Ben Stokes 

Robert Kubica

Liverpool's Sadio Mane (R) celebrates scoring a goal with Roberto Firmino
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Hem Bahadur receiving the MOM award from Along, technical team 
member at the KVC ground, Ziekezou, Kohima village on Tuesday.

EM Images

Players of Phesama Youth Organisa on (red) and Kuthotsu Spor ng Club in ac on during their quarterfinal match at the Kohima local ground 
on Nov. 28.

EM Images

5th Open Kohima District volleyball c'ship

Prior raises hopes of Stokes' possible Ashes participation

Liverpool's Firmino and Mane primed to return against Stoke

Kubica in good shape after 100 laps with Williams

AR conducts friendly volleyball match

AFC to maintain ACL 
format despite Gulf crisis

Chakhroma Sports Association executive meeting

Northern Angami-1 T20 Bash

Kohima Bureau
Kohima, Nov 28 (EMN): 
T. Khel Knights beat defend-
ing men’s champions Kiru-
phema Youth Organisation 
to advance to the semifinals 
of  the 5th Open Kohima 
District Volleyball Cham-
pionship here at the Ko-
hima local ground on Nov. 

28. The defending champs 
KYO were beaten by 3-1 in 
a five setter match.
While in the other quarter-
final matches, Zenith Club, 
Kezo Town defeated Clip-
pers Club, Kohima by 3-2, 
while Phesama Youth Or-
ganisation also eased into 
the semis with their convinc-

ing victory against Kuthotsu 
Sporting Club, Khonoma 
by 3-0.
In the last quarterfinal match 
in men’s category, Tama 
Youth Society downed Uni-
fied Sporting Club, Kiru-
phema by 3-1, to advance 
to the semifinals. While in 
women’s category, defend-

ing champions Tiema-Khe, 
Kidima eased into the final 
following their convincing 
victory against St. Joseph’s 
College, Jakhama by 3-0, 
while Elite Sisters Club over-
came Wagers Club 3-1 to 
make it to the final.

The champions of  in 
this year’s edition in men’s 

Kohima Bureau
Kohima, Nov. 28 (EMN): 
Hem Bahadur scored a 
match winning 125 runs 
in 74 balls as Zienuobadze 
High Flyers beat P Khel 
Eagles by 49 runs in the 
second match of the league 
matches during the on-
going 5th edition of  the 
10th Northern Angami-1 
T20 Bash organised by 
Brotherhood Group played 
here at the KVC ground, 
Ziekezou, Kohima village 
on Tuesday.

In a historic match of  
the tournament, Zienu-
obadze High Flyers elected 
to bat first and smashed 
a mammoth total of  229 
runs losing four wickets in 
20 overs. Batsmen Hem Ba-
hadur’s century and Aso’s 
(52) propelled Flyers to a 
huge total of  229 runs in 
the first innings. All-round-
er Montu of  Eagles took 
two wickets in four overs.

Chasing a humongous 
target of  230, P Khel Ea-
gles managed to score only 
180 runs losing eight wick-
ets in the allotted 20 overs. 
Flyers bowlers restricted 
the runs as Dito claimed 
two wickets in one over 
for Eagles. Moni (62) and 
Visan (56) half  centuries 

was not enough for Eagles 
as they fell short of 49 runs 
at the end of  the match. 
Hem Bahadur of Flyers was 
adjudged as the man of the 
match.

In the first match, T 
Khel Knights beat Upper L 
Khel Riders by two wickets.

T Khel Knights after 
electing to field first restrict-
ed Riders for 127 runs for 
seven wickets in 20 overs. 
Kenie (21) and Samuel (11) 
was the highest scorer for 
Riders.

In reply, Viketho’s half-

century helped Knights to 
reach the target, as the team 
scored a total of  129/8 in 
16.5 overs. Viketho (52 runs 
off  35 balls) was the highest 
scorer for Knights, while 
Kenie and Chuba claimed 
two wickets each for Riders.

Viketho was adjudged 
as the man of the match for 
his half-century.

Wednesday’s matches
Chedema Strikers vs RS 

Challengers at 9 am
D Khel United vs Keyake 

Phezoucha Pirates at 12:30 
pm   

London, Nov. 28 (IANS): 
Former England wicket-
keeper-batsman Matt Prior 
fuelled speculation of  sus-
pended Ben Stokes reinforc-
ing the tourists after their 
10-wicket loss to Australia 
in the Ashes opener, when 
the all-rounder was spotted 
at Heathrow airport en-
route New Zealand.

Delighted at Stokes' pos-
sible return, Prior took to 
Twitter saying: "If Stokes is 
heading to NZ then he must 
be cleared I'd assume?" 

"Get the long flight out 
the way. Best place to get ac-
climatised and ready whilst 
not being in Oz...fly in for 

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): 
36th Assam Rifles under 
the aegis of  Headquarters 
IGAR (N) conducted a 
friendly volleyball match 
between St. Francis School 
and troops of Assam Rifles 
at Tening, Peren on Nov. 
25.

The aim of  the event 
was to foster the spirit of  
sportsmanship and bring 
out the budding talent 
amongst the youth.

Dimapur, Nov. 28 (EMN): The Chakhro-
ma Sports Association in a press note 
informed that it will be conveying an ex-
ecutive meeting on Dec. 1 at 10 a.m at the 

CPO hall Chümoukedima.  All the office 
bearers of  CSA, representatives of  Group 
-A, B, C and D are requested to attend the 
meeting without fail.

Bangkok, Nov. 28 (Reuters): Matches be-
tween clubs from Saudi Arabia, the United 
Arab Emirates and Qatar will continue to 
be played on a home-and-away basis in next 
year’s Asian Champions League despite an 
on-going diplomatic dispute between the 
Gulf states, the Asian Football Confedera-
tion said on Tuesday.

The AFC’s executive committee decided 
to maintain the current format of its flagship 
club event in the face of a ban imposed on 
travel in and out of Qatar by a Saudi Arabia-
led coalition that is backed by the United 
Arab Emirates. Clubs from the three na-
tions regularly play each other in the Asian 
Champions League, although this year’s 
competition was not affected by the standoff  
as Qatari teams had been eliminated before 
the action was taken in early June.

The confederation said in a statement it 
would send a “high-level delegation to the 
concerned countries to try and mediate the 
situation with the concerned (member asso-
ciations) and governments to find a solution 
for the matches”.

The dispute has already led to complica-

tions for Qatar’s hosting of the regional Gulf  
Cup competition, with Saudi, UAE and 
close ally Bahrain refusing to confirm their 
participation in next month’s tournament. 
Qatar is also due to host the World Cup in 
2022. The Asian Champions League already 
sees games featuring clubs from Saudi Ara-
bia and Iran played in neutral venues due to 
a diplomatic disagreement between those 
countries. Qatar, along with Oman and the 
United Arab Emirates, hosted some of those 
games this season. Meanwhile, the AFC has 
said it will begin the tender process for the 
confederation’s commercial rights in Febru-
ary of next year, with the aim to finalise the 
procedure by May or June 2018.

The rights are currently held by Lagar-
dere Sports and Entertainment with the 
existing contract, which started in 2014 and 
is worth $1 billion, due to expire at the end 
of 2021.

“The AFC will ensure that transparent 
and fair procedures are followed and that the 
views of the Member Associations are taken 
into consideration,” AFC President Shaikh 
Salman bin Ebrahim Al Khalifa said.

APPEAL FOR TUOPHEMA CITIZENS
In view of the 50 years Golden Jubilee 
Celebration of the Historic “Friendship 
Tr e a t y ”  b e t w e e n  Tu o p h e m a  a n d 
Tesophenyu, scheduled to be held on the 
30th Nov 2017, all the citizens of Tuophema 
are hereby directed to reach Tuophema 
village latest by the 29th Nov 2017.

KEDUO-U ZUMU
President

TuophezouDzeviKehou

category will fetch a cash 
award of INR 35,000 along 
with the trophy, while the 
runners-up will be given Rs. 
25,000. 

In women’s champion-
ship, the winner will re-
ceive a cash award of INR 
25,000 along with trophy 
and the runners-up will re-
ceive INR 15,000. The two 
losing semifinalists in both 
categories will be given INR 
5,000 each.

Apart from the team 
prizes, the organisers – Ko-
hima District Volleyball 
Association – have also 
arranged the awards for the 
best spiker and best setter 
for both categories. The 
winners for the individual 
awards for both men and 
women will receive INR 
2,000 each.

Wednesday’s matches
Men’s semifinal  

T. Khle Knights vs Zenith 
Club, Kezo Town

Phesama Youth Or-
ganisation vs Tama Youth 

Society
Women’s final

Elite Sisters Club vs Tiema-
Khe, Kidima

the Test when decisions have 
been made (which must be 
close)..." he wrote in another 
tweet.

England would be hop-

ing for Stokes' early return, 
especially after their massive 
10-wicket loss to the hosts at 
the Gabba in Adelaide on 
Monday.

The 26-year-old Stokes 
was initially named in the 
Ashes squad for the tour 
of Australia but was stood 
down following his arrest on 
suspicion of causing actual 
bodily harm during a brawl 
in Bristol during England's 
one-day series against the 
West Indies two months 
ago.

While the England and 
Wales Cricket Board (ECB) 
played down the issue, say-
ing Stokes was on a per-
sonal trip to New Zealand, a 
statement from Canterbury 
Cricket revealed that they 
have been in initial informal 
discussions with Stokes' 

representatives regarding 
his potential availability for 
Ford Trophy and Burger 
King Super Smash cricket.

However, the ECB's de-
cision to grant Stokes a No 
Objection Certificate (NOC) 
last Friday, which cleared 
him to play in New Zealand, 
suggests a softening on their 
stance.

The fact that he has been 
cleared to travel, added to 
the proximity of New Zea-
land to Australia, means 
that ECB wants Stokes to 
be match ready and imme-
diately join the squad once 
the probe by the Avon and 
Somerset Police is over.

London, Nov. 28 (Re-
uters): Liverpool man-
ager Juergen Klopp has 
indicated that Sadio Mane 
and Roberto Firmino are 
likely to start in the Pre-
mier League clash with 
Stoke City on Wednesday.

The German chose to 
leave the pair out of  the 
starting 11 in Saturday’s 
1-1 draw with champions 
Chelsea, a decision that 
drew criticism on social 
media.

Although Mane came 
on for the final few min-
utes,  Firmino was an 
unused substitute as Liv-
erpool conceded a late 
equaliser at Anfield. Both 
men played the entirety of  
last week’s draw at Sevilla 
in the Champions League.

“It made sense at this 
part of  the season to use 
the strength of  the squad. 
It’s not completely unlikely 
they (Firmino and Mane) 
will start (against Stoke),” 
Klopp said in a news con-
ference on Tuesday.

”For  the  las t  one, 

Abu Dhabi, Nov. 28 (Re-
uters):  Robert Kubica 
completed 100 laps of Abu 
Dhabi's Yas Marina circuit 
on Tuesday and said he 
was in better shape than 
ever as the Pole pushes for 
a remarkable Formula One 
comeback with Williams 
next year.

The 32-year-old Polish 
driver, who partially sev-
ered his right arm in a rally 
crash before the start of the 
2011 season, is the favorite 
to replace retired Brazilian 
Felipe Massa at the former 
champions.

Kubica covered more 
than 500km in the morn-
ing session, a day after the 
season-ending race at the 
same circuit, before handing 
over to 19-year-old Cana-
dian Lance Stroll for the rest 
of the day.

"Probably, I'm in physi-
cally my best shape, by far 
a better shape than I was 
when I was racing in 2010," 
he told reporters, while rec-
ognizing he had some limi-
tations with his arm. "So 

maybe we thought against 
Chelsea maybe he needs a 
rest or whatever – [but] it 
was that we needed fresh 
legs against Chelsea and 

that’s what we wanted to 
have. I thought it worked 
quite well.

“It was a very impor-
tant sign for the squad and 

from my side that I show 
the faith in all of  the boys. 
It was very important for 
me that the boys showed 
me they are 100 per cent 

ready, so that was good – 
really good.”

Klopp said that Emre 
Can, who also missed 
the Chelsea game with a 
muscle problem, was now 
fit and Dejan Lovren was 
“close” to a return after 
suffering a series of  prob-
lems and could feature 
against Stoke.

Sixth-placed Liverpool 
are 14 points behind the 
leaders Manchester City, 
who beat Huddersfield 
Town 2-1 on Sunday, a 
gap that Klopp suggested 
his team were unlikely to 
breach.

”I saw the game against 
Huddersfield, It was de-
served that City won. They 
win and if  they win no-
body else has a chance.

”As long as City keep 
winning then no-one else 
has a chance. I don’t care 
about this at the moment. 
If  anyone struggles we 
need to be there. “This 
is now a really decisive 
period of  the season. We 
need to be spot on.”

motivation is there and the 
body is reacting in a good 
way.

"Of course I'm starting 
nearly from scratch because 
Formula One has changed 
so much in the last seven 
years that it's like nearly 
starting from zero."

Kubica's last F1 race was 
with Renault in 2010 and his 
career appeared over when 
he crashed during a rally in 
northern Italy that he had 
entered for fun.

A steel guardrail pen-

etrated both car and driver, 
leaving the Pole fighting for 
his life and facing extensive 
surgery.

His arm remains at-
rophied, leading to fears 
about his ability to cope with 
racing situations and tight, 
twisty circuits, but he said 
that was not the major ob-
stacle some might suspect.

"There is someone say-
ing I'm driving one-handed. 
I'm not driving one-hand-
ed," he said on Tuesday. "I 
think it's impossible to drive 

a Formula One car with one 
hand."

Kubica, who tested with 
Williams in October and 
Renault before then, said 
he felt more at home every 
time he got into a Formula 
One car.

"What the future will 
bring I don't know, but de-
finitively if  you look at the 
overall picture, where I was 
12 months ago and where I 
am now, it has been a good 
12 months," said the Pole.

Kubica was ninth fastest 
of the 12 drivers on track but 
the main focus was more 
on a pre-set program than 
speed.

Ferrari's Kimi Raik-
konen was top of  the 
timesheets with Australian 
Daniel Ricciardo second 
fastest for Red Bull and 
four-times world champion 
Lewis Hamilton, complet-
ing 136 laps, third in his 
Mercedes.

Raikkonen's best time of  
one minute 37.7687 seconds 
was considerably quicker 
than Kubica's 1:41.296.


